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PREFACE
The following study was undertaken at the suggestion
of Professor Westel W. Willoughby. So far as is known,
no previous attempt has been made to treat the subj ect
comprehensively, or to enumerate the rights which the
citizens of the several States are entitled to enjoy, free from
discriminatory legislation, by virtue of the so-called Comity
Clause. To Professor Willoughby and Professor John H.
Latane, under whose direction the work was carried on,
I am indebted for both advice and inspiration; and I am
especially under obligation to President Frank J. Goodnow,
who was kind enough to read the manuscript and to ofter
much valuable advice. I desire, also, to express my appreciation to Mr. Eben Winthrop Freeman, President of
the Greenleaf Law Library of Portland, Maine, for his
courtesy in extending to me the use of that library during
the summer of 1916, when the greater part of the material
for this piece of work was collected.
RH.
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THE PRIVILEGES AND IMMUNITIES OF STATE
CITIZENSHIP
CHAPTER I
HISTORY OF THE COMITY CLAUSE

It is provided by the Federal Constitution1 that: "The
citizens of each State shall be entitled to all privileges and
immunities of citizens in the several States." This clause
(hereafter called for the sake of convenience the Comity
Causel ), it was said by Alexander Hamilton, may be
esteemed the basis of the Union.' Its object and effect are
outlined in Paul v. Virginia' in the following words:
It was undoubtedly the object of the clause in question to place the
citizens of each State upon the same footing with citizens of other
States, so far as the advantages resulting from citizenship in those
States are concerned. It relieves them from the disabilities of
alienage in other States i it inhibits discriminating legislation against
them by other States; 1t gives them the right of free ingress into
other States and egress from them. It insures to them in other
States the same freedom possessed by the citizens of those States
in the acquisition and enjoyment of property and in the pursuit of
happiness; and it secures to them in other States the equal protection
of the laws. It has been justly said that no provision in the Constitution has tended so strongly to constitute the citizens of the United
States one people as this.' Indeed, without some provision of the
kind removing from the citizens of each State the disabilities of
alienage in the other States, the Republic would have constituted
little more than a league of States; it would not have constituted
the Union which now exists.

The words "privileges" and "immunities," like the
greater part of the legal phraseology of this country, have
been carried over from the law of Great Britain, and recur
1 Art.

4t sec. 2, d. I.
Willoughby, Constitutional Law, vol. i, p.
'The Federalist, No. LXXX.
'8 Wall 168, 19 Led. 357.
, Citing Lemmon v. People, 20 N. Y. 607.
9
I
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+

constantly either as such or in equivalent expressions from
the time of Magna Charta. For all practical purposes they
are synonymous in meaning, and originally signified a
peculiar right or private law conceded to particular persons
or places whereby a certain individual or class of individuals was exempted from the rigor of the common law.
'};; privilege or immunity is conferred upon any person
when he is invested with a legal claim to the exercise of
special or peculiar rights, authorizing him to enjoy some
particular advantage or exemption.1!
The Comity Clause, as is indicated by the quotation from
Paul v. Virginia, was primarily intended to remove the
disabilities of alienage from the citizens of every State
while passing through or doing business in any of the
several States. But even without this removal of disability, the citizens of the several States would have been
entitled to an enjoyment of the privileges and immunities
accorded to alien friends; and these were by no means
inconsiderable at the English law. In the early period of
English history practically the only class of aliens of any
importance were the foreign merchants and traders. To
them the law of the land afforded no protection; for the
privilege of trading and for the safety of life and limb they
were entirely dependent on the royal favor, the control of
commerce being a royal prerogative, hampered by no law
or custom as far as concerned foreign merchants. These
could not come into or leave the country, or go from one
place to another, or settle in any town for purposes of
trading, or buy and sell, except upon the payment of heavy
tolls to the king. This state of affairs was changed by
Magna Charta, chapter forty-one of which reads:
All merchants shall have safe and secure exit from England and
entry to England, with the right to tarry there and move about by
land as by water, for buying and selling by the ancient and right
I! See Magill v. Browne, Fed. Cas. No. 8952, 16 Fed. Cas. 408; 6
Words and Phrases, 5sB3. 558.$; A. J. Lien, "Privileges and Immunities of Citizens of the United States," in Columbia University
Studies in History, Economics, and Public Law, voL 54 p. 31.
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customs, quit from all evil tolls, except, in time of war, such merchants as are of the land at war with us. And if such are found in
our land at the beginning of the war, they shall be detained, without
injury to their bodies or goods, until information be received by us,
or by our chief justiciar, how the merchants of our land found in
the land at war with us are treated; and if our men are safe there,
.
the others shall be safe in our land.T

Whatever may have been the motives of the barons in
securing the adoption of this chapter (and since they had
no particular love for the merchants of the town, it may
well be that these were not entirely disinterested), it was
not regarded with much favor by the latter class. The
right to exact tolls and place restrictions upon all rival
traders who were not members of their gilds, whether
foreigners or not, was a cherished privilege of the chartered boroughs; and chapter thirteen of Magna Charta had
guaranteed to these the full enjoyment of all their" ancient
liberties and free customs."s The result was a continual
struggle on the part of the English merchants to put restrictions on foreign traders. The latter, however, enjoyed
the royal favor, and by the Charta Mercatoria of 1303 the
provisions of Magna Charta in this respect became a
reality, various privileges and exemptions being conferred
in order to offset increased rates of duty.
During the reigns of Edward II and Edward III a varying policy was pursued by the Crown with respect to alien
merchants. The statute of 1328 abolishing the "staples
beyond the 'Sea and on this side" provided "that all merchants, strangers and privy may go and come with their
merchandises, after the tenor of the Great Charter";9 and
seven years later this privilege was further confirmed by
an act which, in considerable detail, placed strangers and
T This provision is commented upon with admiration by Montesquieu, who says: .. La grande chartre des Anglois defend de
saisir et de confisquer en cas de guerre les marchandises des
negociants etrall¥ers, a moins que ce ne soit pas represailles. II est
beau que la nat10n Angloise ait fait de cela un des articles de sa
liberte" (L'Esprit des Lois. book xx, ch. 14).
8 See Pollock and Maitland, voL i, pp. 447-448. with respect to the
inconsistency between these two chapters.
e 2 Etiward III, c. 9.
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residents upon an exact equality in all branches of trade.
wholesale and retail, under the express declaration that
no privileged rights of chartered boroughs should be allowed
to interfere with its enforcement.10 The provisions of
these statutes do not seem to have been strictly enforced;
and under Richard II the privileges of the boroughs were
restored, although freedom of trade with respect to alien
merchants was, in theory at least, still recognized.l1
Not only with respect to trading, but also in regard to
several other privileges, did alien friends enjoy many important rights. According to Blackstone,
An alien born may purchase lands or other estates; but not for
his own use, for the king is thereupon entitled to them. If an alien
could acquire a permanent property in lands he must owe an allegiance, equally permanent with the property, to the king of England,
which would probably be inconsistent with that which he owes to
his own natural liege lord; besides that thereby the nation mi~ht in
time be subject to foreign inB.uence, and feel many other inconveniences, Wherefore, by the civil law such contracts were also made
void; but the prince had no such advantage of forfeiture thereby as
with us in England. Among other reasons which 'might be given for
our constitution, it seems to be intended by way of punishment for
the alien's presumption, in attempting to acquire any landed property; for the vendor is not affected by. it, he having resigned his
right and received an equivalent in exchange. Yet an alien may
acquire a property in goods, money, and other personal estate, or
~ may hire a house for his habitation; for personal estate is of a
transitory and movable nature; and besides this indulgence to
strangers is necessary for the advancement of trade. Aliens, also,
"may trade as freely as other people; only they are subject to certain
higher duties at the custom-house; and there are also some obsolete
statutes of Henry VIII, prohibiting alien artificers to work for
themselves in this kingdom; but it is generally held that they were
virtually repealed by statute 5 Eliz., c. 7. Also an alien may bring
an action concerning personal property, and make a will; and dispose of his personal estate; not as it is in France, where the 1Qne;
at the death of an alien is entitled to all he is worth, by the drOit
d'aubaine or jus albinatus, unless he has a peculiar exemption.•••
No denizen12 can be of the privy council or either house·of Parliament or have any office of trust, civil or military, or be capable of
any grant of lands, etc., from the Crown.l I .

10 See 9 Edward III, c.

I, and d. 25 Edw. III, stat. '" c. 7.
See 2 Richard II, stat. I, c. I, and II Richard II, c. 7.
An alien to whom letters patent had been issued so as to make
him a British subject.
18 Blackstone, Commentaries, vol. i, pp. 372-3740
11
12
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Aliens also had no inheritable blood and were incapable of
taking or transmitting property by descent.16
It may thus be seen that, independently of any constitutional provision, the citizens of the thirteen original States
were entitled to the enjoyment of a considerable class of . .
privileges upon removal from their own to another State.
There was, on the other hand, much room for discrimination as well; and the jealousy which existed between the
States, coupled with the fact that each of these wa~ now
fully capable of changing the rules of the English common
and statute law to suit its own purposes, left no guarantee
as to the length of time during which the citizens of the
several States would be capable of enjoying even such privileges as were accorded to alien friends. Moreover, it was
generally felt that Americans should be regarded as more
closely related to one another than to citizens of foreign
countries, and that something more than an alien status
was needed if the inhabitants of the several States were to
constitute one people.
It was with this idea of securing a stronger bond than
had previously existed between the States that the Fourth
Article of the Articles of Confederation was adopted.
This, the immediate precursor of the Comity Clause, reads:
The better to secure and perpetuate mutual friendship and inter- , /
course among the people of the different States in this Union, the
free inhabitants of each of these States, ~upers, vagabonds, and
fugitives from justice excepted, shall be entitled to all the privileges
and immunities of free citIZens in the several States and the people
of each State shall have free ingress and egress to and from any
other State, and shall enjoy therein all the privileges of trade and
commerce, subject to the same duties, impositions, and restrictions
as the inhabitants thereof respectively, provided that such restrictions shall not extend so far as to prevent the removal of property
imported into any State to any other State of which the owner is
an inhabitant; and provided also that no imposition, duty, or restriction, shall be laid by any State on the property of the United States,
or either of them.

Madison says:lI
There is a confusion of language here which is remarkable. Why

16 Blackstone, Commentaries, voL ii, p. 24!).
111

The Federalist, No. XLII.
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the terms free inhabitants are used in one part of the Article, free
citizen in another, and People in another: or what was meant by
superadding to .. all privileges and immunities of free citizens," .. all
the privileges of trade and commerce," cannot easily be determined.
It seems to be a construction scarcely avoidable, however, that those
who come under the den()lllination of free inhabitants of a State,
although not citizens of such State, are entitled, in every other State,
to all the privileges of free citizens of the latter: that is, to greatet:
privileges than they may be entitled to in their own State: so that
It may be in the power of a particular State, or rather every State
is laid under a necessity, not only to confer the rights of citizenship
in other States upon any whom it may admit to such rights within
itself, but upon any whom it may allow to become inhabitants within
its jurisdiction.18

This article was proposed in its final shape on November
13, 1777, and adopted by the Continental Congress. In
spite of its disconnected and loose structure, it must have
been regarded as satisfactory, for the only amendments
proposed were of little importance. On June 22, 1778, the
delegates from Maryland proposed that the word "paupers" be omitted, and the words "that one State shall not
be burthened with the maintenance of the poor who may
remove into it from any of the others in the Union," added.
On June 25, 1778, the delegates from South Carolina moved
to insert the word "white" between the words "free inhabitants," so that the privileges and immunities granted
should be definitely secured to the white race only; they
also suggested certain other verbal changes. A similar
proposal was embodied in the order of ratification of
Georgia, in which it was suggested in addition that after
the word "vagabonds " there should be inserted " all persons
who refuse to bear arms in defense of the State to which
they belong, and all persons who have been or shall be
attainted of high treason in any of the United States."
None of these alterations was adopted.1'I
In the Journal of the Constitutional Convention the
present clause of the Constitution is credited with appearing, in the form in. which it now reads, in the plan laid
18 See also
1'1 Journal

Story on the Constitution, sec. 1799.
of the Continental Congress, vol. ii, pp. 326. 598, 606,
615; Elliott's Debates on the Federal Constitution, 2d ed., pp. 72-92.
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before the Convention by Charles Pinckney of South Carolina ;18 and in ~ speech delivered in the House of Representatives on February 13, 1821, with respect to the admission of Missouri, he specifically laid claim to its authorship.18 But in the .. Observations on the Plan of Government Submitted to the Federal Convention in Philadelphia,
on the 28th of May, 1787, by Mr. Charles Pinckney,"
printed by Francis Childs in October, 1787, the Fourth
Article of the Articles of Confederation is recommended
for adoption practically untouched ;20 and: in view of the
historical doubt as to the identity of the 'so-called Pinckney
Draft printed in the Journal of the Convention with that
actually submitted by Mr. Pinckney and afterward turned
over to the Committee on Detail, it does not seem probable
that Pinckney's claim can be sustained. However this may
be, the clause as it now reads was submitted to the Convention by the Committee on Detail on August 6, 1787, as
Article XIV of the proposed constitution. The only alteration suggested was that some provision should be included
in favor of property in slaves; but upon the question being
put it was passed in the affirmative, South Carolina being
the only State voting against it, and Georgia being divided.
It was later placed in its present position in the Constitution by the Committee on Style.21
18 See Elliott's Debates, 2d ed., pp. 245, 24918 Annals of Congress, 16th Cong., 2d sess., p. IIJ4.
20 M. Farrand, Records of the Federal Convention, vol.
21 Farrand, vol. i, pp. 173, 443, 577.

iii, p. So.
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CHAPTER II
GENERAL SCOPE OF THE CoMITY CLAUSE

The wording of the Comity Qause is obviously very
general; and standing by itself, it might be construed in
such a way as to obliterate state lines entirely, since the
citizens of every State in the Union might be regarded as
entitled by it to identically the same privileges and immunities. The first reported case bearing upon the clause is
Campbell v. Morris,1 which was decided in 1797. This case
is rather remarkable in some ways, in that it recognizes that
the provisions of the clause are to be given a limited operation, and indicates fairly accurately the line of demarcation
which has been generally adopted by the courts since that
time. The language of the court, speaking through Judge
Chase, is as follows:
By the second section of the fourth Article of the Constitution of
the United States, the citizens of each State shall be entitled to all
the p'rivileges and immunities of citizens of the several States.
Privllege and immunity are synonymous, or nearly so. Privilege
signifies a peculiar advantag~ exemption, immunity; immunity signifies exemption, privilege. The peculiar advantages and exemptions
contemplated under this part of the Constitution, may be ascertained if not with preciSion and accuracy, yet satisfactorily. By
taking a retrospective view of our situation antecedent to the formation of the first general government, or the confederation, in
which the same clause is inserted fJerbatim:,j one of the great obj ects
must occur to every person, which was the enabling the citizens of
the several States to acquire and hold real property in any of the
States, and deemed necessary, as each State was a sovereign, independent State, and the States had confederated only for the purpose
of general defense and security, and to promote the general welfare.
It seems agreed, from the manner of expoundinlf the words immunities and privileges, by the counsel on both Sides, that a particular and limited operation is to be given to these words, and not .
a full and comprehensive one. It is agreed it does not mean the
right of election, the right of holding offices, the right of being
13 Harr. and McHen. (Md.) 535.
This is obviously a misstatement.
. 16

I
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elected. The Court are of opinion it means that the citizens of all
the States shall have the peculiar advantages of acquiring and holding real as well as personal property and that such property shall be
protected and secured by the laws of the State in the same manner
as the property of the citizens of the State is protected. It means,
such property shall not be liable to any taxes, or burdens which the
property of the citizeus is not subject to. It~,. also mean that as
creditors, they shall be on the same footing with the state creditor,
in the payment of the debts of a deceased debtor. It secures and
protects personal rights.
.

The latitude for difference in construing the Comity
Clause is well exemplified by the peculiar interpretation put
upon it by the supreme court· of Tennessee in the case of
Kincaid v. Francis,- decided in ISn. The court there
denied that the clause was intended to prevent discrimination by a State in according privileges to its own citizens
as against those of other States; on the contrary, it regarded the clause as intended to compel the Federal Government to extend the same privileges and immunities to
the citizens of every State, and to prevent that government
from granting privileges or immunities to citizens of some
of the States which were not likewise granted to those of
all the others. This ingenious interpretation, though fully
capable of application as far as the words of the clause
itself are concerned, can, of course, be viewed in no other
light than as erroneous if the history of the adoption of the
clause, its position in the Constitution, and the wording of
the similar article in the Articles of Confederation are taken
into account. And, as a matter of fact, this is the only·
case in which such an interpretation occurs.'
An interpretation for the most part similar to that given
- 3 Cooke (Tenn.) 49'A somewhat similar view is, however, taken in Chapman v. Miller, 2 Speers (S. C.) 769, in which it was said by Butler, J.: "I cannot find that any of the writers or commentators on the constitution
have ever undertaken to expound this article, either by explanation
or definition; and I shall not quit the concrete of this case by resorting to any abstract disquisitions on the subject,-or attempt to
do that which others have avoided. This much may be said on the
subject with entire confidence-that it is not in the power of Congress to give privileJes to citizens of one State over those of another,
bv any measure which it can constitutionally adopt; nor can it give
to a State a power to do a thing which it could not do itself."
a

...~G
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in Campbell v. Morris, but going somewhat farther than
the decision in that case, is afforded in Corfield v. Coryell.l
This case, reported in 1825, is the first federal authority
upon the question of the construction of the clause; and it
is of particular importance in any examination of the general scope of the clause in that the language used in that
connection, though obiter, has been made the basis of
numerous decisions since that time, and is even now dted
occasionally with approval. That part of the decision dealing with the privileges and immunities of state citizenship
reads:

v

The inquiry is, what are the privileges and immunities of citizens
in the several States? We feel no hesitation in confining these expressions to those privileges and immunities which are, in their
nature, fundamental; which belong, of ri~ht, to the citizens of all
free governments; and which have, at all times, been enjoyed by the
citizens of the several States which compose this union, from the
time of their becoming free, independent, and sovereign. What
these fundamental principles are, it would perhaps be more tedious
than diflicult to enumerate. They may, however, be all comprehended under the following general heads: protection by the government; the enjoyment of life and liberty, Wlth the right to acquire
and possess property of every kind, and to pursue and obtain happiness and safety; subject, nevertheless, to such restraints as the government may justly prescribe for the general good of the Whole.
The right of a citizen of one State to pass through, or to reside in
any other State, for purposes of trade, agriculture, professional
pursuits, or otherwise; to claim the benefit of the writ of habeas
corpus; to institute and maintain actions of any kind in the courts
of the State; to take, hold, and dispose of property, either real or
personal; and to an exemption from higher taxes or impositions
than are paid by the other citizens of the State; may be mentioned
as some of the particular privileges and immunities of citizens, which
are clearly embraced by the general description of privileges deemed
to be fundamental; to which may be added, the elective franchise, as
regulated and established by the laws or constitution of the State in
which it is to be exercised. These and many others which might be
mentioned, are, strictly speaki~, privileges and immunities, and the
enjoyment of them by the citizens of each State, in every otper
State, was manifestly calculated (to use the expressions of the
preamble of the corresponding provision in the old articles of confederation) the better to secure and perpetuate mutual friendship
and intercourse among the people of the different States of the
union. But we cannot accede to the proposition ... that, under this
provision of the constitution, the citizens of the several States are
entitled to participate in all the rights which belong exclusively to
the citizens of any other particular State merely upon the ground
that they are enjoyed by those citizens.
114 Wash. C. C. 371.
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The most casual examination of the reasoning in this decision shows that it is based almost entirely upon the prevalent political theory of natural rights. Judge Washington
evidently took the view that this clause of the Constitution
was meant to be simply a condensation in less awkward
phras~logy of the corresponding article in the Articles of
Confederation; and, acting upon this principle, in his enumeration of the rights secured to the citizens of the several
States he merely elaborates the rights specifically there set
forth. In so doing he follows much the same line of reasoning as the Maryland court in Campbell v. Morris. But
in addition he takes the stand that these rights are the
rights which are fundamental and are necessarily to be enjoyed by the citizens of all free States. ,!,his view woul<!, /
lead logically to the-oonc1l1sion that the rights securedto the /
citizens of each State..were the s@!De. There would result~ ./
accordingly, a sort of general citizenship in common /"
throughout the entire country, by virtue of which certain: \ /'
defined rights were guaranteed to every one of its members\
as against legislation on the part of any of the States. This I
interpretation, in spite of the general acceptance given it, is
not borne out by the intentions of the framers of the Constitution. In the selection from the Federalist before
quoted, it was said that those coming under the denomination of free inhabitants of a State were to be regarded as
entitled in every other State to the privileges which the
latter might see fit to accord to its own citizens; "that is,
to greater privileges than they may be entitled to in their
own State.'"
In point of fact, although the various privileges named
in Corfield v. Coryell have practically all been since held
to be secured to the citizens of the several States, this result
has been attained not because these were fundamental privileges by their nature necessarily inherent in citizenship, but
because they were privileges which each State actually
• The Federalist, No. LXII.
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granted to its own citizens. (The settled construction of
the Comity Clause has therefore come to be that, in any
given State, every citizen of every other State shall have
the same privileges and immunities which the citizens of
that State possess; and where the laws of the several States
differ, a citizen of one State ,asserting rights in another
must claim them according to the laws of the latter State.
The view that a citizen of one State carries with him into
any other State certain fundamental privileges and immunities which come to him necessarily by the mere fact of his
citizenship in the first-mentioned State, has been definitely
abandoned.~

The result has been that it is impossible to set forth any
particular rights and privileges which are merely as such
appurtenant to citizenship. If any right whatsoever is
denied by a State to its own citizens, it may be denied fully
as properly to citizens of other States. (The test as to
whether any particular state law is in Contravention of the
Comity Clause is not whether it denies some certaiq right
to citizens of other States, but whether it denies them this
right while at the same time extending it to its own citizens.
In other words, it is discriminatory legislation aimed by a
State against the citizens of other States that is regarded as
prohibited; and if the legislation is in fact not discriminatory: it is entirely valid as respects this provision of the
Constitution. "It is only equality of privileges and immunities between citizens of different States that the Constitution guarantees."I..
This change in the interpretation of the Comity Qause
has been the basis of several decisions which would be
f See Ward v. Maryland, 12 Wall. 418, 20 Led. 499; Paul v. Virginia, 8 Wall. 168, 19 L ~ 357; Downham v. Alexandria, 10 Wall.
173. 19 L ed. 929; Detroit v. Osborne, 13S U. S.A921 34 L ed.260,
10 SuP.•C~ Rep. 1012; SlaUJhterhouse Cases, 16 Wall. 36..21 !-- ed.
394 Withams v. Brutb, gO U. S. 176. 24 Led. 116; KimlDlsh v.
Bal • 129 U. S. 217, :p L. eeL 695, 9 Sup. Ct. Rep. 2'7'/; Chambers v.
Baltimore and Ohio R. Co., ~ U. S. 142, 52 Led. 143, 28 Sup. Ct.
Rep. 34; Lemmon v. People, 20 N. Y. 607; Allen v. Negro Sarah, 2
Harr. (Del.) 434I Field, J., in Downham v. Alexandria, 10 Wall. 113, 19 L. ed. 929.

i'
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difficult of justification under the old theory of fundamental
privileges belonging to the citizens of all free governments.
Thus it is settled that a citizen of one State is not entitled
to carry with him into another State privileges which he
enjoys in the place of his citizenship.
This was the decision in the case of Detroit v. Osbome.9
The plaintiff in that case had brought a suit for damages
against the city of Detroit to recover for injuries received
as the result of a defect in a sidewalk within the city limits.
In the State of which she was a citizen the circumstances
would have been sufficient to entitle her to a verdict; and
a similar rule prevailed in a majority of the States. The
Michigan law, however, was to the contrary; and this being
so, it was held that she was not entitled, by virtue of her
right to recover in her own State, to recover in Michigan
contrary to the law of that State, the court saying: "A
citizen of another State going into Michigan may be entitled
under the Federal Constitution to all the privileges and immunities of citizens of that State; but under the Constitution he can claim no more. He walks the streets and highways in that State, entitled to the same rights and protection, but none other, than those accorded by its laws to
its own citizens."
By a similar mode of reasoning, the Cons.titution is not
to be regarded as giving a right to a citizen of any State
to enjoy within his own State the privileges and immunities
which may be granted by the laws of other States to their
citizens. The contrary- of this was asserted by the plaintiff
in error in Mdune v. Durston.10 He was a citizen of
New York who had been found guilty of violating the state
laws concerning elections and the registration of voters, and
he had prayed and had been granted an appeal from the
judgment ordering his imprisonment. By the law of New
York a defendant who bad appealed from conviction of a
crime not punishable with death might in certain instances
II 135 U. S. 492,
10 153 U. S.

34 Led. 260, 10 Sup. Ct. Rep. 1012.

684. 38 L. ed. 867, 14 Sup. Ct. Rep. 9130

........
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be admitted to bail, but only when there was a stay of proceedings; and the stay in proceedings was granted only
upon the filing with the notice of appeal of a certificate of
the trial judge that there was in his opinion reasonable
doubt whether the judgment should stand. It was insisted
that these statutory regulations were unconstitutional as
denying privileges and immunities of citizens of the States,
since in most of the other States a defendant convicted of
a criminal charge other than murder had the right, as a
matter of law, upon the granting of an appeal from the
judgment of conviction, to give bail pending such appeal.
This argument was summarily dismissed by the Court, it
being held that whatever might be the scope of the clause in
question, the privileges and immunities enjoyed by the citizens of one State under its constitution and laws could not
possibly be regarded as the measure of the privileges and
immunities to be enjoyed, as of right, by a citizen of
another State under the constitution and laws of the
latter.l l
In a few cases it has been claimed by a citizen of one
State that a statute was unconstitutional because it denied
an equality of privileges and immunities to citizens of other
States. It has been uniformly held that the constitutionality of a state statute cannot be attacked upon this ground
by a citizen of that State.11 An exception to tbis rule and
to the holding in McKane v. Durston is to be noted in the
case of In re Flukes.l I Here, on the petition of a citizen
11 Similarly a state statute is not unconstitutional as denying eq,ual
privileges and immunities for the reason that it prohibits the Importation of certain kinds of property by its own citizens, while
allowing this to citizens of other States. .. The clause was intended
to secure the citizens of one State ~nst discrimination made by
another State in favor of its own CItizens, and not to secure the
citizens of any State against discrimination made by their own State
in favor of the citizens of other States, nor to secure one class of
citizens against discrimination made between them and another class
of citizens of the same State." Commonwealth v. Griffin, 3 B.
Monr. (Ky.) 208. See also Murray v. McCarty,2 Mun£. (Va.) 39312 Bradwell v. Illinois, 16 Wall. 130, 21 L. ed. 442i Hudson Water
Co. v. McCarter, 209 U. S. 349, 52 L. ed. 828, 28 Sup. Ct. Rep. 529.
18 157 Mo. 125. 57 S. W. S4S. 51 L. R. A. 176.
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of the State, a statute was held unconstitutional which
penalized the sending of any chose in action out of the
State for collection by garnishment or attachment against
the wages of any debtor resident within the State. The
ground of the decision was that the statute could not by its
terms be enforced against the wages of non-resident
debtors, so that" a citizen of New York or California could
bring just such a suit as the petitioner has brought and be
held wholly blameless." In other words, any statute which
does not put residents of the State upon an equally good
footing with non-residents is to be regarded, according to
the decision of the Missouri court, as unconstitutional.
Such a doctrine is so absolutely opposed to the weight of
authority that it would seem necessarily erroneous; and it
is not believed that the reasoning advanced in this case can
properly be supported.
From what has been said it will be seen that the element
of discrimination is the controlling factor in determining
whether a state law is a violation of the privileges and
immunities of citizens of the several States. If there is no
discrimination in favor of citizens of the domestic State,
there is no unconstitutionality, however much the citizens of
other States may be deprived of the enjoyment of any right
enumerated in the various lists which have been drawn up
from time to time in the decisions of the courts. Further;.
more this discrimination must be substantial; and a mere
difference in the method of applying state legislation in the
cases of residents and non-residents will not necessarily invalidate the statute in question. Thus, where the mode of
collecting a tax on liquor brought in from another State
differed from that used with regard to liquor manufactured
in the State, it was nevertheless held that there was no discrimination, since the amount paid was the same in both
cases.1'

l' Hinson v. Lott, 8 Wall. 148. 19 L. ed. 'lJ37. See also Travelers'
Insurance Co. v. Connecticut, I8S U. S. 364, 46 Led. 949. 22 Sup.
Ct. Rep. 673.
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A question of considerable interest prior to the Civil War
was with respect to the extent to which negroes were protected by the Comity Clause. Slaves, being property, admittedly did not come within its provisions; but differences
of opinion existed with regard to free negroes to whom
the privileges of citizenship had been extended by anyone
State. The state courts were not at all in accord upon the
matter. rhose which regarded the free negro as entitled
to 1Ul equality of privileges and immunities usually based
this belief upon the ground that the amendments to the
Fourth Article of the Articles of Confederation, limiting
its operation to the white race, had been rejected; and also
.upon the ground that prior to the adoption of the Constitution, free negroes were looked upon as citizens by the States
in which they lived.llI In other cases the courts regarded
the negroes as not entitled to the benefit of this clause, but
accorded them a citizenship of a lower order than that of
the whitesY' The majority of the courts, however, held
that the clause was not intended to have reference to
negroes in any case, and that they were entirely incapable
of becoming citizens of any State in a constitutional sense.1'I'
11 Smith v. Moody, 26 Ind. 229; State v. Manuel, 4 Dev. and Bat.
(N. C.) 20.
18 Thus in Ely v. Thompson, 3 A. K. Marsh. (Ky.) 10, the Court
says: .. Although free persons of color are not parties to the social
compact, yet they are entitled to repose under its shadow."
17 Amy v. Smith, I Litt. (Ky.) ,326; Crandall v. State, 10 Conn.
339; State v. Claiborne, I Meigs (Tenn.) 331; Pendleton v. State,
6 Ark. sag. In the last-mentioned case the general trend of this
class of decisions is well set forth in the following words: "Are
free negroes or free colored persons citizens within the meaning of
this clause ? We think not. In recurring to the past history of the
constitution, and prior to its formation, to that of the confederation,
it will be found that nothing beyond a kind of quasi-citizenship has
ever been recognized in the case of colored persons. • . • If citizens
in a full and constitutional sense, why were they not permitted to
participate in its formation? They certainly were not. The constitution was the work of the white race, the government for which it
provides and of which it is the fundamental law, is in their hands
and under their control; and it could not have been intended to
place a different race of people in all things upon terms of equality
with themselves. Indeed, if such had been the desire, its utter impracticability is too evident to admit of doubt. The two races differing as tliey do in complexion, habits, conformation, and intellec-
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The last view of the matter was substantially upheld by
the Supreme Court in the celebrated Dred Scott Case.18
After considerable investigation with respect to the status
of the negro at the time of the Revolution and of the
adoption of the Constitution, as well as with respect to
state legislation upon that subject, Chief Justice Taney came
to the conclusion that the negro race at the time and long
afterwards was in an inferior and subject condition; and
that therefore it could not be supposed that it was intended
by the framers of the Constitution to secure to that race
rights and privileges throughout the Union which were
denied by the majority of the constituent parts of that
Union within their own limits. This opinion, it was pointed
out, would apply with particular emphasis to the slave-holding States, since a contrary interpretation would exempt the
negro from the special laws and police regulations adopted
by those States with respect to him and deemed by them to
be necessary for their own safety. For the States had no
power to limit or restrict those persons entitled to the protection of the clause, or to place them in an inferior position before the law. "It [the Comity Clause] guaranties
rights to the citizen," says the chief justice, " and the State
cannot withhold them. And these rights are of a character
and would lead to consequences which make it absolutely
certain that the African race were not included under the
name of citizens of a State, and were not in the contemplation of the framers of the Constitution when these privileges and immunities were provided for the protection of
the citizen in other States."18
tual endowments, could not nor ever will live together upon terms
of social or political equality. A higher than human power has so
ordered it, and a greater than human agency mU8t change the decree. Those who framed the constitution were aware of this, and
hence their intention to exclude them as citizens within the meaning of the clause to which we referred."
18 Scott v. Sandford, 19 How. 393. IS L eeL 691.
1. This a!1Ument was disputed at some length by Mr. Justice
Curtis. In his dissenting opinion he took the ground that it was the
conviction of the makers of the Constitution and subsequently of

.......Google.
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Another question relating to the privileges and immunities of citizens of the several States which caused much
interest at one time was with regard to the effect of the
Fourteenth Amendment. A wide difference of opinion
prevailed in this connection. The exact meaning of the
privileges and immunities of citizens of the United States
secured by the amendment was unsettled, in the minds both
of members of Congress and of the judiciary. Thus
Senator Poland thought that the amendment secured "nothing beyond what was intended by the original provision in
the Constitution that the citizens of each State shall be entitled to all privileges and immunities of citizens in the
several States.''20 There was a well-defined opinion among
the judiciary also that the privileges and immunities protected by the Fourteenth Amendment were the same
It fundamental" rights inherent in citizenship as had been
outlined by Judge Washington in Corfield v. Coryell. This
was the view taken in one of the earliest attempts to define
the privileges and immunities of citizens of the United
States which the States were forbidden to abridge. This
was in the case of United states v. Hall,21 in which it was
said: "What are the privileges and immunities of citizens
of the United States here referred to? They are undoubtedly those which may be denominated fundamental;
which belong of right to the citizens of all free states, and
which have at all times been enjoyed by the citizens of the
several States which compose this Union from the time of
their becoming free, independent, and sovereign."
This view was repudiated by the Supreme Court in the
Slaughterhouse Cases.21 Here Mr. Justice Miller, deliverthe legislative power of the United States, that free negroes, as
citizens of some of the States, might be entitled to the privileges and
immunities of citizens in all the States.
H Cougressional Globe, 39th Cong., 1st sess., part iv, p. 2961. See
also the remarks of Senator Henderson, ibid., 39th Cong., 1St sess.,
part iii, p. 2542; Mr. Stevens, ibid, 39th Cong., 1St sess., part iii, p.
2459; Mr. Shanklin, ibid., 39th Cong., 1st sess., part iii, p. 2500.
11 Fed Cas. No. 15282,26 Fed. Cas. 191116 Wall. 36,21 L. ed. 394-
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ing the opinion of the Court, drew a sharp distinction between citizenship in the United States and citizenship in a
State. "It is quite clear," :he says, "that there is a citizenship of the United States and a citizenship of a State, which
are distinct from each other, and which depend upon different characteristics or circumstances in the individual";
and he goes on to point out that the argument of the plaintiffs in the case rested wholly upon the assumption that the
citizenship was the same, and that the privileges and immunities to be enjoyed were the same. The description of
the privileges and immunities of state citizenship given in
Corfield v. Coryell is quoted with approval, as embracing
those civil rights for the establishment and protection of
which organized government is instituted, and which the
state governments were created to establish and secure; no
additional security of national protection was given them by
the Fourteenth Amendment While clinging somewhat to
the idea of fundamental rights, Justice Miller says specifically that the sole purpose of the Comity Clause was
"to declare to the several States that whatever those rights,
as you grant or establish them to your own citizens, or as
you limit or qualify, or impose restrictions on their exercise, the same neither more nor less, shall be the measure of
the rights of citizens of other States within your jurisdiction." The case firmly established the rule that, in consequence of the duality of citizenship in this country, there
exists in correspondence to each class of citizenship a separate class of privileges and immunities, both protected
against state violation, but entirely distinct in their
character.
The exact scope and the momentous consequence of this
decision, as is pointed out in Twining v: New Jersey,·' are
more clearly recognized by an examination of the views of
the minority justices in the case. Mr. Justice Field was of
the opinion that the privileges and immunities of state
21 211

U. S.

78. 53 L.

eeL

rn. 29 Sup. Ct. Rep. 14-
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citizenship, which had been held by the majority of the
Court to relate exclusively to state citizenship and to be protected solely by the state governments, had been guaranteed
bytbe Fourteenth Amendment as privileges and immunities
of citizens of the United States. He said:
The fundamental rights, privileges, and immunities which belong
to him as a free man and a free citizen, now belong to him as a
citizen of the United States, and are not dependent upon his citizenship of any State. • . . The amendment does not attempt to confer
any new privileges or immunities upon citizens, or to enumerate or
define those alreadr existing. It assumes that there are such privileges and immunitIes which beloll$ of right to citizens as such, and
ordains that they shall not be abndged by state legislation. If this
inhibition has no reference to privileges and immunities of this
character, but only refers, as held by the majority of the court in
; their opinion, to such privileges and immunities as were before its
'. adoption specially designated in the Constitution or necessarily im/plied as belonging to citizens of the United States1 it was a vain
: and idle -enactment, which accomplished nothing ana most unneces.sanly excited CollP.ess and the people on its passage. With privileges and immumties thus designated or implied no State could
ever have interfered hT its laws.. and no new constitutional pro~sion was required to mhibit SUCJl interference. The supremacy of
, the Constitution and the laws of the United States always controlled
any state legislation of that character. But if the amendment refers
to the natural and inalienable rights which belong to all citizens,
the inhibition has a profound sigDificance and consequence."

If this opinion of the minority justices had prevailed, a
change of the utmost importance would unquestionably
have been introduced into the system of government in
this country. The authority and independence of the
States would have been diminished to a practical nullity, in
that all their legislative and judicial acts would 'have been
rendered subject to correction by the legislative and to
"This opinion was concurred in by Justices Bradley and Swayne
and Chief Justice Chase. In a separate opinion Mr. Justice Bradley
says: .. I think sufficient has been said to show that CItizenship is not
an empty name, but that, in this country at least, it has connected
with it certain incidental rights, privileges, and Immunities of th~
greatest importance. And to say that these rights and immunities
attach only to State citizenship, and not to citizenshit» of the United
States, appears to me to evince a very narrow and msufficient estimate of constitutional history and the rights of men not to say the
rights of the American people." See also the concurring_~pinions
of Justices Field and BradlCIJn Bartemeyer v. Iowa, 18 Wall. 129,
21 L. ed. 929. and Butchers' Union Co. v. Crescent City Co., III U.
s. 146, 28 L. eel. sSs. 4 Sup. Ot. Rep. 6,52.
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review by the judicial branch of the National Government.- With relation to the privileges and immunities of
state citizenship, the result would have been the abandonment of the doctrine that the controlling factor in the application of the Comity Cause is discrimination on the part
of the States, and a return to the earlier and necessarily
vague idea of fundamental and inherent rights. This is
shown in the dissenting opinion of Mr. Justice Bradley,
where he says:
It is true that the courts have usually regarded the clause referred
to as s.ecuri~ only an equality of privileges ~th the citizens of ~e
Stalte In whIch the parties are found. Equabtr before the law IS
undoubtedly one of the privileges and immunities of every citizen.
I am not aware that any case has arisen in which it became necessary to vindicate any other fundamental privilege of citizenship;
although rights have been claimed which were not deemed fundamental, and have been rejected as not within the protection of this
clause. Be this, however, as it may, the ~e of the clause ••.
seems fairly susceptible of a broader interpretation than thaIt which
makes it a guarantee of mere equality of privil~es with other
citizens.

As a result of the duality of citizenship and the attendant privileges, it has been held that the citizens of a
territory are not within the provisions of the Comity Clause.
And a state law may validly discriminate against residents
of territories or Indian reservations, while conversely a law
of a territory may constitutionally grant to residents of the
territory privileges and immunities which are denied to nonresidents.1II This would seem somewhat contrary to the
spirit, if not to the letter, of the constitutional provision;
and it should be noted that by congressional enactment it
has been declared ·that "all citizens of the United States
shall have the same right in every State and territory as is
enjoyed by white citizens therein to inherit, purchase, lease,
sell, hold, and convey real and personal property."2T
21 Twining v. New Jersey, 211 U. S. 78. 53 L ed. 97, 29 Sup. Ct.
Rep. 1418 McFadden v. Blocker, 3 Ind. Terr. 224, 54 S. W. 873. 58 L It.
A. 894; Sutton v. Hayes, 17 Ark. 462; in re Johnson's Estate, 139
Cat 532, 73 Pac. 424IT Revised Statutes, sec. 1978.
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There has been an attempt upon the part of some courts
to hold constitutional statutes discriminating against nonresidents, on the ground that such statutes by their terms
make no discrimination against citizens of other States, but
only between resi~ents and ~~ents.28 Such decisions
usually argue that the requirements of such a statute would
apply with as much force to a citizen· of the domestic State
who was at the time a non-resident as to a citizen of
another State; while the latter, if resident in the State,
would be entitled to the benefit of the statute equally with
citizens of the State. I These decisions for the most part
are based upon insufficient and spe~iousreasoning;-andare
not to be regarded 3:s controlliQ~ It is true that in several
cases the Supreme Court has held that citizenship and residence were not necessarily synonymous.·1 These cases,
however, were in connection with the right to sue in the
federal courts on the ground of diversity of citizenship, and
have no direct bearing upon the right to enjoy privileges
and immunities as citizens of a State. In a great majority
of the cases which have held statutes void as denying such
privileges and immunities, no distinction of this kind has
been attempted; and in a large part of these the statutes
under consideration related by their terms to non-residents.
Only once in the Supreme Court has a distinction between
citizenship and residenee been drawn in connection with
the Comity Qause. This was in the dissenting opinion of
Justice Brewer in Blake v. McClung.ao The fact that in
28 Cumminl{s v. Wingo, 31 S. C. 427, 10 S. E. Icy!; Centr~ R. R.
Co. v. Georgta Company, 32 S. C. 319, .. II S. E. 192; RobInson v.
Oceanic Steam Navigation Co., II2 N. Y. 3IS, 19 N.' E. 6zs, 2 L. R.
A. 626; Welsh v. State, 126 Ind. 71,25 N. E. 883, 9 L. R. A. 664;
Olmstead v. Rivers, 9 Neb. 234. 2 N. W. 366; Frost v. Brisben/ 19
Wend. (N. Y.) II; Baker v. Wise, 16 Gratt. (Va.) 39; Worthington v. District Court, 37 Nev. 212, 142 Pac. 230.
• 1 Parker v. Overman, IS How. 137, IS L. ed. 3IS; Robertson v.
Cease. f.1l U. s. 646, 24 L. ed. IOS7; Grace v. Insurance Co., 109 U.
S. 278, 27 L. ed. 932; Menard v. Goggin, 121 U. S. 2S3, 30 L. ed. 914,
7 Sup. Ct. Rep. S73.
&0172 U. S. 239, 43 L. ed. 432, 19 Sup. Ct. Rep. 165. See also the
opinion of Justice Daniels in Scott v. Sandford, 19 How. 393, IS L.

ed. 6gI.
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this case the majority opinion was against the constitution.
ality of a Tennessee statute discriminating purely between
residents and non-residents, would seem to constitute at
least a tacit denial of the validity of such a distinction.
Moreover the provision of the Fourteenth Amendment that
"all persons born or naturalized within the United States
and subject to the jurisdiction thereof are citizens of the
United States and of the State wherein they reside," WOUld;
appear to operate still more strongly against any differentiation between citizenship and residence in a State.11 ...
~ complete list of the privileges and immunities secured
to the citizens of the several States has never been worked
out. In the cases in which an enumeration of these has
been attempted the result usually has not differed essentially
from the l~st of Judge Washington in Corfield v. Coryell,
already quoted. In Ward v. Maryland" it was said:
Attempt will not be made to define ilhe words Ie privileges and
immtmities," or to specify the rights which they are intended to
secure and protect, beyond what may be necessary to the decision
of the case before the Court. Beyond doubt those words are words
of very comprehensive meaning, but it will be sufficient to say that
the clause plainly and unmistakably secures and protects the ri,ht
of a citizen of one State to pass into any other State of the Umon
for the purpose of engaging in lawful commerce, trade or business,
without molestation; to acquire personal property; to take and hold
real estate; to maintain actions in the courts of the State; and to
be exempt from any higher taxes or excises than are imposed by
the State upon its own citizens.-

The Supreme Court, however, has usually deemed it preferable to decide each case arising in this connection upon
the special circumstances involved. a~
81 Nevertheless, recent decisions in state courts have been based
upon this distinction.. La Tourette v. McMaster, - S. C. -, 8g
S. E. 398; Worthington v. District Court, 37 Nev. 212, 142 Pac. 230.
See also Commonwealth v. Wilcox, 56 Pa. Super. Ct. 244.
all 12 Wall. 418,20 Led. 449.
88 See also in re Watson, 15 Fed. 511; Van Valkenburgh v. Brown,
43 Cal. 43; Cooley, Constitutional Limitations, 7th ed., p. 37, o. I.
The subject is treated in some detail in two very instructive articles
by Mr. W. J. Meyers, entitled Ie Privileges and Immunities of Citizens," in Michigan Law Review, vol. i, pp.286, J64.
U Conner v. Elliott, 18 How. ,591, 15 L. ed. 497; McCready v. Virginia, 94 U. S. 391, 24 L. ed. 248.
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It must be constantly borne in mind in the further discussion of this subject that the privileges and immunities
spoken of as secured to the citizens of the several States
are not absolutely secured. In thus referring to them, it
is meant simply that, with regard to the exercise of such
privileges and immunities, the several States cannot constitutionally discriminate in favor of their own citizens as
against the citizens of other States; whereas. in respect to
certain classes of privileges that are not secured by this
clause, the States are at full liberty to discriminate as they
see fit. In general it may be said that such discriminatory
legislation on the part of any State is permissible in the
following cases: (I) with respect to the exercise of public
rights, such as the enjoyment of political and quasi-political
privileges and the utilization of property in which the State
has a proprietary interest; ( 2 ) in the legitimate exercise
by a State of its police power; (3) with respect to corporations of other States. The rights which the citizens of
each State are entitled to share upon equal terms with the
citizens of other States are, generally speaking, private or
civil, as opposed to public rights; but with respect to these
also there are certain limitations to the extent to which
equality of treatment may be demanded. An examination
in detail of these general principles forms the basis for the
following chapters.
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CHAPTER III
RIGHTS PlWl'ECTED AGAINST DISCJUMIN ATORY
LEGISLATION

In discussing the general scope of the Comity Qause, it
was said that ·the class of rights covered by that provision
consists in general of "private" as opposed to "public"
rights. While this classification is substantially adopted
in every case dealing with this clause of the Constitution
. and making any attempt to define the privileges and immunities of state citizenship, it is obviously of a somewhat
vague character, and leaves a wide field for discussion with
respect to just what rights are to be included as "private."
A review of the cases upon this point reveals two main
classes of privileges and immunities which the citizens of
the several States may enjoy without fear of discriminatory
legislation. The first class includes the exercise of the
general rights of property and contract; the second, the
. protection of substantive rights. Under one of these two
heads every important privilege or immunity secured by
virtue of state citizenship will properly fall.
Property and Contract. Rights.-In both Corfield v.
Corye111 and Ward v. Maryland' there are dicta to the effect
that the right to acquire and possess property of every
description is one secured to the citizens of the several
States by vIrtue of ·the Comity Qause. Taking up first
the right to acquire property, one may conveniently divide
the modes of acquisition into two classes; namely, acquisition by operation of law, and acquisition by act of the
parties concerned in the transaction.
14 Wash. C. C.371.
112 Wall 418, 20 Led.
:3

449.
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With respect to the acquiring of property of any kind
by the first of .these methods, discriminatory legislation on
the part of any State against the citizens of other States
is emphatically declared unconstitu·tional in the leading case
of Blake v. McClung.8 This case involved a statute of Tennessee, by which it was provided that resident creditors of
foreign corporations doing business in that State should be
entitled to a priority in the distribution of assets, or the
sUbjection of the same to the payment of debts, over all
simple contract creditors who were residents of any other
State or countries. The defendant, who was a resident of
Tennessee, had, together with other residents of Tennessee,
filed an original general creditors' bill against the Embreeville Company, an English corporation doing business in
that State, asking for the appointment of a receiver to administer the affairs of the company, on the ground of insolvency. Blake, together with other non-resident creditors, filed intervening petitions, alleging that the plaintiffs
in the general creditors' bill claimed a priority in the distribution of the assets of the corporation and that the
statute, as far as it authorized this priority in distribution,
was unconstitutional. The Tennessee court upheld the
statute and awarded resident creditors the priority of payment out of the assets of the company claimed by them; the
case was then carried to the Supreme Court. Mr. Justice
Harlan, who rendered the decision, said in part:
Beyond question, a State may through judicial proceedings tah
possession of the assets of an insolvent foreign corporation within
1ts limits, and distribute such assets or their proceeds among
creditors according to their respective rights. But may it exclude
citizens of other States from such distribution until the claims of
its own citizens shall have been first satisfied? In the administration of the proJ)ero/ of an insolvent foreign oor~ration by the
courts of the State In which it is doing business, w111 the Constitution of the United States permit discrimination against individual
creditors of such cor~rat1ons because of their being citizens of
other States, and not CItizens of the State in which such administration occurs? ••• The courts of that State [Tennessee] are forbidden,
by the stat11te in question, to recofPlize the right in equity of citizens
residing in other States to partiCIpate upon terms of equality with
• 172

.

U. S. 239, 43 L. ed. 432, 19 Sup. Ct. Rep. 165.
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citizens of Tennessee in the distribution of the assets of an insolvent foreign corporation lawfully doing business in that State.
• • . In other words, so far as Tennessee legislation is concerned,
while this corporation could lawfully have contracted with citizens
of other Statest.those citizens cannot share in its general assets upon
terms of equality with citizens of that State. If such legislation
does not deny to citizens of other States, in respect of matters
growing out of the ordinary transactions of business, privileges that
are accorded to it by citizens of Tennessee, it is difficult to perceive
what legislation would e1lect that result.
We adjudge that when the general property and assets of a
private corporation lawfully doing business in a State are in course
of administration by the courts of such State, creditors who are
citizens of other States are entitled, under the Constitution of the
United States, to stand upon the same plane with creditors of like
class who are citizens of such State.'
In Belfast Savings Bank v. Stowe, 92 Fed. 100, 34 C. C. A. 229. it
was held that a foreign assignment by an insolvent debtor will
operate upon pro~rty in the State so as to defeat an attachment
procured by a resIdent creditor.

It should be noticed that in the decision in Blake v. Meaung the Court observes that the objections to the statute
under consideration would not necessarily be applicable to
state laws requiring foreign corporations, as a condition of
coming into the State, to deposit with a designated state
official funds sufficient to secure resident stock- or policyholders. Such a deposit would be regarded as in the nature
of a trust, and the corporation would be deemed to have
consented that in case of insolvency the fund should be distributed according to the terms of the statute. This specific
decision was made in People v. Granite State Providen~
'On the case being remanded for further proceedings, the Tennessee court ordered a computation to be made of the aggregate indebtedness of the company to all its creditors, and the rest of the
estate to be applied first to the payment of the indebtedness 4ue to
creditors resident in Tennessee. On the case being brought before
the Supreme Court again, it was held that this decree still gave a
decided advantage to resident creditors, and that non-residents were
entitled to share in the distribution of the assets of the insolvent
corporation upon terms of equality in all respects with creditors
who were citizens of Tennessee. Blake v. McClung, 176 U. S. 59.
44 Led. 371, 20 Sup. Ct. Rep. 307. See also for like holdings, Sully
v. American National Bank, 178 U. S. 28g, 44 L. ed. 1072, 20 Sup.
Ct. Rep. 935; Williams v. Bru1ly, 96 U. S. 176, 24 L. ed. 716; American and British Manufacturing Co. v. International Power Co., 159
N. Y. Supp. 582; Maynard v. Granite State Provident Association,
92 Fed. 435. 34 C. C. A. 438; Miller's Administrators v. Cook's Administrators, 77 Va. 806.
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Association,' in the case of a foreign building and loan
association. Why this distinction should be drawn is not
clear. It may indeed be said that creditors in other States
know that those particular funds are segregated from the
mass of property owned by the company, and that they
cannot look to such funds to the prejudice of "those for
whose special benefit the deposit was made. But nevertheless there would certainly exist a discrimination in favor "
of residents in so far as the distribution of the assets of the
insolvent corporation was concerned. !And non-resident
creditors could as easily be presumed to know the provisions
of a statute similar to that in Blake v. McClung as a record
in the registry of deeds. If the State cannot endow resident creditors with a priority in the distribution of the
assets of a foreign corporation, why should it be able to
compel that corporation to accomplish the same result by
pledging a portion-or possibly all-of its property to that
purpose? Lacking the power to accomplish an end directly,
it should surely equally lack the power to accomplish the
same end by indirect means.
The protection accorded to citizens of the several States
does not necessarily prevent a State from granting special
privileges to certain classes of its own citizens in respect to
the acquisition of property. Statutes granting such privileges have from time to time been held constitutional, particularly in the case of state inheritance tax laws, from
whose operation certain classes of its citizens were exempted. Such an exemption need not render the law
invalid as discriminating against non-residents of the same
class, unless there is an express prohibition against invest~
ing them with a similar right of exemption. Otherwise
there is no burden imposed by the State upon the citizens of
other States, but rather an extension of a particular privilege to certain of its own citizens which, by virtue of the
constitutional provision, would be impliedly granted as well
• 161 N. Y. 492, 55 N. E. 1053-
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to citizens of other States falling within the same classification. 1I
The second method of acquiring property-by act of the
parties--needs little attention, since, for the purposes of
this examination, it differs in no important particular from
acquisition by operation of law; and what has been said in
connection with the latter will apply with equal forc~ here.
In the early case of Ward v. Morris,' decided in I 799, in
which it was held that a deed to non-residents was valid
as against a subsequent attachment by a resident creditor of
the grantor, the rule was well laid down in the following
words:

.

If a deed is good as to a creditor or person residing Within th~
State, all creditors or persons residing in any of the other States, as
to the means of acqmring and holding real and personal property,
are to be coD6idered on the same foo~, and as enjoying the same
immunities and privileges.•.• The priVilege or capacity of taking,
holding, conveying, and transmitting lands lying within any of the
United States, is by the general govemmen·t conferred on and secured to all the citizens of any of the United States, in the same
manner as a citizen of the State where the land lies could take, hold,
convey, or transmit the same.'

Where the acquisition of property rights is incident to a
status, the cases hold that a State may properly discriminate
in favor of its own citizens as against those of other States.
This is on the theory that such status is not: an incident of
citizenship, but is under the absolute control of the state
legislature, which may modify it at pleasure. For this
rea'80n, statutes granting greater dower rights to women
resident in the State than to non-residents, and, prohibiting
the granting of divorces to parties not citizens of the State,
have been upheld."
.
• In re Johnson's Estate, 139 Cal. 5,32, 73 Pac. 424, 4 Harr. and MeRen. (Md.) 330.
.
II See also Magill v. Brown, 16 Fed. -Cas. 408. Fed .. Cas. No. 8952
(the riKht to take by devise or bequest) t.,Farmers' .Loan and Trust
Co. v. Chicago and Atlantic Ry. Co., 27 . .tOed. 146 (the right to take
and hold property in trust).
.
• Buffington v. Grosvenor, 46 Kan. 7~l 27 Pac: 137, 13 L R. A.
262; Bennett v. Harms, 51 Wis. 251, 8 .N. W. 222; Worthington Y.
District Court, 37 Nev. 212, 142 Pac. 2JO.
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The right to hold and enjoy property free from dis·
criminatory legislation necessarily follows, if the right to
acquire is once granted; and there are dicta to this effect in
many cases.10 Nevertheless some rather interesting questions have been afforded with respect to the validity of
state taxation as to the exercise of this right.
A citizen of another State, as a general rule, may be
forced to pay taxes upon personal property actually situated
within the boundaries of the domestic State, even though
taxes may have been assessed and paid upon such property
under the laws of his own State. If he desires the protec·
tion of the state laws to be extended to his proPerty, he may
be made to pay therefor; and the provisions of the Comity
Clause cannot be extended so as to give a right to demand
exemption from such taxation, and place the burden of paying for such protection upon the resident citizen.11 But a
non-resident cannot constitutionally be taxed at a higher rate
upon his personal property situated in the State than a resident owning like property under like circumstances; nor
can he be compelled to pay taxes on such property if like
property under similar circumstances is exempt from taxation in ·the hands of a resident.12 When a non-resident
observes laws enacted with the purpose of regulating the
conduct and actions of citizens of the State, it is his right
to have his property within the limits of that State protected under its laws as effectually as the property of a
resident. Otherwise, as was pointed 9ut in Wiley v.
Panner,18 a State would have the power to exempt its own
citizens from taxation, and to support the government and
pay its debts by taxing the property of non-residents. Thus
a state statute requiring domestic corporations to pay into
the state treasury a certain percentage of all dividends de10 See, e. g., Corfield v. Coryell, 4 Wash. C. C. 311; Ward v. Maryland, 12 Wall. 418, 20 L eeL 449; Paul v. Virginia, 8 Wall. 168, 19
L. ed. 357.
11 Battle v. Mobile, 9 Ala. 234; Duer v. Small, 4 Blatch. C. C. 263.
11 Sprague v. Fletcher, 6g Vt. 6g, 31 AtL 239. 3? L. R. A. 840.
n 14 Ala. 00,..
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clared on the shares of non-resident stockholders was held
unconstitutional, since citizens of the State were exempted
from ·the payment of a similar tax upon the shares held by
them.16 Similarly a statute denying to non-residents the
right to deduct from their taxable personal property certain
debts owed by them, and according this right to residents,
was invalid.11
Nevertheless the general rule by which non-residents are
entitled to be taxed upon their property at the same rate
as residents is not free from exceptions. An interesting
case in this connection is that of the Travelers' Insurance
Company v. Connecticut,!11 which arose out of the method
adopted by the State of Connecticut for taxing local corporations. The stockholders were divided into two classes,
one composed of residents of the State, who were subject
to municipal taxation, and the other of non-residents, who
were subject to a special state tax. The rules for fixing the
valuation of the stock were different for the two classes,
so that in actual practise the non-resident stockholders were
forced to pay at a higher rate than the resident. Upon its
face this would seem to constitute a clear case of discrimination against the non-resident shareholders. The Supreme Court, however, held that the discrimination was
only apparent, saying in part:

a-

This apparent discrimination against the non-resident disappears
when the system of taxation p'revailing in Connecticut is colUlldered.
By that system, the non-reSIdent stockholder pays no local taxes.
He simply pays a state tax, contributes so much to the general expenses of the State. While, on the other hand, the resident stockholder pays no tax to the State, but only to the municipality in
which he resides. The rate of the state tax upon the non-resident
stockholder is fixed, while the rate of local taxation differs in the
several cities and towns. ••. Obviously the varying difference in the
rate of the tax upon the resident and non-resident stockholders does
not invalidate the legislation. How then can it be that a difference
in the basis of assessment is such an unjust discrimination as nec-

16 Oliver v. Washington Mills,

II Allen (Mass.) 268.
SJI_r&gUe v. Fletcher, above. See also Wiley v. Parmer, 14 Ala.
627; Ulllion National Bank v. Chicago, 3 Biss. 8z; Farmington v.
Downey, 67 N. H. 441, 30 Atl. 345.
III 185 U. S. 364. 46 L. ed. 949. 22 Sup. Ct. Rep. 673.
11
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essarily vitiates the tax upon the non-resident.., , " The legislature
with these inequalities before it, aimed, as appears from the opinion
of the Supreme Court [of Connecticut] to apportion fairly the
burden of taxes between the resident and the DOn-resident stockholder, and the mere fact that in a given year the actual workings
of the system may result in a· larger burden on the non-resident
was properly held not to vitiate the system, for a different result
might obtain in a succeeding year, the results varying with the calls
made in the different localities for local expenses. • • , The validity
of the legislation does not depend on the question whether the courts
may see some other form of assessment and taxation which apparently would result in greater equality of burden. , , • It is enough
that the State has secured a reasonably fair distribution' of burdens, and that no intentional discrimination has been made against
non-residents.

The effect of the holding in this case, unless it is modified
in the future, is necessarily to open up a means by which
the State may discriminate through taxation against nonresidents. The language of the opinion is such as to legitimize such discriminatory legislation, unless it is clearly
aimed directly against citizens of other States with the
express intent of denying or limiting a clearly defined civil
right. There also seems to be in the mind of the Court an
idea, though not specifically so stated, that when, by the
laws of any State, its own inhabitants are not secured an
equality of taxation, its non-residents may be taxed by still
a different method from that applied to any class of residents. If this view should be definitely upheld, it would
clearly recognize in the several States a considerable power
to discriminate against non-residents, Yet there seems to
be no reason why it should not be sustained, provided the,
method adopted as to non-residents did not result in actual
operation in imposing upon this class a tax rate very much
higher than that imposed on any resident property-owner,1f
Non-resident property-owners in a State are also secured
the right to import and export their property on equal terms
with the residents. The majority of cases dealing with
state legislation upon this point have held such legislation
invalid as regulation of interstate commerce and within the
exclusive control of the Federal Government. Neverthe17 See Blackstone v. Miller, 188 U. S. 18g, 47 L ed. 439. 23 Sup.
Ct. Rep. 277 j State v. Frear, 148 Wis. 456, 134 N, W. 673.
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less this right is clearly guaranteed by the Comity Clause,
and it is so stated in some cases. Thus, in Minnesota v.
BarberS a state statute requiring as a condition to the
sale of certain fresh meats for food that the animals be
inspected in the State before being slaughtered, was held
unconstitutional, both as a regulation of interstate commerce and also, since its effect was to prohibit the importation of animals slaughtered in other States, as a restriction
of the slaughtering of animals to slaughterers in Minnesota,
and thus a discrimination against the products and citizens
of other States in favor of the products and citizens of
Minnesota.18 Such a right to import property into a State
does not operate to exempt the importer from responsibility
for damage to others that may follow from such importation. The contrary of this was asserted in Kimmish v.
Ball,20 with respect to a statute of Iowa relative to allowing
cattle infected witll the Texas cattle fever to run at large,
but the law was upheld, it appearing that citizens of other
States stoOO upon the same footing as citizens of Iowa so
far as concerned their liability under the statute.
This right of non-residents to import and export property upon terms of substantial equality with residents of a
State may be derived very properly from the right to free
ingress and egress, which is spoken of as secured to the
citizens of the several States in all the principal cases attempting to give any enumeration of the privileges and
immunities appertaining to state citizenship.ll In Julia v.
136 U. S. 313, 34 Led. 4SS. 10 Sup. Ct. Rep. 862.
See also Brimmer v. Rebman, 1J8 U. S. is. 34 L ed. 862, II
Sup. Ct. Rep. 21320 129 U. S. 217, 32 L. ed. 6gs, 9 Sup. Ct. Rep. Zl'l.
21 See for cases on the right of free ingress and c:l{ress: Ex parte
Archy, 9 Cal. 14'1; Willard v. Peopl~ 4 Scam. (Ill.) 461; Julia v.
McKinney, 3 Mo. 2'JO; Smith v. Moody, 26 IneL 299; Commonwealth of Massachusetts v. Klaus. 130 N. Y. Supp. '113, 145 App.
Div. '198. In Crandall v. Nevada, 6 Wall. 35,18 L. eeL 'I4S. the Court
quotes with approval the following language of Chief Justice Taney
in his dissenting opinion in the Passenger Cases, 'I How. 283, 12 L
.ed. '10.2: "A tax imposed by a State for entering its territories or
harbors is inconsistent with the rights which belong to citizens of
other States."
18
18
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McKinney,·1 for instance, the Court says: "We are of
opinion that all persons who are citizens of any of the
States have a right by the Constitution of the United States
to pass through Illinois with any sort. of property that they
may own!'11 This broad statement is, however, open to
criticism; and the right of free ingress and egress does not
carry with it the right to import or export property, either
where such property relation is opposed to the public policy
of the State, so as to be prohibited to its own citizens, or
where the importation of the property in question is prohibited by the State in the legitimate exercise of its police
power.
The first of these limitations-namely, that citizens of
other States may validly be prohibited from bringing into
the State any sort of property the ownership of which is
in contravention of the public policy of that State-may be
regarded as having been definitely settled by the case of
Lemmon v. People.16 A statute of New York was involved
which automatically freed slaves who were not fugitives,
but were brought into the State by the voluntary act of
their owner. The appellant was on a voyage from Virginia to Texas, where he intended to make his home, and
while he was passing through New York his slaves were
taken from him and freed under the statute. The case
came up for hearing in 1860 just before the outbreak of
the Civil War, and naturally aroused much interest because
of the existing state of public feeling. The point involved
was argued at great length and was very carefully considered by the Court, which finally held in favor of the
constitutionality of the statute. three justices dissenting.
~lthough the peculiar circumstances giving rise to the suit
were such as to cause this decision to seem somewhat unjust to the appellant. nevertheless there would appeal to be
113
B

Mo.

2'/0.

To the same effect are W.illard v. People and ex parte Archy,

above.
H2O

N. Y.

&17.
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no questio~ as to its correctness. As has before been
pointed out, the well-established construction of the Comity
Cause is that it operates to endow citizens of other States
with substantially the same privileges and immunities as
enjoyed by the citizens of the domestic State, but no more.
They cannot complain of any discrimination in a case where
they are deprived of a right which the laws of the State
do not permit its own citizens to enjoy. Therefore, if a
State prohibits to its own citizens the enjoyment of some
privilege on grounds of public policy, citizens of other
States may not complain if, on coming within the jurisdiction of that State, they are likewise deprived of a simi.Iar privilege, though this may be fully accorded to them
by the laws of their own State.11I
It may also be said to be well established that in the
exercise of its police power a State may prohibit the entrance within its borders of persons and property detrimental to the welfare of its inhabitants. In the absence of
any action upon the same subject by Congress, a State may
protect its people and their property against the dangers
reSUlting for them from the entrance of the prohibited
classes of persons or property, provided only the means employed to that end do not go beyond the necessities of the
case so as unreasonably to burden the exercise of privileges
secured by the Federal Constitution.·1 A State may, for
instance, legitimately restrict the free ingress and egress of
persons or property by quarantine regulations, or by regulations concerning the importation of animals, provided
these are not repugnant to similar regulations on the pgrt
of the Federal Government.1f
13 See

for similar holdings. Allen v. Negro Sarah,

2

Harr. (Del.)

434; ex parte Kinney, 3 Hughes C. C. 9; Sweeneyv. Hunter, 145
Pa. St 363, 22 Atl. 653, 14 L. R. A. 594; Keyser v. Rice, 4'1 Md. 203.
I I Reid v. Colorado. 187 U. S. 13'1. 4'1 L. ed. 108, 23 Sup. Ct.
Rep. 92IT Morgan Steamship Co. v. Board of HeUth. 118 U. S. 455. 30
L eeL 23'1.6 Sup. Ct. Rep. 1114; Rasmussen v. Idaho, 181 U. S. 198,
45 Led. 820, 21 Sup. Ct Rep. 594; Railroad Co. v. Husen. 95 U. S.

465.24 L. ed. 52'/.
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The right to import and export property is closely connected with the general power to contract and to engage in
commercial transactions in relation thereto. As was said
in Brown v. Maryland,·· .. the object of importation is
sale." :All the early cases dealing with the privileges and
immunities of state citizenship included among these the
right to enter into contracts upon equal terms with citizens
of the domestic State; and in Ward v. Maryland2t it was
specifically held that .. the clause plainly and unmistakably
secures and protects the right of a citizen of one State to
pass into any other State of the Union for the purpose
of engaging in lawful commerce, trade, or business without
molestation . . . and to be exempt from any higher taxes
or excises than are imposed by the State upon its own
citizens." In this case the Court held void a statute which
required a larger license fee of non-resident than of resident traders engaged in selling certain specified commodities in the city of Baltimore, on the ground that this was
a clear discrimination against the citizens of other States,
who were entitled to sell those goods without being subjected to any higher license fees than were required of
residents.so
Almost all of the cases on this point deal with state
statutes concerning license fees required of peddlers and
drummers. Statutes regulating such occupations and requiringthose following them to take out licenses in order
to practice their trade, have existed from early times in
both England and America. The general power of a State
to impose such taxes upon all pursuits and occupations
2. 12 Wheat. 419, 6 Led.

678.

L. ed. 449v. New York, New Haven, and Hartford R.
Co., 82 Conn. 352, 73 Atl. 754. in which it was said: II The right to
engage in commerce ~tween the States is not a right created by or
under the Constitution of the United States. It existed long before the ConMitution was adopted. It was expressly guaranteed to
the free inhabitants of each State by the Articles of Confederation
and imjlJiedly guaranteed by Article IV, sec. 2 of the Constitution
of the United States as a privilege inherent in American citizenship."
28 12 Wall. 418, 20
80 See also Hoxie
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within its limits is unquestionable, but like all other powers
must be exercised in conformity with the requirements of
the Federal Constitution.I1 Without" entering into any
consideration of the question as to how far such regulations are in conflict with the federal control over interstate
commerce, it may be said that under the ruling in Ward v.
Maryland it has been uniformly held that such a method
of carrying on business is a privilege within the meaning
of the Comity Clause; and that a denial of it to citizens of
other States or a requirement of a heavier license tax from
them than from residents of the State would be an act of
unconstitutional discrimination.III On the other hand,
where, by the terms of a law· or ordinance regulating the
sale of goods by peddlers or drummers, the privilege is
equally open to all on the same terms, and the license fees
imposed are the same regardless of the citizenship of the
peddler or the place of origin of his wares, such law or ordinance is a legitimate exercise of power and will be upheld."
There is some doubt in the case of city ordinances imposing a license tax upon peddlers or drummers not residents of the city w-\tether these are in effect unconstitutional
discriminations against citizens of other States j and the
"state courts in the past have entertained different views
with respect to this question. On the one hand it is argued
that the citizens of other States are entitled to no greater
privileges than are accorded by the State to its own citizens.
I·

11 Welton v.
12 See in re

Missouri, 91 U. S. 275,23 L. ed. 347.
Watson. 15 Fed. 5u; Emert v. Missouri. 1s6 U. S.
296, 39 L ed. 4JO, 15 Sup. Ct. Rep. 3fq, and cases cited; Marshalltown v. Blum, 58 Ia. 184; State v. Furbish, '12 Me. 493; Bliss's Petition, 63 N. H. 135; Rodgers v. Kent Circwt Judge, 115 Mich. 441.
73 N. W. 381; Bacon v. Locke, 42 Wash. 215, 83 Pac. 721•
.. Graft'ty v. Rushville. IO'J Ind. 502. 8 N. E. 6og; Howe Machine
Co. v. Gage, 100 U. S. 676, 25 L ed. 754- The contrary is held in
re Schechter. 63 Fed. 695. apparently. on the ground that the practical effect of the legislation in question was to discriminate against
citizens of otMr States; but this decision is believed to be erroneous.
and is certainly opposed to the weight of authority. See Singer
Manufacturing Co. v. Wright, 33 Fed. 121, where it was held that
a statute taxing a certain class of dealers was not invalidated on the
ground that there were no domestic dealers engaged in that line of
business.

iiiiiI"': ogle
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An ordinance of this character, it is said, discriminates
against citizens of the domestic State not living within the
city fully as much as against citizens of other States; and
therefore there is no right in the claim of the latter to
equality of treatment with residents of the city itself, since
this would be to put them on a better footing than that of
the majority of the citizens of the domestic State. Moreover such an ordinance is not aimed at citizens of other
States as such, but purely against all who are not residents
of the particular locality in question. M An opposite conclusion is reached by other cases dealing with similar ordinances, which hold that the existence of a ~crimination
which may apply to a citizen of another State is unconstitutional as to him, and that in effect he is entitled to an
equality of treatment with :the most favored class of the
citizens of the State.all The latter view seems to be the
more generally accepted one, but :there is much to be said in
favor of the first line of argument. Ordinances of this
character are usually aimed as much at citizens of the home
State as at those of other States, and far from discriminating against the latter class, as a matteI: of fact put them
upon exactly the same basis as the majority of the members
of the former. The Comity Oause is generally accepted
as applicable only in cases in which the discrimination made
is drawn upon state lines, which is ordinarily not the condition of affairs in ordinances of the character under consideration. To say that the citizens of other States may
not be deprived of privileges enjoyed by any of the citizens
of a State would seem to be stretching the construction of
that clause beyond its natural purport. If they are accorded a substantial equality with the citizens of the State,
the general trend of the decisions would seem to show that
this privilege is the utmost that can be demanded. Of
If, Rothermel v. Meyerle, IJ6 Pa. St 2so. 20 Atl. 583, 9 1.. R. A.
366; Mount Pleasant v. Clutch, 6 la. S46811 Fecheimer v. LouisviHe, 84 Ky. 306, 2 S. W. 65: McGraw v.
Marion, 98 Ky~ 673,34 S. W. 18: in re Jarvis, 66 Kan. 329, 71 Pac.
576: State v. Nolan, 128 Minn. 170, 122 N. W. 255.
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course the practical effect of such city ordinances must be
taken into account; and if it can be shown that they actually operate on, and were intended to operate on, the
citizens of other States in the majority of instances then
their unconstitutionality would probably not be contested.
Otherwise it would seem proper to uphold their validity
upon the grounds stated.al
,
As with other rights secured to the citizens of the several States, the right to contract and to carry on commercial transactions in general, free from discriminatol)'1legislation, must be exercised subject to the police power of the
States. This wide and ill-defined power, however, is apparently somewhat limited in this connection, both because
it is capable of infringing too far upon the constitutional
rights of citizens, and because in the majority of insta!u:es
it necessarily comes into conflict .with the transaction of
interstate commerce.aT
Finally, it should be said that rights attached by the law
to contracts by reason of the place where such contracts
are made or executed, wholly irrespective of the citizenship of the parties to ,those contracts, cannot be deemed
privileges of state citizenship within the meaning of the
Constitution. In Conner v. Elliottaa certain provisions of
the Louisiana code were examined which enacted that marriages contraoted in the State should superindUce, of right,
"partnership or community of acquits or gains JJ in the
absence of any stipulation to the contrary, but that marriages
contracted out of -the State should not superinduce these
rights of marital community unless the parties afterwards
came into the State to live. It was claimed that as these
provisions gave a Louisiana widow the right of marit3.l comal This conclusion is quite apart from any question of their unconstitutionality as attempts on the part of the States to regulate
interstate commerce. Such ordinances should probably be held uncon·stitutional on this ground if they discriminated in any way
against goods the products of other States or countries.
8T See Walling v. Michigan, u6 U. S. 446. 29 L. ed. 6g1, 6 Sup. Ct.
Rep. 45488 18 How. 591, 15 Led. 497.
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munity, a widow of a citizen of another State, who did not
live in Louisiana, was entitled to similar rights as to property there situated. This contention was denied by the
Court, which held that these rights were not rights of citizenship, but merely incidents grafted by the law of the
State upon the contract of marriage.

"

The law does not discriminate between citizens of the State and
other persons; it discriminates between contracts only. .Such discrimination has no connection with the clause ••• now in question.
If a law of Louisiana were to give to the p:utners inter sese certain
peculiar rights, provided they should reside within the State, and
carry on tliepartnership trade there, we think it could Dot be maintained that all copartners •.• residing and doing business elsewhere,
must have those peculiar rights.

Protection of Substa.ntive Rights.-That the citizens of
every State are entitled by virtue of the Comity Clause to
institute and maintain actions of any kind in ,the courts of
the several States has been declared from the 'very' beginning by the decisions discussing the general scope and operation of that clause." Indeed, if the rights to acquire and
hold property and to enter into contracts upon an equal
footing with the citizens of other States are regarded as
among the privileges appertaining to all citizenship, the
right to sue and be sued in the courts of other States upon
a similar equality with their citizens would necessarily follow; for unless there is a right to resort to legal proceedings in order to obtain redl'ess for wrongs done to property or to enforce contracts which -have been made, these
property and contract rights are rendered so far valueless
as to be practically nullified. It is true that the point has
never been before the Supreme Court for adjudication; but
in view of the numerous dicta upon the question in former
decisions, there would seem to be no doubt as to the nature
of their hold,ing in a case directly involving the right to sue.
I . See, e. g., Corfield v. Coryell, 4 Wash. C. C. 371; Ward v. Maryland, 12 Wall. 418, 20 L. eel. 449; Slaughterhouse Cases, 16 Wall. 36,
21 Led. 394; Blake v. McClung, 172 U. S. 239, 43 L ed. 432, 19
Sup. Ct. Rep. 165; Chambers v. Baltimore and Ohio R. Co., ~ U.
S. 142, 52 Led. 143, 28 Sup. Ct. Rep.:w. Specifically so held in
State v. Grimm, 239 Mo. 135, 143 S. W. 48J; Paine v. Lester, 44
Conn. 196.
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An interesting case in this connection is that of Chambers
v. Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company,.o which involved a statute of Ohio providing that a right of action
might be enf9rced in. that State because of the death of a
citizen of Ohio caused by wrongful act, neglect, or default
in another State for which the law of the latter State gave
a right to maintain an action. The statute was construed
by the Ohio courts as giving no right of action except in
the case that the deceased was a citizen of Ohio i and it
was olaimed that this decision was an abridgment of the
.right of citizens of other States to resort to the state courts
on terms of equality with the citizens of the State. The
court recognizes that this right is secured by the Constitution, saying in part:
The right to sue and defend in the courts is the alternative of
force. In aD organizt!d society, it is the right cooservative of all
other rights. and lies at the foundation of orderly government. It
is one of the highest and most t!Ssential privileges of citizenship,
and must :be allowed by each State to the citizens of all other States
to the precise extent that it is allowed to its own citizens. • . • The
State policy decides whether and to what extent the States wil~
entertain in its courts transitory actions. where the causes of action
have arisen in other jurisdictions. Different States may have different policies. and the same State may have different policies at
different times. But any policy the State may choose to adopt must
operate in the same way on its own citizens and those of other
States. The privileges which it affords to one class it must afford
to the other. Any law by which privileges to begin actions in the
courts are given to its own citizens and withheld from the citizens
of other States is void, because in conflict with the supreme law of
the land.

It was held, however, that the Ohio statute was valid,
since the discrimination was based solely on the citizenship
of the deceased, and the courts were open to plaintiffs who
were citizens of other States if the deceased was a citizen
of Ohio.u The decision, accordingly, although recognizing
that a statute barring citizens of other States from the
state courts would be unconstitutional, has a distinctly narrowing effect upon the extent of the right to sue and deU. S.
52 Led.
28 Sup. Ct. Rep. J4.
.Kenna
1 A Process
similar holding was siven in Dougherty v. American McCo., 255 IlL 309. 99 N. E. 619.
,02fYl

4
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fend; and this was pointed out at some length by Mr.
Justice Harlan in a dissenting' opinion in which Justices
White and McKenna concurred. The opinion denies in
effect that citizens of other States have an equal right with
citizens of the domestic State to have secured to them, in
case of their death through the negligence of third parties,
a remedy for the wrong done to them in their lifetime, by
means of a suit brought in the name and for the benefit of
their widows or personal representatives. The courts may
be closed to a widow or to the estate of a citizen of another
State. Nthough the Supreme Court looked upon the
statute in question as operating only upon the beneficiaries
of the deceased, its clear intent was to grant to citizens of
Ohio, even though after death, a privilege not acCorded to
citizens ..of other States. Unquestionably, also, in actual
practice, statutes similar to the one here held constitutional
would have the effect of discriminating against non-resident widows, in spite of the fact that in a minority of the
cases in which the deceased was a resident of another State,
the widow might be a citizen of the domestic State. It may
happen, too, as was pointed out in the majority opinion in
this case, that the death action may be given by law to the
person killed, at the time when -he was "vivus et mortuus,"
so that it would survive and pass to his representatives."
Such a question was not at issue in ·the case; but from the
language used bY' the court, it may fairly be presumed that
in this event a statute giving a right of action for wrongful
death only when the deceased was a citizen of the domestic
State would be regarded as resulting in an unconstitutional
discrimination.
It has been suggested" that, in spite of the numerous'
dicta to the contrary, the right of a citizen of one State to
sue in the courts of _another State upon an equal footing
with the latter's own citizens should not be regarded as a
constitutional privilege secured by the Comity Qause; that
though the privilege to seek redress in the courts is funciaU See Higgins v. Railroad, 155 Mass. 176,29 N. E. 534.. See Harvard Law Review, vol. 1'7, p. 54.
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mental, the right to seek redress in one particular set of
courts is an incident of local, and not of general, citizenship; and that a privilege belonging to the citizens of a
State b}'l virtue of citizenship which is confined to a particular locality is not secured to the citizens of the several
States according to the ruling in McCready v. Virginia."
This reasoning, though novel, is hardly convincing; and the
analogy to McCready v. Virginia is somewhat fanciful. In
thaJt case, which is elsewhere discussed, the statute in question forbade non-residents to take oysters from Virginia
waters, and was held constitutional on the ground that the
tide-waters and the fish in them were the property of the
State and were held in trust by it for its people; that
through its proprietary interest the State had the right to
exclude any except its own citizens from the use of these
waters. It can be readily seen that no similar basis of justification can be utilized for the action of a S~te in excluding all except its own citizens from the use of its courts;
and the analogy attempted to be discovered rests apparently upon a misconception of the proper meaning of the
rather unfortunate phrase of Chief Justice Waite with respect to "privileges of special" as opposed to "general"
citizenship. Aside from this, as was pointed out above,
unless the right to sue without discrimination is to be regarded as a right appurtenant to state citizenship, there can
be no means by which the rights undoubtedly appurtenant
can be so enforced as to be of material value to the holder.
When both plaintiff and defendant in a suit are non-residents of the State in which the case is brought for trial,
there is a difference of opinion in the state courts; and the
authorities are in conflict as to whether the .Court may be
required to assume jurisdiction of the case in such a contingency. If the Court is willing to assume jurisdiction and
there is no statute providing against its so doing, there
would seem to be no question that a citizen of one State
may sustain an action against a citizen of another in a
"94 U.

s. 391, 24 L

ed. 248.
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State where neither lives. To hold otherwise would necessarily cause grave in.justice in many cases.
It would be strange indeed if a citizen of Georgia meeting his
debtor, a citizen of Massachusetts, in the State of New York, should
not have a right to demand what was due him, nor be able to enforce his demand by a resort to the courts of that State. It is said
that the Federal court is open to him; that is so, provided the sum
claimed is to an amount authorizing the interference of the latter
court, to wit, $soo.oo. What is to become of those numerous claims
falling sl!ort of that amount? Must a citizen of California, to
whom one, a citizen of Maine, owes a debt of $480, go to Maine, and
bring his suit there, or wait until he catches him in California?
We hold not: but that the courts of every State in the Union, where
there is no statutory provision to the contrary, are open to him to
seek redress.'11

It has sometimes happened, however, that there has been
a statutory provision to the contrary,. or that the Court has
refused to take jurisdiction of the case solely because of
the non-residence of both parties to the suit. Probably the
better opinion as to the constitutionality of such a statute
or the rightfulness of such action on the part of the Court
is represented by the holding in Cofrode v. Gartner," in
which a writ of mandamus was granted to compel the
lower state court to hear and decide a case in which neither
party was a resident of the State, the judge in the lower
court having stricken ,the case from the docket because of
this fact. If the right to sue without discrimination be admitted as one of the rights secured to the citizens of the
several States, it is difficult to see how a different conclusion could be reached. The resident citizen has the right
·to sue upon a transitory cause of action arising in another
State, and against a citizen of still a third State, provided
only he can obtain jurisdiction over the person of the defendant. To deny a citizen of another State a similar right
to bring suit in related circumstances is to deny him the
same right to employ legal remedies as is possessed by resident citizens; and it is extremely difficult to see that this
.. Nash, C. J" in Miller v. Black, 53 N. C. 341 •
.. 79 Mich. 332, 44 N. W. 6z3, 7 L. R. A. 54-
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action would not be a discrimination of an unconstitutional
nature as to such a person."
The courts which hold the opposite view have arrived at
their conclusions by a rather specious and unsatisfactory
method of reasoning, usually with reference to statutory
provisions limiting the right :to sue as respects non-resident
parties to causes of action arising within the limits of the
domestic State. They hold, in general, that such statutes
make no discrimination between citizens of the different
States, but between residents and non-residents; and therefore that the provisions of the (:omity Qause are not applicable." Such a distinction between citizenship and residence
in a State, if a legitimate interpretation of the meaning of
the words of· the Constitution, would· have justified the
holding valid of the majority of state statutes that have
been declared unconsti.tution~ by· both state and federal
courts; and the whole trend of judicial decisions in this
country has been against such a construction. Apart from
this, moreover, by the express word'S of the Fourteenth
Amendm.ent aU persons born or naturalized in the United
States are to be regarded 8,5 citizens of the State in which
they reside, thus making state citizenship dependent upon
residence." Viewed in this light, it seems as though the
courts adopting a distinction between citizenship and residence have been led, by their desire to prevent" a construction which would strike down a large body of laws which
have existed in all the States from the foundation of the
government," to adopt instead an interpretation which is
47

See 8150, Eingartner v. Illinois Steel Co., 94 Wis. '/0,68 N. W.

664; Steed v. Harvt!y, 18 Utah ?Jl7, 54 Pac. IOIl; State v. District
Court, 126 Minn. ,9)1, I1l N. W. 403; Davis v. Minnet!-Polis, St.
Paul. and Sault Ste. Mane Ry. Co., - Minn. -,159 N. W. 1084-

.. Robinson v. Oceanic Steam 1!lavigation Co., II2 N. Y. 3IS, ISJ
N. E. 625; Central R. R. v. GeoJgta Company, 32 S. C. 319, II S. E.
192; Collard v. Beach, 81 N. Y. App. Div. 582; Adams v. Penn.
Bank, 35 Hun. (N. Y.) 393; Morris v. Missouri Pacific Ry. Co., 18
Tex. 17, 14 S. W. 228.
411 And prior to the passage of this amendment, it was said: .. A
citizen of the United States residing in any State of the Union is a
citizen of that State" (Marshall, C. ]., in Gassies v. Ballou, Ci Pet.
761,8 Led. 573).
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forced and almost entirely theoretical, resting upon a play
of words rather than upon the obvious meaning of the provisions of the Constitution, and which is entirely insufficient
to support their decisions.llo
It Seems, then, to be fairly well established that the right
to 'Sue in the courts of the several States on the same footing with their own citizens is a privilege of state citizenship. But this right, as well as all those of similar nature,
is subject to certain limitations and exceptions. One which
is rather surprising and somewhat difficult of explanation
is that a State may validly deny to non-residents equal benefit with residents under the Statute of Limitations. Why
a law to this effect does not discriminaote against the citizens of other States so as to be unconstitutional is most
difficult to understand. Nevertheless, such a statute of
Wisconsin was upheld by the Supreme Court in Chemung
Canal Bank v. Lowery,1i1 which declared: "If, when the
cause of action shall accrue against any person, he shall be
out of the State, such action may be commenced within the
times herein respectively Hmited, after the return of said
person into this State. But the foregoing provision shall
not apply to any case W'here, at the time the cause of action
shall secure, neither the party against or in favor of whom
the same shall accrue are residents of this State." In other
words, it provided that while the defendant in' a suit was
out of the State, the Statute of Limitations should not run
against a resident plaintiff, but should run against a nonresident. The Court, in holding the statute valid, said by
Mr. Justice Bradley:
The argument of the plaintiff is that ... the law refuses to nonresidents of the State an exemption from its provisions which is
accorded to residents.•.• This seems, at first view, somewhat
plausible: but we do not regard the argument as a sound one. There
is, in fact, a valid reason for the discrimination. If the statute does
not run as between non-resident creditors and their debtors, it
might often happen that a right of action would be extinguished,
perhaps for' years, in the State where the parties reside: and yet,
1£ the defendant should be found in Wisconsin, it may be only in a
110
111

See before, Chapter II.

93 U. S. 72, 23 L. ed. 806.
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railroad train, a suit could be sprung upon him after the claim had
been forgotten. The laws of Wisconsin would thus be used as a
trap to catch the unwary defendant, after the laws which had alway"
governed the case had barred any recovery. This would be in. equitable and unjust.

This reasoning seems hardly clear or convincing; it would
surely seem that ,if resident creditors of the State may sue
their non-resident debtors at any time within a certain
'number of years af,ter their return to the State, non-resident creditors should be entitled to the same privilege.
The plaintiff in this case was a foreign corporation, but the
Court did not base the decision in any way upon this fact. II
That the right to sue upon terms of equality, although
required to be granted to non-residents by the several States,
is nevertheless a right in which the citizens of other States
are not entitled to participate except in conformity with
such reasonable regulations as may be established by the
domestic State, is further shown by the fact that non-residents may be required to give security for costs before baving their case heard. This point seems to be well settled,
both through dicta of the Supreme Courtl8 and through
specific holdings of the state courts.· The latter, however,
though agreeing in their conclusions, reach them by rather
different methods of reasoning. It has been argued by some
that a rule requiring such security does not interfere with
the privileges and immunities of non-residents, but simply
places them on a basis in relation to the payment of costs
similar to that on which the citizens of the domestic State
stand; that as the costs may be secured from ,the latter class
by seizure of their property, so requiring prepayment of
costs by non-residents with no property within the jurisdiction of the Court does not amount to a discrimination as to
the former:" The costs being required equally of both
12 To the same effect are: Higgins v. Graham, 143 Cal. 131, i'6
Pac. 89; in re Colbert's Estate, 44 Mont. 259, II9 Pac. 791; Com.
monwealth v. Wilcox, 56 Pa. S~er. Ct. 24418 Blake v. McClung, 1;02 U. S. 239, 43 Led. 432, 19 Sup. Ct. Rep.
165; Chemung Canal Bank v. Lowery, 93 U. S. 72, 23 Led. 806.
Kilmer v. Groome, 19 Pa. Co. Ct. Rep. 339.

II'
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dlatsses, it is hard to make out any discrimination in such
proceedings, or any flaw in this reasoning. '
Other grounds, however, have been presented for defending similar requirements which are not so capa:ble of
justification. For instance, statute containing such provisions has been held valid on the sole ground that it had
been in operation for a considerable length of time, during
which its validity had never been questioned by either bench
or bar.'11 It is certainly true :that this fact would lend
considerable strength to the argument in favor of the
constitutionality of the statute; but it can hardly be regarded
as raising a conclusive presumption to that effect. Another
case bases its decision on a distinction between citizenship
and residence, saying that there was no discrimination made
against citizens of other States, but only against non-residents, who might or might not be such. citizens." That
this distinction cannot properly be drawn has been already
pointed out. It is purely verbal and is insufficient to support any decision based upon it. A more satisfactory reason
for upholding a requirement of prepayment of costs on the
part of non-residents is that this is a proper exercise of the
police power of the State.1IT It would seem certain that
the State may: very properly avail itself of such a requirement :in regard to non-residents in order to protect itself
against fraud. It is obviously a matter of considerable public interest that effective means .should 'be adopted in order
to insure that the costs of legal proceedings within the
StateS'hall be paid; and inabilitY on the part of the State
to collect them from non-residents would. react to the detriment of the public.
A more striking limitation on the right to sue as secured
to citizens of the several States is that no equality of treatment as respects particular forms of process is required, as
a general rule, with regard to non-residents. This was the

a

III Hanq v. Marshall, 9 Md. 194; Holt v. TennallytoWD and Rockville Ry. Co., 81 Md. ~9, 31 Atl. 809.
.
Gil Cummings v. Wingo, 31 S. C. 421, 10 S. E. 107.
17 Nease v. Capehart, IS W. Va. 299; White v. Walker, 136 La.
464,67 So. 332; Bracken v. Dinning, 140 Ky. 348, 131 S. W. 19.
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point at issue in the first reported case dealing with the
privileges and immunities of state citizenship, CampbeM v.
Morris.ls The state statute involved permitted an attachment warrant to be issued against the lands of a non-resiresident
dent debtor in aU cases, but against those of
debtor only in case of fraud or abscondence. The Court,
af·ter a general discussion of the scope and purpose of the
Comity Clause, came to the conclusion that this statute denied no constitutional right to the non-resident.lIII Similarly it has been held ,that statutes requiring an undertaking
in attachment proceedings against non-residents, but not in
similar proceedings against residents, were not unconstitutional." The grounds upon which these decisions apparently are based, though notspecifical'ly so stated, would
seem to be that the privilege of recourse to the courts is
granted to non-residents for the purpose of protecting the
exercise of the other rights secured to them; consequently,
if a substantial equaHty of protection is afforded, there is
no discrimination in favor of resident citizens and against
non-residents, citizens of other States. It is the protection
of substantive rights which is guaranteed to the citizens
of the several States; and the procedural forms adopted
for enforcing such rights may validly differ in respect to .
non-residents, provided only the difference is not such as
to defeat their enjoyment of some substantive right accorded
by a State to its own citizens.1i
Provisions such as those in the attachment laws in. the
cases cited above may very well be justified also on grounds

a

18 3 Harr. and McHen. (Md.) 535.
It See to the same effect Manley

v. Mayer, 68 Kan. 3'17, 75 Pac.
5SO; Pyrolusite M-anpnese Co. v. Ward, 73 Ga. 491; Hilliard v.
Enders., 196 Pa. St. 587,46 AtL 839; Baker v. Wise, 16 Gratt. (Va.)
139; Burton v. New Yo~ Central and Hudson River R. Co., 132
N. Y. Supp. 628; Lee v. Llde, III Ala. I.26, 20 So. 410.
80 Marsh v. State, 9 Neb. 96, I N. W. 869; Head v. Daniels, 38
Kan. I, 15 Pac. 911.
81 It is aJlparently for this reason that a statute discriminating in
favor of CItiZens with respect to the issuing of a writ of capias ad
respondendum was held unconstitutional in Black v. Seal, 6 Houst.
(Del.) 541. See also Johnstone v. Kelly, 7 Penn. (Del.) 119, 74
Atl. IQ99,
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similar to those supporting a requirement of the payment
of security for costs on the part of non-residents; that is
to say, they may be regarded merely as tending to place the
resident and the non-resident on an: equal footing, or they
may be upheld as an exercise of the police power of the
State. It is apparent, :however, that a discrimination
against non-residents with respect to the forms of process
granted Ito them for the protection of any substantive right
may be such as practically to nullify in actual fact the protection theoretically accorded. If it could be shown that
this was either the purpose or the necessary effect of the
state statute authorizing such discrimination, the statute
would necessarily be held unconstitutional. Thus~ after
prescribing the order in which the debts of a deceased person should be paid by his representatives, a State may not
require tha.t priority of payment be always accorded to debts
due KS own citizens over debts due citizens of other States.
The recovery of a debt is a privilege, and such a policy on
the part of the State has the effect of preven,ting citizens of
other. States from enjoying this privi'lege as fully as its own
citizens. The debt being property in the hands of ,the creditor, he has the same right to enforce its payment through
legal proceedings, and in the same order of priority, as
have citizens of the domestic State.'·
. In connection with the ability of the State to discriminate
between its own citizens and those of other States in respect
to particular forms of process, it might be noticed that
there is some conflict of the authorities with regard to the
constitutionality of statutes authorizing substituted service
upon non-residents and a personal judgment thereon. It
was clearly laid down by the Supreme Court in Pennoyer
v. Neff'1 that a statute authorizing constructive service by
pUblication upon a non-resident and the rendition: of a per,. Stevens v. Brown, 20 W. Va. 450; Blake v. McClung, 172 U. S.
43 L. ed. 432. 19 Sup. Ct. Rep. 165; Opinion of the Justices, 25
N. H. 537; Mr. Chancellor Ridgely in Douglass v. Stephens, I DeL
Ch. 465.
81 95 U. S. 714. 24 L eel. S6s.
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sonal judgment thereon is unconstitutional as a denial of
due process of law. But in order to prevent misapplication
of its reasoning, the Court in that case goes on to say that
the State may validly authorize certain kinds of proceedings,
such as those affecting the personal status of the non-resident, or his status in rem as to actions to enforce 1iens, or
to quiet title, or to recover possession of property, or for the
partition thereof, or to obtain judgment enforceable against
property seized by attachment or other process. In doing
so, it makes use of the following language, which has occasioned a diversity of opinion in subsequent cases bearing
upon the point':
Neither do we mean to assert that a State may not require a nonresident entering into a partnership or association within its limits,
or making contracts enforcealble there, to appoint an agent or representative in the State to receive service of process and notice ·in
legal proceedings instituted with respect to such partnership, association, or contracts, or to designate a place where such service
may be made and .notice given, and provide upon their failure to
make such appointment or to designate such place that service may
be made upon a public officer designated for that purpose, or in some
other prescribed way, and that judgments rendered upon such service may not be binding upon the non-residents both within and
without the State. As was said
the Court of Exchequer in
Vallee v. Dumerque, 4 Exch. 290. 'It is not contrary to natural
justice that a man who has agreed to receive a particular mode of
notification of legal proceedings should be bound by a judgment in
which ,that particular mode of notification has been followed; even
though he may not have actual notice of them."

tr.

In spite of this express exception, the majority of cases
have held, upon the authority of this case, that statutes
authorizing the recovery of a personal judgment against
a non-resident upon process served on his representative
within the State are unconstitutional, both as a denial of
due process of law and an invalid discrimination against
the citizens of other States. It is said that since citizens
of the domestic State have entire immunity from being subjected to personal judgments upon such service of process,
it must necessarily follow that the citizens of other States
are entitled to equal immunity, and that there is an essential difference in the conditions and methods of the two
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modes of service upon residents and non-residents such as
amounts to an unconstitutional discrimination. These decisions further declare that the fact of an individual's doing
business within a State by an agent cannot affect the question of the jurisdiction of the courts of that State over
him personally; that he submits his property which be sends
into the State to the jurisdiction of its courts, but not his
person."
On the other hand, it was held, in Guenther v. American
Steel Hoop Co.811 that a statute containing such provisions
was in conflict with no provision of the Federal Constitution, the qualification set forth in Pennoyer v. Neff being
quoted, and ·regarded as controlling upon this point. The
decision draws a clistinction, which is not found in the
cases holding differently, between constructive and substituted service of process. While admitting the unconstitutionality of the former as applied to this case, the Court
strenuously argues that ·there are legal remedies which may
be allowed against those who are domiciled without the
State, but which are not to be applied to those who are
domiciled within it; in the latter class the substituted service
of process is included. The Court seems inclined in this
case to group the whole right non-residents to legal remedies under one head with rights such as that of voting or of
taking fish in the waters of the State, as a right not incident to citizenship, but local in its nature and not secured
to the citizens of the several States'. T'ms classification, as
is pointed out elsewhere, is far from being one that is either
satisfactory or generally acceptable in the light of other
decisions. Nevertheless, it is submitted, it may well be
urged that the non-resident is entitJied to no more under
the Comity Clause than a mode of service which is as effective, just, and fair as the statutory mode of serv·ice by
copy upon residents; that any mode of service by which he

or

8' See, for instam:e, Moredock v. Kirby, u8 Fed. 180; Cabanne v.
Gt-af, 81 Minn. Slo, 9Z N. W. 461 j Caldwell v. Armour, I Penn.
(DeL) 543,43 Att. 311; Brooks v. Dun, 51 Fed. 138·
811

u6 Ky. 580, ?6 S. W. 4190
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is given notice of the suit pending against bim meets fully
this requirement since the object of the personal service is
to give him such notice; and that if he is doing business in
the State by an agent, service of process upon the latter
would be as effective notice to his principal as if the service
were made directly upon the person of the latter. The
question cannot be regarded as definitively settled either
one way or the other at the present time.

\
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CHAPTER IV
RIGHTS NOT PROTECTED AGAINST DISCRIMINATORY
LEGISLATION

From the earliest times in the judicial interpretation of
the Comity Clause it has always been affirmed that there
are certain kinds of public or political rights which do not
come within its operation. With regard to those rights the
States have always been considered as constitutionally able
to make such regulations as they may see fit; and it is held
that no one is entitled to exercise them except in accordance
therewith. They may be said generally to include two
classes of rights: (I) political or municipal privileges, such
as the right to vote, to hold public office, and to follow certain professions or occupations invested with a particUlar
public interest; ( 2) the right to make use of those things
in which the State is vested with a proprietary interest.
By acceptance of Judge Washington's dictum in Corfield v.
Coryell to the effect that the rights of the citizens of the
several States secured by the Constitution were those in
their nature fundamental, belonging to the citizens of all
free governments, rights of the special character above described were necessarily excluded. And although the basic
idea of this decision is no longer to be regarded as authoritative, nevertheless the distinction drawn has been so generally followed as to be now firmly established.
Political PrivUeges.-The two main political privileges
granted by the States to their own citizens are the right
to vote and the right to hold public office. At the time
of the adoption of the Constitution there seems to 'have been
a well-defined and generally entertained feeling that, whatever rights were. included by the Comity Oause, these two
at least were of an entirely different nature; this fact is
62
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evidenced by the dicta to that effect in several of the early
cases.1 It was apparently never supposed that the citizens
of any State,. upon their removal to any other State, might
lawfully claim, by virtue of the Comity Clause, the right
to exercise such privileges because they had enjoyed them
in the State from which they had originally come. As a
consequence there are few cases in which the question was
a subject of litigation; and the courts themselves apparently
deemed the whole matter so self-evident that they were
usually content merely to state the fact without going into
any discussion of the reasons for their conclusions. Indeed
it may reasonably be supposed that they regarded as axiomatic and in no need of supporting arguments the fact that
political rights were entirely within the power of the several
States to regulate.
This feeling of the courts was most probably based upon
the universally prevailing and accepted doctrine of "natural
rights." As a consequence of this doctrine there was a
widespread belief in certain "fundamental" rights, ~o be
enjoyed by the members of any body politic of necessity.
because demanded by the "law of nature." In so far a:s
these rights had assumed definite shape in the mind of any
one, they consisted of the rights to acquire and hold property and to contract with relation to the same. These
rights, being conceived of as inherent in the idea of citizenship, were, as a matter of course, those which were commonly regarded as guaranteed by the Comity Clause; but
any others, not being inherently possessed by the citizens
of every political society, were to be considered as for the
individual States to grant to or withhold from whomsoever
they pleased. In view of the fact that the so-called
"natural rights" theory was at the time accepted practically
without question, it is not to be wondered at that the judges
in the early cases were so positive in their statements as to
1 See, for instance, Campbell v. Morris, 3 Harr. and McHen.
(Md.) 535; Abbott v. Bayley, 6 Pick. (Mass.) 89; Murray v. Mc• Carty,:oI Munf. (Va.) 393.
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the exclusion of political privileges from the list of rights
to be shared equally by the citizens of all the 'States, while
at the same time feeling no necessity for giving their
reasons for so thinking. As has been elsewhere pointed
out,It the aecepted view of the courts is now that, generally
speaking, whatever privileges are extended by a State to
its own citizens must be extended likewise to the citizens of
other States. With this in mind, it becomes necessary to
find more stable ground than the now obsolete theory of
inherent rights upon which to base any class of privileges
as entirely within the regulatory power of a State.
The whole relationship of the right of suffrage to citizenship is reviewed at some length by Chief Justice Waite in
Minor v. Happersett.B The Court says in that case:
It is clear, we think, that the Constitution has not added the right
of suffrage to the privileges and immunities of citizenship as they
existed at the time it was adopted. This makes it proper to inquire
whether suffrage was coextensive with the citizenship of the States
at the time of its adoption. If it was, then it may with force be
ar~ that suffrage was one of the rights which belonged to
citizenship, and in the enjoyment of which every citizen must be
protected. But if it was not, the contrary may with propriety be
assumed.

Passing on to a consideration of the regulations of the
various original States, the Court finds that in each of these
only a restricted number of the inhabitants of the State
were allowed to exercise the franchise, from which fact it
is deduced that there was no thought in the minds of the
framers of the Constitution but that the right to vote was
one entirely dependent upon the pleasure of each State.
As further proof of this, it is said:
By Article ... section 2, it is provided that .. the citizens of each
State shall be entitled to all the privileges and immunities of citizens in the several States." If suffrage is necessarill a part of
citizenship, then the citizens of each State must be entitled to vote
in the several States precisely as their citizens are. This is more
than asserting that they may change thei1" residence and become
citizens of the State and thus be voters. It goes to the extent of
insisting that, while retaining their original citizenship, they may
vote in any State. This, we think, has never been claimed.
II

See before, Chapter II.
WaIL 162, 22 L. ed. 62:7.
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Although it is by no means asserted that the right to vete
is not one which every State may regulate at its pleasure,
nevertheless it is not believed that the reasons given in this,
the leading case on the subject, are particularly substantial.
The Court admittedly decides the question on the ground
that, as people have acted with substantial uniformity for
a considerable time upon a certain idea-to wit, that citizenship does not confer the right of suffrage-this fact in itself is sufficient reason upon which to base a decision. But,
as has been pointed out, the idea upon which the people had
acted in this instance was based mainly upon the unstable
foundation afforded by the theories of the Natural Rights
school of political philosophy with respect to the inherent
and fundamental rights appertaining to citizenship. As a
result we have the anomalous condition of affairs that the
Supreme Court in effect bases its holding upon a theory
that has been, tacitly at least, entirely abandoned. N ~y~~:.
theless the fact that the right to vote is not a right which
thecitizens of the several States may exercise free from
discrinlliiitory leglstahon must be regarded, in the light of
judidaf -dedSion~ ---as-firmly established. It is certain that
tne--Stites may prescribe conditions precedent to the exercise of the franchise, such as attaining a certain age, belonging to a particular sex, a residence within the State for a
specified length of time. But what if a State should discriminate between its own citizens and those of other
States in the exaction of such requirements? This is a
question which has never arisen and which it is not probable
would ever arise, but it is sufficient to show the possibility
that the Comity Clause might be applicable in certain instances even to the exercise of political rights. The Supreme Court has said in another case that a state statute
in regard to voting might conceivably be regarded as a violation of the privileges and immunities of a citizen of -thf:
United States, which was the precise point at issue in
5
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Minor. v. Happersett.· It would seem that a statute might
as conceivably be a violation of the privileges and immunities of the citizens of the several States.1I
_ ••..~_._ •• _ •• ___ ._
The right t<rllbId pubhc office links itself naturally with
the right to vote, upon which it may be said, partially at
least, to be founded. The comments which have been made
upon the exclusion of the right of suffrage from the operation of the Comity Clause, apply with equal validity to the
majority of cases under this head. 8 In the case of the right
to hold public office, however, much stronger and more
satisfactory reasons may be adduced as to why this right
is entirely within the control of each State. One who holds
public office is the agent of the State; the office itself is
nothing more than a mere delegation of authority from the
State to be exercised in its behalf. In choosing those who
are to act in its employ, the State is at no greater disability
than any private individual entering into a similar contract
of employment. An exactly analogous question presents
itself with respect to the power of the State to provide that
only certain classes of workmen shall be employed to labor
on public buildings and other improvements, a power which
has been upheld in recent years as against several rather
.• In Pope v. Williams, 193 U. S. 621, 4B L. ed. 817, 24 Sup. Ct. Rep.
The exact language of the Court was: .. It is unnecessary in
this case to assert that under no conceivable state of facts could a
state statute in regard to voting be regarded as an infringement
upon or a discrimination against the individual rights of a citizen
of the United States removi~ into the State and excluded from
voting therein by state legislation. The question might arise if an
exclusion· from the privilege of voting were founded upon the particular State from which the person came, excluding from that
privilege, for instance, a citizen of the United States coming from
Georgia and allowing it to a citizen of the United States coming
from New York or any other State. In such case an argument
might be uqred that • • • the citizen from Georgia was by the state
statute deprived of the equal protection of the laws. Other extreme
cases might be suggested."
II See for cases to the same effect as Minor v. Happersett, United
. States v. Anthony, II Blatch. C. C. 200; Van Valkenburgh v. Brown,
43 Cal. 43; People v. Barber, 4B Hun. (N. Y.) 19B; United States v.
Petersburg ,udges, I Hughes C. C.493• See beSIdeS the cases cited under the right to vote. People v.
LoefBer, 175 Ill. 585. 57 N. E. 785; in re Mulford, 217 Ill. 242. 75
N. E. 34S. I L R. A. [N. S.] 341.
57~.
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unfavorable earlier decisions.' "It belongs to the State,
as guardian ~nd trustee for its people, and having control
of its affairs, to prescribe the conditions upon which it will
permit work to be done on its behalf or on behalf of its
municipalities."8 In order, then, to justify discrimination
by a State in favor of its own citizens with respect to the
holding of public office, it is possible to get away from the
vague grounds upon which the courts have been content to
rest the power of the State to regulate the exercise of the
franchise. Instead recourse may be had to the proprietary
power of the State, in accordance with which, as will be
seen presently, the State may take measures to reserve
public property for the use of its own citizens. This power
of the State rests upon a well-established principle of English and American law, and is therefore eminently more
satisfactory than a power based upon fundamental rights
and the general feeling of the' public for any given length
of time. Whether the same principle could be applied to
state regulation of the suffrage, however, is not clear.
The power of the State to discriminate in favor of its
own citizens in respect to the holding of public office may
be pushed to a considerable extent. For instance, it has
been held that the right to act as executor or administrator
of the estate of a decedent may be entirely restricted by a
State to its own citizens.' This is upon the ground that the
holder of such a position receives his powers only by the
active consent of the courts, and is at all times subject to
their control and direction; acting under the control of the
agents of the State, he thereby becomes an officer of the
State in a public, or at least quasi-public, capacity.
The power to control property of a deceased person to the end
that it shall be applied to the payment of the just debts of the de, See Atkin v. Kansas, 191 U. S. 20'/, 48 Led. 148. 24 Sup. Ct.
Rep. 124; Heim v. McCall, 239 U. S. 175,60 L. ed. 206, J6 Sup. Ct.
Rep.78.
8 Atkin v. Kansas, above.
• In re Mulford, 217 Ill. 242, 75 N. E. 345. See also Gallup v.
Schmidt, 183 U. S. 300, 46 L. ed. 2fY/, 22 Sup. Ct. Rep. 162.
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cedent, for the protection of those who were peculiarly dependent
upon him. and who may otherwise become burdens on the public,
and the remainder be transmitted to the persons or to the purposes
the testator desired it to go or be applied to, rests in the State in
its sovereign capacity. In exercising this governmental function the
State has the clear right to call to its aid and to invest with official
power only such persons as are residents within its territorial
limits.10
.

It should be noticed that, although the functions of executors and administrators are in many ways analogous to
those of trustees, it has been held unconstitutional for a
State to discriminate against the citizens of other States
with regard to the right to act as trustee.11 · This distinction seems a just one, for trustees derive their powers
directly from the voluntary creators of the trust, and are in
no sense officers of the law or of the courts.111
That any person holding even a quasi-public office and
in any way responsible to the State for his actions may be
required to be a citizen of the State is further substantiated
by a recent decision holding that a city may properly restrict
the business of a private detective tQ citizens of the State,
as being a business of a quasi-official character.l I
In several early cases the right to follow certain professions or occupations affected with a public interest was
declared to be dependent entirely upon the will of the State,
and subject to whatever regulations it should think proper
to impose; and this decision was based upon a similarity of
reasonipg With the right of the State to extend the franchise or to grant public office to certain favored classes
only.u Thus state statutes restricting the practice of
medicine or law or the selling of liquor were upheld on this
ground. For reasons similar to those previously mentioned, the right of the States to do this was not seriously
questioned; and the courts did not endeavor especially to
10 In re Mulford, above.
11 Roby v. Smith, 91 Ind. 342, 30 N. E. 1093, 15 L. R. A. 792.
12 Woerner, Amencan i.;lw of Administration, 2d ed., vol. i,

sec.

10.

Lehon v. City of Atlanta, 16 Ga. App. 64. 84 S. E. 608.
See Austin v. State, 10 Mo. 591 j Lockwood v. United States, 9'
Ct. of Claims 346.
18

U
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find any particular ground for their decisions beyond saying that such privileges were political in their nature and
not dependent on citizenship. At a later period, howeverp
there was considerable litigation upon this question, and
the state laws involved were then justified under the police
power. 1\ discussion of the cases arising in that connection
and the principles laid down by them is entered into elsewhere.lII
Proprietary Interests.-Besides what have been termed
by the courts political privileges, it bas been settled that the
citizens of the several States are not entitled by virtue of
the Comity Qause to enjoy upon equal terms with the
citizens of ~ State the use of property in which that
State is vested with a proprietary interest and which it
holds for the general benefit of its own citizens. The legal
theory upon which the idea rests that certain kinds of property are held by the State in trust for its citizens, runs far
back into the law of England. As in all countries where
the feudal system prevailed, the title to all property within
the country was originally in the king, who could grant it
away to whomsoever he pleased. "The king," says Blackstone, "is the universal lord and original proprietor of all
the lands iIi his kingdom, and no man doth or can possess
any part of it but what has, mediately or immediately, been
derived as a gift from him, to be held upon feudal services."18 By Magna Charta a restraint was imposed upon
his freedom with respect to granting rights of fis'hery in
running waters;17 and although the effect of this limitation
upon the king's power of grant was a matter of some dispute, it seems to have been generally conceded that since
that time the royal prerogative did not include the power
to grant exclusive fishery rights in navigable waters.18 In
such rivers, said Lord Mansfield, "the fishery is common;
111

See below, Chapter V.

18 Commentaries, vol. ii, p. 52.

Blackstone, Commentaries, vol. ii, p. 39.
Duke of Somerset v. Fopell, 5 Bam. and Cress. (K. B.) 875;
Martin v. Waddell, 16 Pet. 3fY/, 10 L. ed. 997.
IT
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it is prima facie in the King, and is public."lO The title to
the waters and the soil under them was still in the king,
but he held it as a representative of and a trustee for the
people of the realm. On the settlement of the colonies,
similar rights passed to the grantees in the royal charters
in trust for the communities to be established. At the
~erican Revolution these rights, charged with a like trust,
became vested in the original States within their respective
borders, subject only to the rights surrendered by the Constitution to the Federal Government. The same theory was
extended to the case of the acquisition of territory by the
United States, whether by cession from one of the States,
or by treaty with a foreign country,. or by discovery and
settlement; the same title and dominion passed to the
United States for the benefit of the whole people and in
trust for the several States to be ultimately created out of
such territory. On the creation of these new States and
their admission into the Union, the same rights vested in
them as were already possessed by the original States in
this respect.lIO
Very early in their history the various colonies passed
acts with regard to fisheries and oyster dredging and planting, which prohibited non-residents from taking fish or
oysters from their territorial waters. These laws remained
in ·force after the Revolution, and the question was quickly
raised with respect to their constitutionality. It was
claimed that since these fisheries were held by the State
for the common use of all of its citizens, the right to enjoy
them was a privilege of all such citizens; and that a citizen
of another State could no more be excluded from the
exercise of this privilege than he could be prohibited from
enjoying any other privilege or immunity accorded by the
State to its own citizens. The first case in which this
10 Carter

v. Murcot, 4 Burr. (K. B.) 2162•
v. Bowlby, 152 U. S. I, 38 Led. 331, 14 Sup. Ct. Rep.
548; Martin v. Waddell, 16 Pet. ~, 10 L ed. 991; Pollard v.
Hagan, 3 How. 212, II L. ed. 565.
• 0 Shively
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claim was raised is Corfield v. CoryelJ.21 Judge Washing- .

ton, after giving his often-quoted outline of the privileges
and immunities protected by the Comity Clause, goes on to
say:
We cannot accede to the proposition which was insisted on !>f the
counsel, that, under this provision of the Constitution, the citIZens
of the several States are permitted to participate in all the rights
which belong exclusively to the citizens of any other particular
State, merely upon the ground that they are enjoyed by those citizens; much less, that in regulating the use of the common property
of the citizens of such State, the legislature is bound to extend to
the citizens of all the other States the same advantages as are
secured to their own citizens. A several fishery, either as the right
to it respects running fish, or such as are stationary, such as oysters,
clams, and the like, is as much the property of the individual to
whom it belongs, as dry land, or· land covered by water; and is
equally protected by the laws of the State against the ag~essions of
others, whether citizens or strangers. Where those pnvate rights
do not exist to the exclusion of the common right, that of fishing
belongs to all the citizens or subjects of the State. It is the property
of all; to be enjo2'ed by them in subordination to the laws which
r~te its use. They may be considered as tenants in common of
thiS property; and they are so exclusively entitled to the use of it
that it cannot be enjoyed by others without the tacit consent, or
the express permission of the sovereign who has the power to
regulate its use.

This decision was regarded as controlling by the vadous
state and federal courts in all the similar cases arising in
the following fifty years." They are a unit in declaring
that the denial of the right of each State to regulate the use
of the common property of its citizens in any manner which
it might see fit would be to annihilate ,the sovereignty, of
the States and in effect to establish a consolidated govern~
ment. This opinion was carried so far that in one case it
was held that a State could properly prohibit its own citizens from employing citizens of other States to gather oysters for them.1I This would seem to 'have been rather a
forced interpretation of the rule laid down in Corfield v.
Coryell, since such a holding in effect restricts the right of
citizens of other States to contract upon equal terms with

/. /

~.

114 Wash. C. C. 371.
.
I I See Bennett v. Boggs, Baldwin C. C. 60; State v. Medbury, 3
R. I. 138; Dunham v. Lamphere, 3 Gray (Mass.) 268; Haney v.
Compton,36 N. J. L. SO'l./
18 Haney v. Compton, J6 N. J. L. 50?
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citizens of the domestic State; and the propriety of this deCision seems somewhat questionable, particularly since the
non-resident was not engaged in gathering oysters for his
own use but for that of his employer.l 4- Nevertheless, in
spite of the uniformity: of these decisions~ there seems to
have existed some doubt as to the correctness of Judge
Washington's reasoning. For example, in Dunham v.
Lamphere,·' in which the Massachusetts law regarding fisheries on the sea-coast was involved and was upheld on the
ground that it made no discrimination between citizens of
Massachusetts and citizens of other States, Chief Justice
Shaw was somewhat dubious with regard to the decision in
Coffield v. Coryell, and went no further than to say that it
was based upon grounds .. which appear plausible, if not
satisfactory."
All doubt on the question was fi.nally put at an end by the
decision of the Supreme Court in McCready v. Virginia,·'
in which was involved a statute of Virginia prohibiting citizens of other States from taking or catching oysters or
sheM-fish or planting oysters in any of the waters of the
State. The Court said, by: Chief J ustice Waite:
The States own the tidewaters • . . and the fish in them, so far
as they are capable of ownership while running. For this purpose the State represents its peq>le, and the ownership is that of
the people in their united soverelgllty. • • • The title thus held is
subject to the paramount right of navigation, the regulation of
which, in respect to foreign and interstate commerce, has been
granted to the United States. There has been, however, no such
grant of power over· the fisheries. These remain under the exclusive control of the State, which has consequently the right, in
its discretion, to appropriate its tidewaters and their beds to be used
by its people as a common for taking and cultivating fish, so far as
it may be done without obstructing navigation. Such an appropriation is in effect nothing more than a regulation of the use by the
people of their common property. The right which the people of
the State thus acquire comes not from their citizenship alone, but
from their citizenship and property combined. It is, in fact, a
property. right, and not a mere pnvilege or immunity of citizenship. .•.
• . . Looking only to the particular right which is here asserted,
we think we may safely hold that the citizens of one State are not
.4 See Booth v. Lloy~). 33
211 3 Gray (Mass.) ~

Fed. 593.

2. 94 U. S. 391, 24 L. ed. 248.
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invested by this clause of the Constitution with any interest in the
common property of.the citizens of another State. If Virginia had·
bf law prOVIded for the sale of its once vast pUblic domain, and a
division of the proceeds among its own people, no one, we venture
to say, would contend that the citizens of other States had a constitutional ri$'ht to the enjoyment of this privilege of Virginia citizenship. Neither if, instead of selling, the State had appropriated
the same property to be used as a common by its peoj)le for the
purposes of agriculture, could the citizens of other States avail
themselves of such a privilege. And the reason is obvious; the right
thus granted is not a privilege or ilnmunity of general but of special
citizenship. It does not .. belong of right to the citizens of all free
governments," but only to the citizens of Virginia, on account of
the peculiar circumstances in which they are placed. They, and
they alone, owned the property to be sold or used, and they alone
had the power to dispose of it as they saw fit. They owned it not
by virtue of citizenship merely, but of citizenship and domicile
united; that is to say, by virtue of a citizenship confined to t11lt
particular locality.
The planting of oysters in the soil covered by water owned in
common by the people of the State is not different in principle from
that of planting com upon dry land held in the same way. Both
are for the purposes of cultivation and profit; and if the State, in
the regulation of its public domain, can grant to its own -citizens
the exclusive use of dry lands, we see no reason why it may not do
the same thing in respect to such as are covered by water. And al
all concede that a State may grant to one of its citizens the exclusive use of a part of the common property, the conclusion would
seem to follow, that it might by appropriate legislation confine the
.
use of the whole to its own people alone.

The reasoning upon which the Court bases its holding is
in places somewhat confused, and the chief justice has gone
to what seem rather unnecessary lengths in some parts of
the decision; as for example, in bis distinction between general and special citizenship. The regarding of the privileges and immunities appurtenant to the former class of citizenship as "those belonging of right -to the citizens of all
free governments" is also open to criticism, as has elsewhere been pointed out. But whatever may be thought of
these parts of the reasoning, the decision itself has ever
since been followed absolutely in similar cases; and it is
now established beyond the shadow of a doubt ·that a citizen of one State is not, of constitutional right, entitled to
share upon equal terms widt the citizens of another State
those proprietary interests belonging generally to the State
as such. And, indeed, there wouid seem to be no question
respecting the propriety of the limitation thus laid down, if
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the nature of the interest possessed. in this type of property by the State and its citizens is kept in mind. The interest of the latter is in nowise to be differentiated from
their interest in that property over which they have actual
rights of ownership. From the enjoyment of such property "
they may, of course, validly exclude all other persons. It
would not be contended that a citizen of any State would
have a constitutional right to share, equally with citizens of
another State, land or its products in which the latter were
tenants in common. And in property of the character now
under consideration the situation is, to all intents and purposes, ,the same. The people of any State, therefore, acting through the State as their agent, may restrict the use
of such property to a few of their own number, or license
citizens of other States to use it, or they may absolutely
exclude all but themselves from its enjoyment. In short,
it is their own property, and ~hey may take what measures
they will to preserve it for their own use.lIT
The general rule upon this matter is now clearly settled.
But with respect to the question as to the kinds of property
in which the State is to be regarded as invested with a proprietary interest, no definite agreement has been reached so
that one may set up a standard by which to be guided in
making a decision. The cases which have been hitherto
examined dealt, with running waters and the soil under
them, together with the fish swimming in them and the
beds of shell-fish. Later cases, however, have extended the
idea to other sorts of property, and the subject is at the
present time in some confusion.
. A leading case in thiS! connection is Geer v. Connecticut,"
in which a statute of Connecticut was· under consideration
which made it unlawful for anyone to kill certain varieties
2T An interesting example of the power of the States in this connection is their ability to enforce the payment of a license fee for
fishing in public waters from members of Indian tribes to whom
the free use of such waters had lbeenguaranteed by treaty with the
Federal Government. Kennedy v. Becker, 241 U. S. 556, 60 L. ed.
n66, ~ Sup. Ct. Rep. 705; Ward v. Race Horse, 163 U. S. S04. 41
L. eeL 244. 16 Sup. Ct. Rep. 1076.
28 161 U. S. 519, 40 Led. 793, 16 Sup. Ct. Rep. 600.
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of game birds for the purpose of conveying them out of the
State.
rendering the decision Justice White goes into
a very careful examination of the nature of the interest
which the State has in ferae naturae as a general class. He
finds that both at Roman and civil law it was recognized
that such animals, having no owner, were to be considered
as belonging in common to all the citizens of. the State;
and after citing the Code Napoleon to the same effect, he
goes on to say:

In

Like recognition of the fundamental principle upon which the
property in game rests has led to similar history and identical results in the common law of Germany, in the law of Austria, Italy,
and indeed it may be safely said in the law of all the countries of
Europe. • • • The common law of England also based property in
game upon the principle of common ownership, and therefore
treated it as subject to governmental authority.
Blackstone, whilst JX?inting out the distinction between things
private and' those whtch are common, rests the right of an individual to reduce a part of this common property to possession, and
thus acquire a qualified ownership in it, on no other or general principle from that upon which the civilians based such right. • . •
The practice of the government of England from the earliest times
to the present has put into execution the authority to control and
regulate the taking of game.
Undoubtedly this attribute of government to control the taking of
animals ferae naturae, which was thus recopized and enforced by
the common law of England, was vested tn the colonial governments, where not denied by their charters, or in con1lict with grants
of the royal prerogative. It is also certain that the power which the
colonies thus possessed passed to the States with the separation
from the mother country, and remains in them at the present day.
• . • Whilst the fundamental principles upon which the common
property in pme. rests have undergone no change, the development
of free institutions has led to the recognition of the fact that the
power or control lodged in the State, resulting from this common
ownership, is to.be exercised, like all other powers o£.government,
as a trust for the benefit of the people, and not as a prerogative for
the advantage of the government as distinct from the people, or for
the benefit of private individuals as distinguished from the public
good. Therefore, for the purpose of exercising this power, the
State, . . • represents its people, and the ownership is that of the
people in their united sovereignty.28

The Court went on to hold the statute under consideration constitutional, upon the ground that the common owner.1 It was also said that the statute was possible of being upheld
as a valid exercise of the police power, following from the duty of
the State to preserve for its people a valuable food supply. See
Silz v. Hesterberg, 2II U. S. 31, 53 L. ed. 75, 29 Sup. Ct. Rep. 10;
the Abby Dodge, 223 U. S. 166, 56 L. ed. 390, 32 Sup. Ct. Rep. 310.
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ship of game implied the right to keep the property, if the
sovereign so chose, always within its jurisdiction.a• Although the case involved no question of discrimination
against the citizens of other States, it definitely places wild
game within the class of property which, under the ruling
in McCready v. Virginia, the State may validly reserve for
its own citizens entirely; and on this authority it has been
specifically so held in several cases.al The power to preserve the game for the use of the citizens of a State carries with it the right to make this restriction effective by
prohibitive regulations. Accordingly the State may deny
to citizens of other States the privilege of buying shot-guns
or other weapons for use in lcilling such game.al
In Hudson Water Company v. McCarter" a statute of
New Jersey prohibiting the transportation of water into
other States was upheld on similar grounds to those relied
upon in Geer v. Connecticut. The privilege of acquiring
rights in such property was regarded as qualified by the
power of the State to insist that its natural advantages remain unimpaired by its citizens; so that it might validly prohibit the removal of these out of the State. The Court.
however, does not go to the length of saying that a State
may validly exclude citizens of other States from reducing
water in its natural condition to possession within the State,
though this result would logically follow; but contents itself with saying that since citizens of other States were
left by the statute under consideration as free to purchase
water within the boundaries of New Jersey as its own
citizens, they were not in a position to complain of a

a. Upon the strength of the holding in this case, two lower federal
courts have declared the Migratory Bird Act of 1913 unconstitutional. United States v. Shauver, 214 Fed IS4j U. S. v. McCullagh,
221 Fed. 288.
.
81 See in re Eberle, 98 Fed 295 j State v. (iallup, 126 N. C. 979, 35
S. E. ISo.
az Patsone v. Pennsylvania, 232 U. S. IJ8, 58 L. ed 5J9, 34 Sup.
Ct. Rep. 281.
83 209 U. S. J49, 52 L. ed. 828, 28 Sup. Ct. Rep. 529.
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deprivation of any privileges belonging to them by virtue
of their state citizenship.84By these deciSions the State was regarded as possessing
a proprietaf"Y interest in animals ferae Mturae and in certain products of nature while still in their natural condition, and as capable, therefore, of regulating by whom and
upon what conditions such property might be reduced to
possession. On the other 'hand, there is a line of decisions
with regard to certain other products of nature which hold
that these may properly be reduced to possession while in
their natural condition and are not the subject of any proprietary interest on the part of the State.
In Ohio Oil Co. v. Indiana,B5 for example, it was held
that the surface proprietors within a gas field have the right
to reduce to possession the gas and oil beneath. To the
ordinary: observer there would not seem to be a very essential difference between water ftowing above ground and
oils and gases seeping through the earth below. The Court,
however, after citing several state cases in which an analogy had been drawn between gas and oil and animals ferae
naturae, and these deposits had been termed minerals ferae
M'urae, says by Mr. Justice White:
If the analogy between animals ferae nalllrae and mineral deposits
of oil and gas, stated by the Pennsylvania court and adopted by the
Indiana court, instead of simply establishing a similarity of relation,
proved the identity of the two things, there would be an end to the
case. This follows because things which are ferae naturae belong
to the .. negative community"; in other words are public things
subject to the absolute control of the State, which, although it allows them to be reduced to possession, may at its wi1l not only regulate but wholly forbid their future taking. But whilst there is an
analogy between animals ferae naturae and the moving deposits of
oil and natural gas, there is not identity between them. Thus, the
owner of land has the exclusive right on his property to reduce the
game there found to possession, just as the owner of the soil has
lI4. See also Kirk v. State Board of Irrigation, 90 Neb. 627, 134 N.
W. 167. It would seem that where a river runs through more than
one State, the upper State, in spite of its sovereign rights over the
water, cannot use these to such an extent as to work material injury
to the lower State. Kansas v. Colorado, 206 U. S. 46, 51 L. ed. 956,
, 2'J Sup. Ct. Rep. 655- Two States so situated are, then, in a position
very similar to that of individual riparian owners at common law.
, BI 177 U. S. 190. 44 L. ed. m 20 Sup. Ct. Rep. 576.
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the exclusive right to reduce to possession the deposits of natural
gas and oil found beneath the surface of his land. The owner of
the soil cannot follow game when it passes from his property; so,
also, the owner may not follow the natural gas as it shifts from
beneath his own to the property of some one else within the gas
field. It being true as to both animals ferae Mturae and gas and
oil, therefore, that whilst the right to appropriate and become the
owner exists, proprietorship does not take being until the particular subjects of the ri~ht 'become property by being reduced to
actual possession. The Identity, however, is for many reasons
wantin~. In things ferae Mturae all are endowed with the power
of seeking to reduce a portion of the public property to the domain
of private ownership by reducing them to possession. In the case
of natural gas and oil no such right exists to the public. It is
vested only in the owners in fee of the surface of the earth within
the area of the gas field. This difference points at once to the distinction between the power which the lawmaker may exercise as
to the two. In the one, as the public are the owners, every one may
be absolutely prevented from seeking to reduce them to possession.
. . . The enacting by the State of a law as to the public ownership
is but the discharge of the governmental trust resting in the State
as to property of that character. On the other nand, as to gas and
oil, the surface proprietors within the gas field all have the right to
reduce to possession the, gas and oil beneath.ae

The language here used has bem made the basis of the
decisions in Lindley v. Natural Carbonic Acid Gas Companr' and West v. Kansas Natural Gas Company,·8 the
, one holding that mineral waters sifting underground through
porous rock were oot property held by the St;ate for the
common benefit of the public; the other that a State may
not constitutionally prohibit natural gas and oil from being'
transported out of the State.
A review of the cases upon this Whole question leads to
the belief that the sorts of property in which the State is to
be r~garded as vested with a proprietary interest, and in the
use of which it maY' accordingly discriminate in favor of
its own citizens, are comparatively limited in number; and
that this number will not be extended beyond its presen.t
compass. Over the animals ferae naturae within its borders; the waters running upon its surface and their beds,
together with the fish in them; the public lands, including
possiblY' the public ~dways; the employment upon public
8e And, semble, that residents of other States who may be surface
proprietors within the gas field m~ not.
a, 220 U. S. 61, S5 Led. 369. 31 Sup. Ct. Rep. 337.
88221 U. S. 229, S5 L ed. 716, 31 Sup. Ct. Rep. s64.
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buildings and probably the appointment to public office;
possibly over the atmosphere and the forests within its territory,all the State has full control and power to restrict
their use to whomsoever and in whatsoever way it sees fit,
without contravening any constitutional provisions. Beyond this, it is not believed that such a power extends.
Nevertheless, it is a power which contains within it great
possibilities of extension even within the boundaries outlined; and the increasing hold which the idea of public ownership is acquiring at the present time over popular fancy
may very easily serve to bring out its potentialities in a more
striking manner than any in which they have so far been
developed.
811 See Kansas y. Colorado, ISS U. S. 125, 46 L. ed. 838, 22 SUj). Ct.
Rep. SS2 j Georgia v. Tennessee Copper Co., 206 U. S. 230, 51 L. ed.
1038, 2'] Sup. Ct. Rep. 618.
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CHAPTER V
DISCRIMINATORY LEGISLATION UNDER THE POLICE POWER

,

It bas been stated in a previous chapter that one of the
rights secured by the Comity Oause to the citizens of the
several States is the right to impott and e~port property,
and also the right to free ingress and egress personally upon
terms of substantial equality with the citizens of the other
States. It bas never been questioned to any considerable
extent, however, that a State may adopt proper quarantine
and other police ·regulations with a view to the safeguarding of the health and welfare of its own citizens, although
such regulations 'very evidently operate as restrictions upon
the enjoyment of the privilege above named. So far as is
known, there are no cases in which state regulations of this
nature were concerned which expressly discriminated
against citizens of ot'her States. The cases involving this
point are for the most part concerned with the question as
to whether state laws of this character are unconstitutional
as regulations of interstate commerce. In this connection
there has been a line of cases dealing with state laws relative to the introduction of diseased cattle or cattle coming
from districts in which a disease was prevalent.
These cases make no discrimination between citizens of
different States, but rather against goods which are the
products of different States. Properly speaking, therefore, they afford no ground for legislative enactments making personal residence a basis of classification, such as that
residents of a State would thereby be permitted to introduce their property into the State, while a similar privilege
woulld be denied to non-residents with respect ,to similar
property. There ·have been no instances of state statutes
having suc'h an effect; but it is believed that they might
80
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very possibly be upheld.1 If the danger against which they
seek to guard is one with respect to which residence or nonresidence within the State might become a factor of some
importance in determining the likelihood of its presence or
absence, then 'Such a law would be a proper means of protection upon the part of the domestic State. A statute of
·this character, then, would be constitutional, provided the
fact of residence or non-residence bore some necessary relation to the evil guarded against. As will be seen later,
the courts in some cases have .taken the position that a
police regulation to whiCh non-residents were obliged to
conform but from which residents, or at least certain
classes of residents, were exempted, is not to be regarded as
discriminating in any way against citizens of other States.
This conclusion rests upon the ground that as to the exempted classes, the fact of their residence within the State
is in itself sufficient to raise the presumption that they may
"] safely be ,permitted freedom from conformity to the police
regulations. The distinction drawn appears somewhat
forced, and it would seem preferable to admit the existence
of a discrimination, made, however, upon justifiable grounds.
The power of the State to exclude citizens of other States
from its b6rders through quarantine laws hardly seems
capable of doubt. It was said in Railroad Company v.
Husen:a
The police powers of a State justify the ado'ption of precautionary
measures against social evils. Under it, a State may legislate to
prevent the spread of crime or pauperism or disturbances of the
peace. It may exclude from its bmits, convicts, paupers, idiots and
lunatics, and persons likely to become a public charge, as well as
persons affiicted by contagious or infectious diseases, a right founded
on the sacred law of self-defense..

It would probably not be questioned that a State would
have the power to deny entrance within its limits to citizens
See State v. Smith, 71 Ark. 478, 75 S. W. loSl.
a 95 U. S. 465, 24 Led. 527.
• See also Morgan Steamship Co. v. Board of Health, 1I8 U. S.
455, 30 L. ed. 237,6 Sup. Ct. Rep. 1114: Compagnie Fran~ise v.
State Board of Health, 186 U. S. 350, 46 Led. 1209. 22 Sup. Ct.
1

Rep.8u.
6
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of another State, except under certain quarantine regulations, when the facts might show the prevalence of an epidemic of some contagious disease in the latter State. In
such a case mere non-residence would be sufficiently indicative of danger to the citizens of the domestic State to justify the adoption of such a ·basis of distinction; and an
equality of treatment could not properly b~ demanded upon
the part of citizens of the State in which the disease in
question prevailed. Although the citizens of every State
may be regarded as possessing the right to free ingress to
and egress' from any other State upon equal terms with the
citizens of the latter, they cannot be regarded as possessing
any right to come into a State when suffering from "a
'contagious, infectious, or communicable disease," or when
the fact of their non-residence would lead to the probability that their entrance into the State would result in injury
to its people. If the means adopted are reasonable, there
can properly be no question of the right of a State under
its police power to discriminate against citizens of other
States upon the grounds which have been outlined above.
although this ruling may have the effect of denying to them
privileges which the State grants to its own citizens.
All: interesting phase of the power of a State to discriminate against the citizens of other States is afforded by the
right, which has been sus.tained, of a State to exc1ud'e other
than inhabitants of the State from the right to retail intoxicating liquors. In the earlier state cases the right of
liquor selling was regarded as one which was public in its
nature, and therefore not one inherent in citizenship so as
to be guaranteed to the citizens of the several States.' The
Supreme Court, also, in certain of its decisions bearing
upon this point, sanctioned such discrimination upon the
ground that this right is not one of those protected by the
Comity Clause. Thus it was said in' Crowley v. Christensen: 1 " There is no inherent right in a citizen to thus sell intoxicating liquors by retail; it is not a privilege of a citizen
, See Austin v. State, 10 Mo. 591.
137 U. S. 86, 34 L. ed, 620, II Sup. Ct. Rep. 13.

II
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of the State or of a citizen of the United States."8 This
view is not capable of being squared with the now settled
construction of this clause of the Constitution; namely, that,
in general, citizens of other States may not be denied the
enjoyment of any rights which a State may grant to its own
citizens. If the power of the State to restrict the selling
by retail of intoxicating liquors can be sustained, it must be
upon the theory that such a business is one requiring police
regulation, and that a resident of the State can be held
liable more easily than a non-resident for the violation of
the regulation imposed. The fact of non-residence must be
regarded as constituting a special objection or danger.'
This whole question was considered at some length in the
case of Kohn v. Melcher,S in which was involved a statute of
Iowa forbidding any person to sell spirituous liquors within
the State without a license, and providing that licenses
should be granted to citizens of the State only. The claim
was directly made in this case that the statute in question
abridged the privileges and immunities of citizens of other
States. With reference to this contention the Court said,
speaking through Judge Shiras:
If the provisions of the statute . . • are intended to control the
commerce in liquors to be used for mechanical and other legal purposes, so as to secure the traffic therein to citizens of Iowa, and
exclude all others from participation therein, thus intentionally discriminating in favor of the cItizens of Iowa, it would seem clear
that the sections of the statute providing for the exclusion of all,
save citizens of Iowa, from the nght to engage in such traffic, would
be unconstitutional and void...• Laws regulating trade and commerce and which are intended to secure to the citizens or products
of one State exclusive or superior rights and advantages at the
expense of the citizens of other States cannot be sustained. . . •
That the States, for the purpose of restrictin, and eradicating the
evils arising from the traffic in intoxicating liquors as a beverage,

Similar dicta are to be found in Bartemeyer v. Iowa. 18 Wall.
Led. 929; Beer Co. v. Massachusetts, W U. S. 25. 24 L. ed.
989; Mugler v. Kansas. 123 U. S. 623. 31 L. ed.. 205, 8 Sup. Ct. Rep.
273; Leisy v. Harden. 135 U. S. 100. 34 L. ed. 128, 10 Sup. Ct. Rep.
681.1' See also ~oster v. Kansas. 112 U. S. 205. 28 Led. 696, 5 Sup.
Cr'Rep. w; Kldd v. Pearson, 128 U. S. I, 32 L. ed. 346, 9 Sup. Ct.
Rep. 6; in re Hoover, 30 Fed. 51; Cantini v. Tillman, 54 Fed. 969, See Freund, Police Power, sec. 710.
8 29 Fed. 43J.
8
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have the right to enact laws prohibitory thereof, cannot be questioned. If, however, in such acts, provisions are inserted which
discriminate in favor of liq.uors manufactured in the State as
against those manufactured In other States, or which protect the
home dealer, by exacting a tax or license fee from the non-resident
dealer, and not from the home dealer, then such provisions would
be contrary to the Federal Constitution...• There is no doubt that
the result of the statute is to entirely deprive citizens of other States
of the right to sell in Iowa intoxicating liquors to be used for
mechanical and the other legal purposes. It also practically confines the riJ{ht to sell to a small part of the citizens of the State.
Was it the mtent of the legislature in enacting these provisions of
the statute to grant greater privileges to the citizens of the State
than are granted to those of other States in carrying on the bU~i
ness of -buying and selling liquors for legal purposes, or were thes
provisions enacted as safeguards against violation of the law p
hibiting sales of liquors to be used as a beverage. The difficulty of
preventing evasion of the prohibitory laws is well known, and it is
apparent that the permission to sell for medical and other legal purposes, unless carefully guarded and restricted, might prove to be a
ready means for defeating the object and purpose of the statute., /'/
The State has the ri~ht to adopt all proper police regulations neces- c;..
sary to prevent evaSlons or violations of the prohibitory statute, and
to that end, and for that purpose, has the right to restrict the sale
for legal uses to such places, and by such persons, as it may be
deemed safe to intrust with the right to sell. In cases in which it
has been held that the state legislation could not be upheld, it willI?-be found that the provisions of the statute were not intended to,...
guard the community against evils arising from some traffic deemed
'injurious to the common weal, but were intended to secure to the
!Citizens or products of the State an undue advantage; or in other
, 'Words, under the pretext or guise of a police regulation, the true
intent of the legislation was to ,lace the products of citizens of
-other States at a disadvantage in carrying on commerce or business,
:and thereby secure the profits thereof to the citizens of the State
-enacting the particular. law complained of.... Although, in effect,
the citizens of other States, as well as the la~er part of the citizens
of Iowa, are debarred from selling in Iowa liquors to be resold for
legal purposes, . . • yet this is but an incidental result; and as the
intent and purpose of the restrictions, i. e., preventing violations of
the prohibitory law, are within the police power of the State, it
cannot be held that the sections of the statute under consideration
violate any of the provisions of the Federal Constitution.1I

. It will be seen from the decision in Kohn v. Melcher

that the controlling factor in the determination as to
whether a law restricting the right of selling intoxicating
liquors to residents of the domestic State is a valid regulation or an unconstitutional di~crimination against citizens
II A similar holding was made in Mette v. McGuckin, 18 Neb. 323,
25 N. W. 3,j8, affirmed without opinion in Mette v. McGuckin, 149
U. S. 781, 37 L. ed. 934. 13 Sup. Ct. Rep. 1050.
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of other States, is the intent and purpose of the state legislature in passing the enactment. In other words, if this
intent is to prevent violations of the state laws with regard
to the sale of liquor, the law will be upheld; if its under. lying purpose is to show a favoritism to home dealers, it
will be declared invalid. How the intent and purpose is
to be determined, or how far the action of the state legislature in passing the law will be controlling, are questions
which the Court does not attempt to answer. The solution
of sueh a question will manifestly depend largely upon the
circumstances of each case. But in general it would seem
that when, as in Kohn v. Melcher, there is present a prohibitory law of the State, this fact would in itself raise a
prima facie presumption that the law restricting the sale
of liquor to residents of the State was intended to render
the prohibitory law enforceable; whereas, in the absence of
a law of this nature, the presumption as to the validity of a
statute restricting the sale of liquor to residents of the
State would be reversed. Thus, in Arkansas, an act has
been held unconstitutional which prohibited the sale of wine
in certain districts by non-residents, but allowed any person
growing or raising grapes or berries in such districts to sell
wine of his OWR make upon the premises where the grapes
or berries were grown and the wine was made.10
A .rather difficult question in connection with the police
power of the States is that raised by the laws of some
States relative to the exercise of certain professions, such
as law, medicine, and dentistry. It is not to be doubted that
the State may validly require a certain degree of skill and
professional learning in those engaged in these pursuits,
since they obviously are closely related to the health and
safety of the citizen of the State. For this purpose it may
properly pass laws requiring those entering such professions
to take out a license, which is granted only upon evidence
being shown that the applicant is possessed of the amount
10 State v. Deschamp, S3 Ark. 490, 14 S. W. 6S3; State v. Marsh, 37
Ark. 356.
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of skill deemed requisite by the state legislature. Many J /
States, however, have passed laws which require residence ~
in the State for specified periods of time before the license
will be granted, irrespective of the previous training or
experience of the applicant; and in others the laws relating
to the pursuit of these professions have provided for the
issuance of licenses to practitioners who have practiced
within the State for a certain number of years prior to the
enactment of the law requiring a license, while practitioners
who have practiced in other localities during that time have
been r~quired to undergo an examination as a condition
precedent to being granted a license. Such laws plainly f
discriminate in favor of residents, but have nevertheless 1':"':been generally upheld as valid police regulations.
i
An early and leading case in this connection is Ex parte
Spinney,l1 in which was upheld a statute exempting persons
who had practiced medicine or surgery in the State for a
period of ten years preceding the passage of the act from
the penalties imposed for the practice of medicine by unqualified persons. The Court, in holding the law valid,
says:
This law makes no distinction in terms between our own citizens
and citizens of other States. It merely prescribes the qualification
that practitioners are required to possess and admits all to practice
who can bring themselves within the rule. whether they are citizens
of this State or other States. But it is argued that one of the sorts
of qualifications recognized is such that of necessity none but citizens of this State can possess it. This is so, but it does not follow.
therefore, that the law is unconstitutional; for. if the qualification
is in itself reasonable, and such as tends to subserve the public
interests. the legislature had the right to exact it, and the circumstance that citizens of other States cannot possess it may be a misfortune to them, but is no reason why a precaution proper in itself
should be dispensed with. Thus it appears that the solution of this
question also involves a preliminary 1nquiry into the policy of the
law.

This, the Court goes on to say, is to be decided by the
legislature.IlI
11 10 Nev.
11 To the

323.
same effect are: Harding v. Peqple, 10 Colo. 387. 15
Pac. '/2'l; State v. Greene, II2 Ind. 462. 14 N. E. 352; People v.
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This case seems to base the validity of the statute in
question upon two grounds; namely, that the act was not
in its terms discriminatory; and that even if made discriminatory by one of its requirements, this would not be
sufficient to render it unconstitutional, provided the requirement in question was reasonable, its reasonableness as determined by the legislature being binding upon the Court.
The first ground is clearly not sustainable: a State cannot
validly pass a law, though by its terms constitutional, if its
necessary effect is to contravene a prohibition imposed upon
the State by the Federal Constitution.l I The holding must
rest entirely upon the second ground named; and, in point
of fact, this ground forms the basis for the decisions in
most of the cases cited. The view ordinarily taken by
which this argument is justified is well set forth in State
v. Randolph,!' with reference to a similar enactment, as
follows:
The act does not grant privileges or immunities to any citizen or
class of citizens either within or without the State: it only establishes a rule of evidence by which qualification to practice medicine
and surgery is to be determined. It makes the fact of a person being
enP.Jed in the practice when the law took effect sufficient evidence
of his fitness to continue the practice of his profession without an
examination in the same way that the diploma of the student is
accepted as sufficient evidence of his fitness to commence the practice without an examination.
.

But the fact that, in prescribing this rule of evidence, the
Phippin,70 Mich. 6, 37 N. W. 888: Craig v. Board of Medical Examiners, 12 Mont. 203, 29 Pac. 532: State v. Carey, 4 Wash. 424. 30
Pac. 729: State v. Rosenkranz, 30 R. I. 374. 75 Atl. 491: State v.
Randolph, 23 Ore. 74. 31 Pac. 201, 17 L. R. A. 470; Driscoll v. Commonwealth, 93 Ky. 393, 20 S. W. 431; People v. Hasbrouck, II Utah
291, ~ Pac. 118; State v. Currans, III Wis. 431, 87 N. W. 561:
Wilkins v. Stat~ 113 Ind. 514. 16 N. E. 172: People v. Griswold,
213 N. Y. 92, 100 N. E. 929: Gosnell v. State, 52 Ark. 228, 12 S. W.
392: State v. Vandersluis, 42 Minn. 129, 43 N. W. 789, 6 L R. A.
119; State v. Creditor, 44 Kan. 565, 24 Pac. 346; Eastman v. State,
109 Ind. 278, 10 N. E. 97: Orr v. Meek, III Ind. 40, II N. E. 787;
Richardson v. State, 47 Ark. 562, 2 S. W. 187; State v. State Medical Examining Board, 32 Minn. 324. 20 N. W. 238; Fox v. Territory, 2 Wash. Terr. ~, 5 Pac. 004; Logan v. State, 5 Tex. App.
306; People v. Blue Mountain Joe, 129 Ill. 370, 21 N. E. 923.
.
18 Henderson v. Mayor of New York, 92 U. S. 259, 23 L. ed. 54J.
23 Ore. 74, 31 Pac. 201.
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State may discriminate against the citizens of other States,
seems to be carrying the power of the State to provide for
the public welfare and interests to a considerable extent.
tit might well be asked upon what grounds the State may
regard the fact of a person's being engaged in practice
within its limits for a 'certain period as endowing him with
more satisfactory qualifications for continuing the practice
than one similarly engaged elsewhere; and why a person
engaged in such practice during the same period in another
State, or even licensed to practice in that other State, should
not be entitled to demand equality of treatment with his
more fortunate fellow-practitioner living within the domestic Stat=.J It may be said that local conditions, climate,
and similar circumstances peculiar to the domestic State
and the familiarity with them possessed by the local practitioner, are sufficient to warrant the drawing of the distinction. This basis hardly seems a very satisfactory one, nor
is any such offered by the cases upholding statutes of the
character under consideration. But in view of the practical
unanimity with which the distinction mentioned has been
sustained, the power of the States to draw such a line may
properly be regarded as settled, in the absence of any
authoritative ruling to the contrary from a higher source.
It should be noticed, however, in this connection, that the
rule in New Hampshire is directly contrary to the majority
of decisions on this point.111
A case has never been before ,the Supreme Court in
which this question was considered from the point of view
. of discrimination against the citizens of other States. But
in Dent v. West Virginia18 the Court uses language which
seems to sustain the construction adopted by the majority
of the state courts. In this case a statute similar to those
in question in the cases cited above was involved, it being
claimed that the law was in violation of the Fourteenth
111 State v. Hinman,_6S N. H. 103. 18 AU. 194; State v. Pennoyer.
65 N. H. Ill. 18 AtL 87811 129

U. S. 114, 32 L. ed. 623, 9 Sup. Ct. Rep. 231.
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A'mendment. The opinion' of the Court upholding the
statute reads in part as follows:
It is undoubtedly the right of every citizen of the United States
to follow any lawful calling, business, or profession he may choose,
subject only to such restrictions as are Imposed upon aU persons
of like age, sex, and condition. This right may in some respects be
considered as a distinguishing feature of our republican institutions. Here all vocations are open to everyone on like conditions.
AU may be pursued as sources of livelihood, some requiring years
of study and great learning for their successful prosecution. The
interest, or as it is sometimes termed, the estate acquired in them,
that is, the right to continue their prosecution, is often of great
value to the possessors, and cannot be arbitrarily taken from them,
any more than their real or personal property can thus be taken.
But there is no arbitrary depnvation of such right where its exercise is not permitted because of a failure to comply with conditions
imposed by the State for the protection of society. The power of
the State to provide for the general welfare of its people authorizes it to prescribe all such regulations as, in its judgment, will
secure or tend to secure them against the consequences of ignorance
and incapacity as well as of deception and fraud. As one means
to this end it has been the practice of different, States, from time
immemorial, to exact in many pursuits a certain degree of skill and
learning upon which the community may confidently rely, their
possession being generally ascertained by an examination of parties
by competent persons, or inferred from a certificate to them in the
form of a diploma or license from an institution established for instnlction on the subjects, scientific and otherwise, with which such
pursuits have to deal. The nature and extent of the qna1ifications
required must depend primarily upon the judgment of the State as
to their necessity. If they are appropriate to the calling or profession, and attainable by reasonable study or application, no Objection
to their validity can be raised because of their stringency or difficulty. It is only when they have no relation to such calling or profession, or are unattainable by such reasonable study and application, that they can operate to deprive one of his right to pursue a
lawful vocation.

It will be seen from the cases bearing upon this point that
the power of the States to prescribe qualifications required
to be met in order to practice medicine and allied professions is limited only by the requirement that such qualifications must not be arbitrary, but must bear a reasonable
relation to the subject-matter of the legislation. That requirements of the character reviewed are not arbitrary,
even though discriminatory, is stated affirmatively by the
courts of all the States that have ruled upon the matter,
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with the exception of those of New Hampshire.IT There
are no cases in which similar requirements have been expressly held to be so unreasonable as to be invalid; and it
is difficult to determine the extent to which the States may
properly go in this direction. It has been suggested that
although a certain period of residence in the State may be
a proper requirement, in order that the applicant's moral
~")character and general attainments may be learned, yet if
this required period be made unnecessarily long, an unconstitutional discrimination against non-residents might result.11 On the other hand, it has been said that the States
could possibly deny entirely to non-residents the right to
practice medicine and similar professions.1e There have
been no cases in which either of these positions is taken;
but the language of the courts in some decisions would
seem to lean more strongly to the side of the latter.20 At
all events, it is to all practical purposes well settled that a
State has the right to discriminate against the citizens of
other States in this respect; and that to render such legislation invalid, the mere fact of discrimination alone will
not suffice.
The question as to the power of the State to exclude nonresidents from the practice of law upon equal terms with
IT See, e. g., State v. Vandersluis, 42 Minn, 129, 43 N. W. 789;
State v. Creditor, <14 Kan. 565, 24 Pac. 346; People v. Griswold, 213
N. Y. 92, 106 N. E. 929.
18 Willoughby, Constitutional Law, voL i, p. 216.
10 Freund, Police Power, sec. 711.
20 In State v. Creditor, above, for instance, it is said: "The legislature saw fit to permit those practising in the State when the act
was passed to continue to practice without diploma. or other evidence of competency. It may be, as contended, that the fact of
being in the practice is not the best test or evidence of skill and
capability, but the co"Urts have nothing to do with the expediency or
wisdom of the standard of qualification fixed, nor with the tests
adopted for ascertaining the same. The legislature proceeded upon
the theory that the fact that they have 'been enpged in the practice
within the State was sufficient evidence of their proficiency in that
profession. This fact is made by the legislature an evidence of skill
and competency equivalent to a diploma from a dental college, and
the wisdom of either test is a question for the legislature and not
for the courts." This seems to approach closely to a declaration
that the courts will accept the determination of the legislature that
a given requirement is not arbitrary.
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residents, does not appear to have directly arisen in any
case. In Bradwell v. Illinois21 the claim was made that a
state statute restricting the practice of law to licensed attorneys infringed the privileges and immunities of citizens
of other States. This contention was dismissed summarily
by the Court, it appearing that the plaintiff in error was a
citizen of the State, and as such not in a position to put
forward this claim. In the concurring opinion of Justice
Bradley, Justices Swayne and Field assenting, it is said,
however: "It is the prerogative of the legislator to prescribe regulations founded on nature, reason, and experience for the due admission of qualified persons to professions and callings demanding special skill and confidence.
This fairly belongs to the police power of the State." The
practice of law is not so closely related to the public health,
safety, or morals as the practice of professions such as
medicine or dentistry; but it has been generally recognized
that the police power of the State, even when restricted
to the narrow sense of the term, includes the power to protect its citizens against fraud. As a protection of this
nature, as well as a measure tending to the interests of the
public morals, it has been generally recognized that the
States have the right' to regulate the qualifications for admission to the bar as they may deem most advisable; and
the same arguments by which the statutes relative to the
practice of medicine and dentistry have been justified in the
cases examined above, would be equally applicable to similar
statutes with respect to the practice of law. 22
Under its power to prevent fraud from being practiced
upon its own citizens, the State may also pass laws requir~
21 16 Wall. 130. 21 L. ed. 442.
22 But see in re Day, 181 111.

73. 54 N. E. 646. in which. while admitting the right of the legislature to prescribe reasonable conditions excluding from the practice of law persons through whom
injurious consequences might result to the State, the court nevertheless cites with approval State v. Pennoyer, 65 N. H. II3. 18 Atl.
878, as authority for the statement that the place of residence cannot furnish a proper basis of distinction and would constitute an
arbitrary discrimination, making an enactment based upon it void.
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ing non-residents to give security for costs before the right
to sue in the state courts is granted them, although such
security may not be required of its own citizens.11 Plainly,
the fact of non-residence in this case is in itself sufficient
to constitute a danger to the citizens of the State. With
regard to its own citizens the State may proceed against
their person or property in order to meet the costs of a case,
if these are not paid. With respect to non-residents, on
the contrary, the State may be unable to resort to such
means. A requirement, therefore, that the latter class should
pay the costs in advance, or give sufficient security for their
payment, is a measure of self-protection and entirely valid.
Similarly, it has been recently held that a State may require non-residents taking out licenses to drive automobiles
in the State to appoint an agent within the State upon whom
process may be served.lI'
In Geer v. Connecticutllll it was pointed out that the right
of the State to reserve the property held in trust by it for
the benefit of its citizens to its own citizens, or to admit the
citizens of other States to the enjoyment thereof only upon
the fulfillment of certain conditions, may very well be based
upon the police power of the State to conserve its natural
resources.lI8 This right would not apply, however, with
equal force to all the kinds of property coming under the
decision in Geer v. Connecticut; and it seems preferable to
rest this power of the State upon the proprietary character
of its relationship to such property.
28 Blake v. McOung, 172 U. S. 239, 43 L. ed. 432, 19 Sup. Ct. Rep.
165; Chemung Canal Bank v. Lowery, 93 U. S. 72, 23 L. ed. 806;
Nease v.Capehart, IS W. Va. 299; before, Chapter III, and cases
there cited.
lI' Kane v. New Jersey, 242 U. S. 160. In Hendrick v. Maryland,
235 U. S. 610, 59 L ed. J8s, 3S Sup. Ct. Rep. 140, it was held that
the movement of motor vehicles Gver highways, being attended by
constant and serious danger to the public, and also being abnormally
destructive to the highways, is a proper subject Gf police rej{Ulation
by the State. It is ~ssible, th~1 that the State could discnminate
between its own CItizens and tDOse of other States in granting
licenses to drive automobiles within it.
21 161 U. S. 519, 40 L. ed. 793, 16 Sup. Ct. Rep. 600.
lI8 In State v. Kofines, 33 R. I. 2II, 80 Atl. 432, the decision was
based sqnarely on this ground.
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An interesting question with regard to the power of the
States to protect their citizens from fraud is afforded by
the so-called "blue sky" laws in force in many States, and
recently sustained as constitutional in the Supreme Court."T
These laws as a general rule provide that no foreign corporation, partnership, or individual shall sell or negotiate
for the sale of stock, bonds, debentures, and other securities except upon being licensed by state authorities. In two
of the cases in the lower federal courts in which such laws
were held unconstitutional, one of the grounds relied upon
was that there was a denial to the citizens of other States
of an equality of treatment with citizens of the domestic
State in respect to doing business there, so as to discriminate against them in their general rights of contract."B In
the state laws before the Supreme Court there was no
question involved of discrimination against the citizens of
other States, the prohibitions imposed being operative with
equal force upon home and foreign dealers. The decision
of the Court, however, is based upon grounds sufficiently
broad to justify such discriIJlination if it had existed. The
measures were heM proper means of protection on the part
of the States in behalf of their citizens. Any regulation of
the character bearing a reasonable relation to the subjectmatter of legislation would be proper; and there would be
little doubt that regulations based upon a question of residence would be regarded as bearing such a reasonable relation. The Supreme Court, while admitting that such
statutes may curb and burden legitimate business, holds that
the interests of legitimate business are not paramount to
the police power of the States to protect their citizens from
fraud.
The intangibility of securities, they being representatives, or purporting to be representatives of something else, of property, it may
be, in distant States and cou~ties, sche~es of plausible pretensions,
11 Hall v. Geiger-Jones Co., Caldwell v. Sioux Falls Stock Yards
Co., Merrick v. Halsey, October term 1916, No. 438, 386, and 413,
decided January 22, 1917.
IB Bracey v. Darst, 218 Fed. 482 j Compton v. Allen, 216 Fed. 537.
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requires a difference of provision and the integrity of the securities
can onl, be assured by the ~robity of the dealers in them and the information which may be given of them. This assurance the State
has deemed necessary for its welfare to require; and the requirement is not unreasonable or inappropriate. It extends to the general market something of the safeguards that are given to tradinc
upon the exchanges and stock boards of the country, safeguards
that experience has adopted as advantageous. Inconvenience may
be caused and supervision and surveillance, but this must yield to
the public welfare.

It will be seen that, with the possible exception of the
"blue sky" legislation, the statutes which have been held
constitutional as valid exercises of the police power,
although discriminatory in effect as regards the citizens of
other States, are all examples of the exercise of the police
power in the narrow sense of the word, as relating to the
public health, safety, or morality. It has been sometimes
contended that the police power ought properly to be always
confined to subjects of this nature ;29 and it has been argued
that by so doing a definite limit would be placed upon this
power so that the uncertainty which now surrounds it would
be in large measure removed. Irrespective of the advantages or disadvantages of this scheme, it is not possible of
adoption at the present time. In view of the liberal interpretation which has been extended to the term by both
state and federal courts in recent years, it may well be said
that in scope the police power has no definite limits, but
extends beyond questions of the public health, safety, and
morality to those of the public prosperity and convenience.
This widened operation of the police power does not
seem to have encroached as yet to any appreciable extent on
the equality of privileges and immunities secured to citizens
of other States.80 Can it possibly be so extended here?
C~)Uld a State validly pass laws granting privileges and
immunities to its own residents, but denying them, or limiting them, with respect to non-residents, not upon the ground
28 See L D. Mallonee, "Police Power: Proper and Improper
Meanings," in American Law Review, vol. SO p. 861.
80 But see Commonwealth v. Shaleen, 215 Pa. St. 595. 64 Atl. 797,
in which was upheld a statute restricting to residents the granting
of licenses to work as miners in anthracite coal mines.
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that such discrimination was necessary in order to protect
its people from danger to their health, safety, or morals,
but upon the ground that the measure would subserve the
public convenience or prosperity, or that the strong and
preponderant opinion of its citizens demanded it? It is not
believed that this can be done. As respects discriminatory
legislation against citizens of other States, it is submitted
that this should be regarded as valid only under the exceptional circumstances which call for the exercise of the police
power in its restricted sense. To hold otherwise would be
to render this part of the Constitution practically valueless.
It might be very much to the convenience and prosperity
of the citizens of a State that the citizens of other States
should be prohibited from holding property, entering into
contracts, or suing in the courts, upon terms of equality with
themselves; the preponderant voice of the population of the
State might very conceivably urge such measures as being
in the nature of a public benefit. Yet they would almost
certainly be unconstitutional.
Of the various causes which gave rise to the present
system of government in this country, none was more important than the desire to do away with discrimination by
one State against another. Now, at this late date, should
the States be given permission to resume this power of
discrimination under the guise of henefit to their own
citizens? It is true that it has been frequently held that
a State may validly pass laws granting special privileges
to certain classes of .persons without this being such a discrimination as will constitute a denial of the equal protection of the laws and a violation of the Fourteenth Amendment. The great majority of labor legislation is so justified. But there are not present in that case certain special
elements which enter into the case,now under consideration.
There are not present the aligning of one State against
another, the possibility of retaliatory legislation, the resulting bad feeling between the States, the revival of sectional-
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ism with its attendant evils, all of which would very possibly, or even very probably, come to pass if the States are
to be allowed a practically free rein in passing discriminatory legislation aimed at the citizens of other States, which
the widened scope of their police powers in this connection
might conceivably give to them. Moreover, such legislation, though perhaps for the benefit of the people of any
particular State, is to the positive detriment of the people
of the country at large; no such element presents itself in
any other sort of valid police legislation. In view of the
questionable benefits and probable evils which would result
from any discriminatory legislation or action based upon
the citizenship of the parties affected, it is urged that the
fact of non-residence must constitute a positive danger or
threat of danger to the inhabitants of the domestic State in
order that the legislation in question may be upheld as constitutional.
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CHAPTER VI
POWER OF THE STATES

OVER

FOREIGN CoRPORATIONS

By a foreign corporation is meant, briefly, a corporation
organized under the laws of another State or country. The
term includes as well those associations which, though they
may be declared by the laws of the country ·of their origin
to be not corporations, are possessed of the peculiar
features generally attributed to those bodies by the law of
the State in which the question may come up. Thus, in
Liverpool Insurance Company v. Massachusetts1 the question at issue was whether the plaintiff in error could be re- .
garded as a foreign corporation. Though what is generally known as a joint-stock company, and by Act of
Parliament expressly declared not to be a corporation, it
was nevertheless held that the possession by the association
of the majority of the essential characteristics of a corporation as understood by the law of this country was sufficient to cause it to be regarded as one in fact; and as such it
was held to come within the provisions of a statute of
Massachusetts regulating foreign corporations.
In the case of Bank of Augusta v. Earlel the question
arose whether a bank incorporated by the laws of Georgia,
with a power, among other things, to purchase bills of exchange, could lawfully exercise that power in the State of
Alabama. It was contended that a corporation c.omposed
of citizens of other States was entitled to the benefit of the
Comity Clause, on the ground that the Court should look
behind the act of incorporation and see who were the members of the corporation; and that if these were found to be
citizens of other States, the privileges and immunities of
110
I 13

7

Wall 566, 19 L. ed. 1029Pet. 586, 10 Led. 27497
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citizens of Alabama relative to the purchase ot bills of exchange should be extended to them. The Court, while
holding that the bank could lawfully exercise the power to
purchase bills of exchange, reached this conclusion, not by
the above course of reasoning, but through the application
of the principles of comity. The contention that the members of the corporation were to be regarded as individuals
carrying on business in the corporate name, and therefore
entitled to the privileges of citizens in matters of contract,
would have the result, the opinion goes on to say, of extending to them the privileges of citizens of the other State,
while their membership in the corporation would exempt
them from the liabilities entailed by the exercise of the
same privileges upon the citizens of that State. This result,
says the Court, "the clause of the Constitution referred to
certainly never intended to give."
In Paul v. Virginia' the question was definitely settled
respecting the constitutionality of a statute regulating
foreign corporations and discriminating against them by the
imposition of conditions not required to be met by local
corporations. The Court says, speaking through Mr.
Justice Field:
A grant of corporate existence is a grant of special privileges t~
the corporators, enabling them to act for certain designated purposes as a single individual and exempting them (unless otherwise
es~ecially provided) from individual liability.
The corporation
bemg the mere creation of local law, can have no legal existence
beyond the limits of the sovereignty where created. ••. The recognition of its existence even by other States, and the enforcement of
its contracts made therein, depend purely upon the comity of those
5tates,-a comity which is never extended when the existence of the
corporation or the exercise of its powers are prejudicial to their
interests or repugnant to their pobcy. Having no absolute right
of recognition in other States i but depending for such recognition
and the enforcement of its contracts upon their assent, it follows,
as a matter of course, that such assent may be granted upon such
terms and conditions as those States may think proper to impose.
They may exclude the foreign corporation entirely i they may restrict its business to particular localities, or they mar exact such
security for the performance of its contracts with their citizens as
in their judgment will best promote the public interest. The whole
matter rests in their discretion.
a 8 Wall. 168, 19 L. ed. 357.
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The Court goes on to show that if such special privileges
as those secured to the incorporators in their own State by
a grant of corporate existence were likewise to be secured
to them in other States, an extra-territorial operation would
be given to local legislation, in no way intended by the
Comity Clause, and subversive of the independence and
harmony of the several States; and proceeds to point out
the evils which such an interpretation of this clause would
cause by the indiscriminate admission of foreign corporations, with no possibility of limiting their number, or of requiring them to give pUblicity to their transactions, to submit
their affairs to proper examination, to render them subject
to forfeiture of their corporate rights in case of mismanagement, or to hold their officers to a strict accountability
for the manner in which the business of the corporation was
managed by making them liable to summary removal.'
Since the decision in Paul v. Virginia, the rule there laid
down has become firmly established, and has been affirmed
in a long line of cases in both state and federal courts;
such parts of the decision as were not strictly necessary to
the settling of the point at issue have also received judicial
confirmation upon repeated occasions.1 The power to ex'The same conclusion had previously heen reached in several
lower courts. See Comonwea1th v. Milton, 12 B. Monr. (Ky.) 212;
Slaughter v. Commonwealth, 13 Gratt. (Va.) 767; Warren ManufacturingCo. v. Etna Insurance Co., 2 Paine C. C. 501; State v.
Lathrop, 10 La. Ann. 398; Tatem v. Wright, 23 N. J. L. 429; People
v. Imlay, 20 Barb. (N. Y.) 68.
I See, e. g., Ducat v. Chicago, 10 Wall. 410, 19 Led. 972: Liverpool Insurance Co. v. Mass. 10 Wall 566, 19 Led. 1029: Philadelphia Fire Association v..New Y,?rk, 119 U. S. 110,20 L ed. 342.
7 Sup. Ct. Rep. 108: Pembma MInIng Co. v. Penn., 125 U. S. 181,
31 L. ed. 650, 8 Sup. Ct. Rep. 737: Anglo-American Provision Co.
v. Davis Provision Co., 191 U. S. 373, 4B L. ed. 225, 24 Sup. Ct.
Rep. 92; National Mercantile Co. v. Mattson, 45 Utah ISS, 143 Pac.
223: Norfolk and Western R. Co. v. Pennsylvania, 136 U. S. 114, 34
L ed. 394. 10 Sup. Ct. Rep. 958; Cumberland Gaslight Co. v. West
Virginia and Maryland Gas Co., 186 Fed. 385; Home Insurance Co.
v. Davis, 29 Mich. 238; Phinney v: Mutual Life Insurance Co., 67
Fed. 493: State v. Hammond PackIng Co., 110 La. 180, 34 So. 388;
Ulmer v. First National Bank, 61 Fla. 460. 55 So. 405 ; Railroad Co.
v. Koontz, 104 U. S. S. 26 Led. 643: People v. Wemple, 131 N. Y.
64, 29 N. E. 1002.
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elude carries with it the power to prescribe regulations regarding the carrying on of business by the corporation after
admission by the State" and also the power to make these
regulations effective by the enactment of penal laws.' The
general rule, however, ·that foreign corporations may be so
regulated by the several States leads at times into somewhat perplexing situations. Most of these situations,
however, it is not within the province of this study to
discuss.
In the case of Cook v. Howland8 a rather nice point was
raised in this connection. A state statute authorized
foreign corporations to do business in the State after meeting certain required conditions, but by means only of agents
who were citizens of the' State. The United States Life
Insurance Company, a New York corporation, after having
complied with the conditions mentioned and having been
licensed to carry on its business within the State, constituted Cook, who was a resident and citizen of New York,
one of its agents, and asked the insurance commissioners
to issue him a license authorizing him to act as their agent
in Vermont. This the commissioners refused to do, in
accordance with the provisions of the statute. Cook then
filed a petition for a writ of mandamus to compel the issuance of such a license, claiming that his privileges and
immunities as a citizen of N ew York were infringed. The
Court held in effect, relying chiefly on Hooper v. California,
that a refusal of such a license to a non-resident did not
deprive him of any rights guaranteed to him by the Federal
Constitution, basing this on the ground that the State,
having full power to regulate the admission of foreign corporation~, may properly require them to do business by
resident agents only; and that to license a non-resident
8 Orient Insurance Co. v. Daggs, 172 U. S. 557, 43 L. ed. 552, 19
Sup. Ct. Rep. 281; Waters-Pierce Oil Co. v. Texas, 177 U. S. 28,
44 L. ed. 657, 20 Sup. Ct. Rep. SIS.
T Hooper v. California, ISS U. S. 648, 39 L. ed. 297, IS Sup. Ct.
Rep. 207; Moses v. State, 65 Miss. 56.
874 Vt. 393, 52 Atl. 973.
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agent to condud the business of a foreign corporation in
the State would be to give him a right to manage the business of his agency in a way prohibited to his principal, a
position incompatible with the governing principles of the
law of agency.
The propriety of this decision seems somewhat questionable, although the point is an extremely close one. It may
indeed be argued that a State can val~dly impose any conditions which it may think proper upon the doing of business
within its limits by a foreign corpOration. But it would not
seem that this power of the State permits it to deny to
citizens of other States the right to engage in a lawful occupation within it upon equal terms with its own residents.
In Hooper v. California the prohibition against acting as
agent for a foreign corporation was directed against all
persons within the State, so that the two cases may easily be
differentiated. It would seem, indeed, that a much closer
resemblance is borne by this case to that of Blake v.
McOung,9 elsewhere discussed. Here, in holding void a
statute of Tennessee setting forth the conditions to be fulfilled by foreign corporations, whereby it was provided that
creditors who were residents of the State should be accorded a priority in the distribution of. assets to the payment
of debts over all simple contract creditors who were residents and citizens of other States, the Court said:
We hold such discrimination against citizens of other States to

be repugnant to the second section of the fourth article of the Con-

stitution of the United States, although, generally speaking, the
State has the power to prescribe the conditions upon which foreign
corporations may enter Its territory for purposes of business. Such
a power cannot be exerted with the effect of defeating or impairing
rights secured to citizens of the several States by the supreme law
of the land. Indeed, all the powers possessed by a State must be
exercised consistently with the privileges and immunities granted or
protected by the Constitution of the United States.10
9 172 U. S. 239. 43 L ed. 432, 19 Sup. Ct. Rep. 165.
10 See, also. for limitations upon the general language

used in
Paul v. Virginia. the dissenting_ opinion of Harlan, J .• in Philadelphia Fire Association v. New York, 119 U. S. 110. 30 Led. 342. 7
Sup. Ct. Rep. 108; Ducat v. Chicago. 10 WalL 410, 415. 19 Led.
972, 973-
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Constitutional Guaranlies of Protection to Foreign Corporations.-Although foreign corporations are not entitled
to the protection of the Comity Clause, they enjoy that of
the Fourteenth Amendment; and therefore no State may
deprive them of their property without due process of law
or deny them the equal protection of the laws.11 A discussion of what is included under the term "due process of
law" would be out of place here; and it will be sufficient to
say that corporations are entitled to as full protection under
this clause of the Fourteenth Amendment as are natural
persons.
The clause according them the equal protection of the
laws while within the limits of anyone State is of peculiar
interest in that its effect is to invest foreign corporations
with the equality of treatment in respect to many rights
which it was decided they could not claim under the Comity
Clause. In general it maybe said that the State still retains
absolutely the power to exclude foreign corporations from
doing business within its limits, except in the case of corporations in ·the employ of the Federal Government or engaged in interstate commerce. But if the corporation has
once entered the State and is doing business there, a discrimination against it on the part of the ~tate in favor of
local corporations engaged in the same sort of business is
an unreasonable classification and a denial of the equal
protection of the laws. This exact point was at issue in
Southern Railway Company v. GreeneY' In that case the
plaintiff in error had been doing business for several years
in the State of Alabama, having complied with all the conditions prescribed for its admission; and from year to year
had paid the license tax required of every corporation engaged in the same sort of business, whether domestic or
foreign. Subsequently the State enacted a law, applying
See Santa Clara County v. Southern Pacific Ry. Co., II8 U. S.
30 Led. n8. 6 Sup. Ct. Rep. II32; Smyth v. Ames. 169 U. S•
~• 42 Led. 819 18 Sup. Ct. Rep. 418; Pembina Mining Co. v.
ennsylvania, 125 U. S. 181. 31 L. ed. 650. 8 Sup. Ct. Rep. 737.
12 216 U. S. 400. 54 L ed. 5J6. 30 Sup. Ct. Rep. 287.
11
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only to foreign corporations, by which the plaintiff in error
was assessed a large amount upon its capital. The argument was made on behalf of the State that this statute was
capable of justification as an exercise of the right of classification of the subjects of taxation, entirely consistent with
the equal protection of the laws guaranteed by the Fourteenth Amendment. It 'Was said that there was a distinction between the tax imposed on domestic and that imposed
on foreign corporations, since in the one case the tax was
for the privilege of being a: corporation, while in the other
it was for the privilege of doing business in the State.
This argument of Court dismissed rather summarily, calling
the distinction fanciful; and went pn to hold specifically
that to tax a foreign corporation for carrying on business by
a different and more onerous rule than is used in taxing
domestic corporations for the same privilege, is a denial of
the equal protection of the laws.
The effect of this clause of the Fourteenth Amendment
is, then, to prevent discriminatory legislation on the part of
a State against a foreign corporation, at least as fully as
such legislation in respect to non-resident natural persons
is prohibited 'by the Comity Clause, in the case where the
foreign corporation has become a person within the jurisdiction of that State. What is necessary on the part of the
corporation to bring it within this classification cannot be
stated conclusively. The ruling in Southern Railway Company v. Greene makes it clear that when the corporation has
entered the State under an express license to do business,
and has acquired ·tangible property there, it has become such
a person. Probably the same would hold true in the case
that it had entered the State and acquired tangible property
under an implied license.18 The mere ownership of business good-will, on the other hand, has been held not suffi18 See the concurring opinion of White, J., in Western Union
Telegraph Co. v. Kansas, 216 U. S. I, 54 Led. 355, 30 Sup. Ct. Rep.

19o.
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cient to entitle a foreign corporation to the protection of this
part of the Fourteenth Amendment.16
Foreign corporations are also protected to some extent
against discriminatory legislation in that the obligation of
contracts entered into by them with a State cannot be impaired by subsequent action on the part of the State. Thus,
where a state statute provided that foreign corporations
after entering the State should be subject to all the liabilities of domestic corporations, this was tantamount to saying
that they should be subjected to the same liabilities as domestic corporations; and such a statute would constitute a
contract on the part of the State that the same treatment
should be accorded to both classes as long as a foreign corporation which had availed itself of the right to enter under
it should have the right to continue in the State as a corporation. .A subsequent statute would be invalid and unenforceable, therefore, which differentiated between the two
classes of corporations by imposing heavier liabilities upon
the foreign than upon the domestic.11i
16 Baltic Mining Co. v. Massachusetts, 231 U. S. 68, S8 L. ed. 127,
34 Sup. Ct. Rep. 15.
Iii American Smelting Co. v. Colorado, 204 U. S. 103, 51 L. ed.
393, 27 Sup. Ct. Re~. 19B. See also Chicago, Rock Island, and Pacific R. Co. v. LudWIg, 156 Fed. 152, affirmed in 216 U. S. 146.
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CHAPTER VII
CONCLUSION

In the chapter on the general scope of the Comity Clause
it was pointed out. that the privileges and immunities commonly spoken of as secured by the Constitution to the
citizens of the several States are, as a matter of fact, in
no ~ guaranteed by any provision of that instrument;
that ,he utmost that can be said in this connection is that
no State may grant those privileges and immunities to its
own citizens and refuse them to those of other States.
Properly speaking, therefore, there exists only one privilege or immunity of which it can be said that it may be demanded as of right by the citizens of every State in the
Union. That one is equality of treatment, freedom from
discriminating legislatiOln.;J That this is so is far from
being clearly recognized or stated by the courts, even at the
present time.
It is true that in practically all cases dealing with this
general subject it is recognized that discriminating legislation by a State in favor of its own citizens and adverse to
those of other States is forbidden by virtue of ~he Comity
Clause. At the same time, however, the language of Judge
Wa$hington in Corfield v. Coryell is again and again cited
with approval and set up as the authQrity upon which some
state statute is adjudged constitutional or unconstitutional.
The list of privileges and immunities given in that case is,
in the first place, purely obiter, since the sole point at issue
was with respect to the right of a State to reserve the
privilege of fishery in its public waters to its own citizens.
But, disregarding this fact, the language of Judge Washington is absolutely incompatible with the settled construction
-) of the clause in question; namely, that the utmost that a
lOS
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citizen of any State can claim by it is as favorable treatment
in any other State as is accorded by the latter to its own
citizens.
This incompatibility is the necessary result of the basic
idea of the whole decision in Corfield v. Coryell. This rests
upon the idea that every person has vested in him certain
natural rights, which attach of themselves, with no need
for any further justification. The State itself has as one
of the primary purposes for its organization the securing of
these natural rights as against the attempts of other men to
deprive the holder of their exercise; for in a state of nature,
in which each man is without restraint, there would be no
way in which to preserve to every individual those natural
rights which he should properly enjoy. Since a primary
object of the social body known as the State is to protect its
members in the free exercise of these fundamental rights,
such rights are to be regarded as inherent in the idea of
. citizenship. No State may properly deny them to its own
citizens. Therefore, in Judge Washington's opinion, a constitutional provision that the citizens of each State should
be entitled to all privileges and immunities of citizens in
the several States, meant simply an extension of the principle that no State could deny to its own citizens these
fundamental principles so as to include the citizens of the
other States of the Union. In its final analysis, then, the
language iIi Corfield v. Coryell means that there are certain
definite rights "which belong of right to the citizens of all
free governments," and which may "be all comprehended
under the following heads: the enjoyment of life and
liberty, with the right to acquire and possess property of
every kind, and to pursue and obtain happiness and safety."
These rights each State must extend to its own citizens and,
by virtue of the Comity Oause, to the citizens of other
States. Beyond these there would necessarily be no rights
which a citizen of one State could claim in another.
It is evident that there is nothing in common between this
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idea of a number of defined rights which are absolutely
secured to citizens of each State in every other State, and
the idea that the most the citizens of one State can claim
in another is the same treatment as that State affords its
own citizens, except with regard to the exercise of public
rights and in so far as the safety and the welfare of the
citizens of the State demand police legislation to the contrary. As it happens, the private rights with regard to
which the citizens of each State may demand a freedom
from discriminatory legislation, and the "fundamental"
rights spoken of by Judge Washington, are largely identical.
Probably it is for this reason that the courts of the present
day still cite the case of Corfield v. Coryell so frequently
with approval. Nevertheless there is an essential difference between them; for if these rights are conceived of as
fundamental, they are absolutely guaranteed, while according to the correct view they are secured only in so far as
they are granted by each State to its own citizens. According to the proper interpretation of Corfield v. Coryell, no
State may deny these rights to its own citizens, and consequently no State may deny them to citizens of other States;
ac~ording to the accepted construction of the Comity
Clause, any State may deny them to its own citizens, and,
if it does so, may deny them to citizens of other States.
Such differing conclusions cannot be harmonized; and yet,
as far as is known, no court has commented upon the incompatibility between them. The often-quoted definition
of the privileges and immunities of citizens of the several
States given in Corfield v. Coryell is most misleading, and
has been practically overruled by the decisions which are
based upon a proper interpretation of the clause.
very necessary result of the older doctrine of fundamental rights would have been to render identical the
privileges and immunities of citizens of the several States
and the privileges and immunities of citizens of the United
States, with the consequent subjection of every act of any

rA
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State to the legislative discretion and judicial review of the
Federal Govemment;J It is true that in the Slaughterhouse
Cases, Justice Miller cites Coffield v. Coryell with approval,
and says that the rights secured to the citizens of the several
States are the fundamental rights of citizenship, embracing
nearly every civil right known to man. But he also says
expressly that the Comity Clause declares no more than that
each State must grant such privileges to citizens of other
States as it grants to its own citizens. He thus falls into
the same error of confusion as has just been described.
In the dissenting opinions of Justices Field and Bradley
there is, on this point at any rate, a much more logical
argument; and, granting the correctness of their premises,
the conclusions which they draw would necessarily follow
and should have prevailed. They except as correct the
definition in Coffield v. Coryell by which the privileges and
immunities of citizens of the several States are to be regarded as the fundamental privileges inherent in citizenship in all free countries. Now if it be admitted that there
are certain inherent rights of citizenship which belong as
such to the citizens of all free countries, then these must
necessarily attach to citizens of the United States, for the
United States is undoubtedly a free country in this sense.
Also these rights are the same for the citizens of every free
country, since they are those natural rights for the protection of which the State is established. Therefore, argued
the dissenting justices, there can be no difference between
the privileges and immunities of citizens of a State and
those of citizens of the United States. This line of reasoning is perfectly logical, but it rests entirely on the idea that
there are these fundamental rights of citizenship, such as
are described in Coffield v. Coryell. The fact that the decision of the majority of the Court was opposed to the conclusion drawn necessarily negatives the soundness of the
premises upon which this is based. And the fact that it is
no longer an open question as to the distinction between the
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privileges and immunities of state and federal citizenship,
must have as a direct consequence the result that the idea of
fundamental, inherent, natural rights is abandoned; and
that the whole basis of Judge Washington's definition of
the privileges and immunities of citizens of a State can
noJpnger be regarded as valid.
(it cannot be. too strongly emphasized, in dealing with this
clause of the Constitution, that its whole purpose alld its
only effect are to prevent discrimination by one State
against the citizens of another. To leave each State with
the power to visit all but its own citizens with the disabilities of alienage would be to render apy idea of an effective
Union and a feeling of community of interests among the
citizens of the United States an utter impossibility;.J Such
discrimination was in part provided against by entrusting
the Federal Government with the exclusive power to enact
regulations of interstate commerce, except such as are local
in their character and do not demand a uniformity throughout the country. It was early held by the courts that
discrimination by a State against the right of citizens of
other States to import goods and sell them, or in any way
against the products of other States, constituted a regulation of interstate commerce which the States were .without
power to enact. The part of the Fourteenth Amendment
prohibiting the denial by any State of the equal protection
of the laws to any person within its jurisdiction, is also a
provision operating in a field similar to, though more inclusive than, that of the Comity Clause. But the latter, by
its express denial of the right of any State to make citizenship alone a basis of discrimination, is still a most valuable
aid in preserving the feeling of nationality which is essential to the preservation of this country as a united whole.
It is for this reason that in another chapter it has been
argued that the police power of the States should be restricted to a narrow field when residence or non-residence
is made the occasion for its exercise. If the States should
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be regarded as capable of passing laws discriminating
against citizens of other States in cases other than where
the fact of this difference in citizenship constitutes a positive danger to their people, then the wide extent to which
such power could go would in large measure destroy the
efficacy of the Comity Clause entirely, and might easily
lead to retaliation upon the part of other States. There
would almost certainly ensue a pitting of locality against
locality such as would result in the bitterness of feeling and
the jealousy between the States which the Comity Qause
was primarily intended to prevent. It is believed that such
a state of affairs is still guarded against by this provision
of the Constitution; that today, as at the time of the founding of this government, this clause may be esteemed "the
basis of the Union."
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VII-vnI. Publlo Landa of the Roman Republlo. By A. STllPHIINBOIf. 11) eeDta.
IX. Constitutiona.l Development of la.pa.n. By T . IYIIINAG~ 110 eeDtL
-X. A History of Liberia.. By J. H. T. MCPHIIIRSON.
XI-XD. The India.n Trade ID Wisconsin. By F. J. TURNIIL 110 eeDtL

TBl'frH SERIES.-IBg2.-tS.SO.

I. fte Biahep mn Oolony. By MICHAlilL A. MIKKIIILSIIN. 1)0 cents.
u-m. Church u4 state ID lIew EnglaDd. By PAUL E. LAUIIIL 110 cents.
IV. Church ud State ID Kar7laD4. By GEORGE PllTRilil. 1)0 cents.
V-VI. Rel1rtous Development of 1I0rth Oarollna. By S. B. WIIIIIIXB. 110 cents.
VII. Kar7land'l Attitude ID the Struggle for 0&JL&d&. By 1. W. BLlCX. 110 eeDts.
vw..a. fte Qaaken ID PeDDI7lV&D1&. By A. C. APPLBGABTB. 111 cents.
X-XI. Oolumbus ud hta Diaoovery 01 America. By H. B. ADAIlB and H. WOOD. IiO cents.
%II. 0 . _ of the Amenoaa Revolution. By 1. A. WooDBUJIN. 110 ceDts.

BLEVEl'fTH SERIES.-IBgS.-tS.So.

L fte Soo1&l Oou4ltlon 01 :r..bor. By E. R. L. GOULD. 1)0 cents.
D. The World'i Repr.8Iltative Alumbl1el of To-Da7. By E. It. ALDIIN. 110 ceDts.
m-IV. fte lIegro ID the Dlatrlot of Oolumbt&. By EDWAlID INGLII. $1.00.
V-VI. Churoh an4 State ID 1I0rth Oarollna. By STlllPBIIIIf B. WIIHB. 110 cents.
VII-VW. fte Oon4ltlon of the Weltern Farmer, eto. By A. 1'. BDTLIIY. '1.00.
IX-X. Hiator,' of Slaver,' In OODDectiCUt. B7 BIIIRNARD C. SftiINIIIB. 15 cents.
XI-zIL Low GoV8l"1lDl8llt ID the South. By E. W. BIIIIlIB and othel'8. ,1.00.

TWELFTH SERIES.-I894--f3.S0.

I-D. fte OIDoIDna.tI Southern RaUway. By J. H. HOLI.ANDIIIB. '1.00.
m. Oonatltutional BertnniDga of 1I0rth Oarollna. By 1. S. BAIIBII'l'T. 50 ceDts.
IV. Struggle of Dial8llterl for Toleration ID Virgin1&. By H. R. MoILWAIN.. 110 cents.
V-VI-VII. fte Oarollna Plratal u4 Ooloni&l Oommeree. Jg S. C. HUGHBOlf. 11.00.
VIII-IX. Reprwentatlon ud Sdrap ID Jlall&Ohusetta. Br O. H. HAY_B. 110 cents.
X. Engl1lh Inatltutlou u4 the Amenoaa Indi&D. By J. A. ZAIlIIB. 25 cents.
XI-XII. International BertnniDga of the Oongo !'ree state. By 1. S. BIIIIvIIL 50 cents.
~

THIRTEENTH SERIES.-IBgS.-fS.So.

I-II. Gov8l"1lDlent of the OolON of Sonth Oarollna. By E. L. WHIT1fIIY. 111 cents.
m-IV. Early llelatlonl of X&r7l&Dd a.nd Virclnl&. B7 1. H. LATAld. 110 cents.
V. fte lUIe of the Bicameral S,.tem ID America. By T. 1'. MOUN. 110 centL
VI-VII. WhIte Servitude ill the Colony 01 Virl'lD1&. Jg 1. C. BALLlGH. 110 cents.
VIII. The Gen8lia of Oallfornia'i !'irIt Oonltl&tion. By B. D. HUNT. 110 cents.
IX. Benjamin I'nDIIlIn al u EOODOmiat. By W. A. WIITDL. 110 cents.
X. The Provilional Government of X&I7laDd. B7 J. A. SILVIIL 118 cents.
%I-XII. Governm8llt u4 Rel1rton of the Virrtnf& Indi&Dl. B7 S. R. HIINDDIf. 1O_1s

FOURTEEl'fTH SERIES.-I8g6.-tS.So.
I. Constitutiona.l History of Hawa.U. By HENRY E. CHAKBIIIRB. 25 cents.
II. City Government of B&ltimore. By THADDIIIUS P. THOMAS. 25 cents.
m. Colonial Origins of New England Sena.tea. By F. L. RILIIY. 50 centL
IV-V. Servitude In the Colon7 of North Ca.rollna.. By J. S. BABSIIIT'l'. 110 cents.
VI-VII. Representation ID Virginia.. By J. A. C. CHANDLIIIR. 50 cents.
VIII. History of Tuation in Connecticut (1686-1776).
By 1'. R. JO_II. 110 cents.
IX-X. A Stud7 of Sla.very in New leney. By HIIINRY S. COOLIIIY. 50 cents.
XI-XD. Oa.uses of the Ma.ryla.nd Revolution of 1689. By F. E. SPABB:B. 50 eeata.

P'D'1'BEl'fTB SERIES.-IBg7.-t3.so.

I-II. The Tobacco Indnlt17 ID Virainia 1ID0e 1860. By B. W. AJlNOLD. 10 ceDts.
m-v. street JIallwa.y S71tem of l'h1la4elph1&. By 1'. W. SPama. 15 cents.
VI. Daniel llapaond. By C. P . NEILL. 110 cents.
VII-vnI. EcoDomlo matOr,' of B ... O. ll. R. By II. RaIDNBTllUI. 110 ceDtL
IX. The South AlDenoaa Trade of Baltimore. By 1'. R. Rll'ITIIL 110 cents.
X-XI. State Tu Oommiallonl ID the United Statal. By J . W. CHAPllAlf. 110 ceDta.
XII. T8Il481l0i.. Is Amerloaa Economio Thought. By S. SBllBWOOD. 25 cents.

•

SIXTEEl'fTH SERIES.-I8g8.-fS.SO.

I-IV. The lIelltral1ty of the Amenoaa LakBl, eto. By 1. II. Cn I 'HAN. '1.211. Cloth, '1.150.
V. Wut I'lorlda._ 13y H. E. CHAIlBIIIBB. 21) cents.
VL Antl·Slavery I.e&4en 01 lIorth Oarollna. By J. S. BABIIII'l'T. 110 cents.
VII-IX. Life u4 AdmIDIltratiou of Sir Robert Eden. By B. C. SDINlllJI. '1.00.
X-%l. fte 'l'ranlitlon of 1I0rth Oarollna from & Oolony. By E. W. SIDS. 110 eeta.
XIL lued IparJal and AlaIa De TOOClllevllle. By H. B. ADAKB. 25 cents.
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· •.itJIIF
SBVEBTBEBTH SBRmS.-zBgg.-tS.so.
l-Zl-m. ~ of Btate BaIlJIIq Ia Kal7laad. B:v A. C. BBYAlf. 81.00.
IV-V. ft. KDcIW-lIfothlDC Pari7 Ia ~laad. BJ L. 1'. SCHIOCKmDDB. 16 centll.
VI. no r..ba4Jat OolollJ Ia Jb17laad. BJ B. B. IAJUla. 60 centll.
vn-VJD. KlatorJ of BJ&YOIJ' Ia liTorth 0&r0Uu. BI I. S. BA8SII'lT. 16 centll.
:ct-Z-XI. Deve10pmeat of the Oh_=.. OJdo Oell&l. BJ G. W. WAlID. 16 eatll.
ZIL PalIUo Bhoatiollll WOI'k Ia Bal
BJ BIUuIIIBT B. ADAKa. 215 centll.

EIGHTEEBTB SbBS.-zgoo.-ts.so.
1-lT. It1a4lee Ia ltate !raDtIolI. Edited bJ I. II. BOLLUDIUL Paptlr, tl.OO 'be1otb, ,1••
V-VI. ft. OoloJd&l kenti.... l'rlor to the B ..toratioll. BJ P. L. ][Au. 6 centll.
.
VII. Ooutitutioll &D4 A4m1aBioJI. of Iowa lato the VnloD. BJ l. A. IAJUla. 80 eatll.
VIII-IX. ft. Oh1ll'0h &D4 1'op1l1&r E41111atioll. BY B. B . .ADAKa. GO centll.
X-ZIL BellP!u I'ne4om Ia Vlrlfldal ft. Ba,tlatl. BJ W. T. THolL 11 eatll.

, lOl'fETEEBTB SBlUES.-zgol.-ts.SO.
I-JD. .&merlaa Ia the 1'aelAo &III the I'ar But. ~ I. M. CJ.LI.Axa.K. 15 centl.
IV-V. Btate Aoti'l'lti.. Ia BeJatioll to r..bor. BJ W. 1'. WILLOUGHBY. 50 eeDtil.
VI-VII. KlatorJ of Bmrrac. Ia Vll'c1D1&o BJ I. A. C. CBAKllLIIB. 50 eentll.
VIII-IX. no X&r:vl&ll4 Ooutitution of 18K BJ W. S. Myos. 60 centll.
z.
W. of OoDlllllaI&r7 lame. Blalr. B:v D. E. MOTLIIY. 25 eents.
u..zu. Gov. K10b of X&r:vl&ll4 &III the 01'1'11 War. B:v G. L. RADcLIft'& GO eat&

TWENTIETH SBllIES.-zp.-ts.So.
I. Wedma Kar:vlaal Ia the B .....lutioll. B:v B. C. STBINBB. 80 centll.
II-DL State B&Db .mo. the lIratloD&l BuJE AlIt. B:v G. E. BABKIII!l'T. ISO cents.
IV. EarlJ JDator:v of Internal IDlJrovemea. Ia Alabama. B:v W. E. JlAJrrIK. 80 CeIlts.
"T-Vl. Trut OdIDJ&DI.. Ia the 11nited States. B:v GIIOBGIII CATOB.
VII-VJD. Th. Jb17l&1l4 Ooutitution of 1851. B:v I. W. BullY. 60 eentll.
IX..z. 1'oUtioal Aotl'l'lti.. of l'JdU, !'reDeall. B:v S. E. I'OBllAK. ISO eents.
u,-XII. 09ntiDlDtal o,lDlon on a Kl44le :I1IroJe&D TarUr lJ'DloD. B:v G. M. II'IB. 80 etL

TWENTY-FIRST SERmS.-z!103-fS.500
-1-11. ft. Wabuh Trade Bonte. B:v E. l. BIIINTON.
III-IV. Internal Impro........ Ia lIrcirtJa 0ar0Uu. BJ C. C. WIIIA'fU. 10 eata.
V. KIaton' of lapu... Paller OIIl'rOll!l7.B:v M. TAB:AB:I. 80 centa.
Vl-VII. li:OOaoIllfllB &III 1'oUtioB Ia JlarTlail4, 1"'0-1'I1i~_ &III the 1'1Ibllo BenIG.. of
Daniel D1I1aD7 the Blc1er. B:v ST. G. L. SIOU8BAT. ou centa.
-VIII-IX-X. Jl.rt.mdDP of Xar:vlaDd, 1881-1889. By B. C. BTBIKIIIB.
u..zu. n . BqUsh Statutes Ia X&r:vlaad. BJ ST. G. L. SIOVSBAT. ISO CeIlta.

TWER'TY-sECOlO) tiERDS.-lgG4.-4S.So.
I-D. A !rrIat BIbUo~J)lD' of Am.rlaaD Tra4..11Dlolll'llbUoatiou. ISO coati.
m-IV. 'WJdte Servltule In X&r:vlaa4, lSH-IUO. BJ m. I. MCCoBKAC. GO eenta.
T. BwltHrl&ll4 at the Belfbmbac of the BlzteeIlth Ceatur:v. B:v l. M. VINCIIINT. 30 centl.
VI-VII-VIII. fte KllltOl'J of Beooutruotiolllll Vll'glIlla. BJ H. J. ECXENRODIII. 110 cents.
IX-X. ft. I'orelp Commeroe of laplUl .mo. the Be.toratioll. B:v Y. HATTOJIL ISO eeDts.
U-ZIL DeaorlJItioJI.B of X&r:vlalld. BJ B. C. STIIIND. IIU eeat&

TWER'TY-TBIRD SBlUES.-zgos-lS.5(\.
I-D. Beeoutruotion Ia 8eIlth OaroUu. BJ l. P. BOLIJ8. GO eentl.
m-IV. Btate Govemmeat Ia Jb17l&1l4, 1'7'l'J-1Tl1. B:r~B. W. BOND,.'B. 110 centll.
V-VI. OoIoDlaI A4DdIIl8tration 1UUIer I.cir4 Clareadoll, 1880-1881. By r. 1. ][AD!. GO_
VII-VDI. luUo. Ia OoloDlal VlqIala, BJ O. P. CHITWOOD. ISO een1.8.
IX-X. nJt:=D1O kllea Ia~ 1115-1819. BJ I. S. RIIIIIIvIIs. GO eenta.
U-XII.
Problems Ia
8wltnrlaad. BJ I. K. VIKCUT. ISO eentll.

TWER'TY-J'OlJRTB SBRIES.-zgoCl.-4s.So.

1-11. ~D'''-AmerlaaD Dlplomatio BeJatiou befor. 1881. BJ B. m. B'Lt.CJt. GO eeata.
m-IV. n.l'Ia&D_ of AIiLerloaIl Tra4.11D10118. BJ A. M. flA1{OLlIlI:I. 111 eents.
V-VI. Dl~tio lIr.gotiatlou of the 11D1ted States with Bud&. B~ I. C. HILIIT. ISO eta.
VII-VIIL State :at.hts aDI1'artiula lIrorth Carolllla, In8-1881. BJ H. M. WAGSTAJ'I'. IOe.
D:..z. BatioD&l r..lI01' l'ederatioDB Ia the 11D1ted Sates. By WILLIAK Kru. 16 eeata.
X&r:vl&D4 ~C the BqUsh 01'1'11 Wars. Part L B:v B. Co SDINa 150 C8lta.

u..zu.

TWER'TY-I'D'TB SBRmS.-z907.-t3.So.
L Interul !raDtiOD In the l'JdUppla-. B:v lORK S. BORD. 30 eeata.
II-DL no Xoaro. Xlulon to J'rUCI!.t 1'JH-.1'J9IL By B. W. BOJID, Ir. ISO eenta.
IV-V. Jb17laad DurlDC the :BDCUsh UI'I'I1 Wan, Part D. BJ BIIIBNAlID C. SftIIKIUL IOe.
Vl-VIL TIie Btat. Ia OOIl.titutioul &D4 Intlll'D&tioD&l r..w. BJ R. T. CBANa. GO_tII.'
VIII-:a:-%. l'Ia&Dolal KiRor:v of Jb17laD4, 1'1111-1"1. B:r HUGH S. HAKKA. 11S_ta.
U-ZIL Appreatioeahl, Ia Amerlo&D ~&4. 11D1ou. BJ I. M. MOTLIIY. 1S0_ta.

TWER'TY-SIXTH SERIES.-IQ08.....g.so.

I-JD. Bdtish OollUllitteN, OOlllllliBlloDl, OouDoilB of Trade and 1'l&IltatiOllB, 18111-18'11.
BJ C. M. Almuw8. 15 _ts.
IV-VI. B.uual Blch. &lid ObUratiou Ia tho Aqlo-Boer War. BJ R. G. CAIO'DLL.
15 eents.
.
VII-VJD. The :Bllub.th&D Parish Ia i . Boolealutioal &D4 I'Iaallolal Asp.ot.. BJ S. L.
WAIIIII. 110 cents.
IX-%, A 1tu4:v of the !l!opograplD' &D4 JIuDlolpal KlatOl'J of Praea..te. B:v B. V. D.
MAGOJ'll'lN. ISO cents.
ZI-ZII. BeueAolar1 I'eaturel of AmerloaD Trade 11D1ou. B1 I. B. KIIINKIIDY. ISO centa.

iv
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TWBl'fTY-SBVB!fTB SBRIES.-zgog.--ls.so.
I-II. Be lhlI.a-.tnotlcna of ~1aDd. 1~188'I. B7 W•. S. Jluu. 10 catL
UI-IV-T. Be DeYeJopmeat of Gae BDlrlilla :r..w of CJoaQlnoJ'. B7 1. W. Bed.
TI caltL
'YJ-V11. I.qI8IaU.. aD4 l1l4Jotal ~ of Gae I'IfttaGa AmeDc1Juat. B7 1. ...
KATBJIW8. T6 centll; cloth 11.
nII-ZII. BDtrl&D4 aD4 •
I'nDola BevoIlltloD, 17It-1.,..,. Bl W. T. LAft.U)&

,1.

TWBl'fTY-EIGHTH SBRIES.-zgzo.-lS.So.
(Complete III four DDIDbent.)
of B_atnott.oD III I.cndII&Da ('.rJIroqh 1888). Bl 1. B. I'It'llW11..
cloth ,1.11.
IL Be ~ VDioD :r..beL Bl_E. B. BnooIIK. 10 cents· cloth Til cents.
m. fte DootriIIe of JToll,S1I&bW1;;r of the State Ia the Vlllte4 stat... Bl K.
w~.
ao ceDts; cloth Til cents.
IV. DaYi4 BIou4o: A O..teIIarT Eltt.mate. Bl 1. H. HoLLAlfDll&. ,1.00; cloth
L

BII~

,1.00 i
.
81. . .
,1.211.

TWBl'fTY-lUlfTH SBRIES.-zgu.-ts-so.
(Complete III three DamlIel'8.)
L JrarJ'l&D4 VDder Gae Oommo.wealth: .A. ChroDlcle of Gae lean 1IK9-1818. Bl B. C.
BnlIDL 11' cloth ,1.11.
IL fte D1ltoll BepbUe aD4 the .&merloaa BevollltloD. Bl B'amDaCH mm.u. ,1.10;
cloth ,1. Ta.
m. fte 0111184 Shop Ia .&merlaa1l ~ 'UD1oDI. Bl 1'. T. 8Toc::n'oK. ,1.00 i cloth ,1.211.

THDlTIBTH SERIBS.-zgJ8.-ts.so.
(Complete III three Dumbe1'll.)
L Beoat A4mIDIIvaU.. Ia Vlrcla1&. Bl 1'. A. JlAGB1JDIIB. '1.11; cloth 11.10.
IL ~lIe Stan4&l'1 Bate Ia .I.mUlI& ~ 'UD1oDI. Bl D. A. KeCAU.
1•• ; datal

m.

ll:.qUtoa to .&merIou

~4e

Bl 1'. II. WOLn.

VDIou.

,1.00; cloth '1.211.

THIRTY-I'IRST SElUE8.-zgz30-ts.so.
(Complete III four namllel'8.)
L Be I.&D4 I;rlt.m Ia Jlu:r1aD4, 1.,.9-1786. Bl CI.A.uKCII P. GoULD. TI cal. . ; datal
11.00.
II. ~e aovenment of .&m1ll'lO&D ~e Vnlou. By T. W. GLOClDD. '1.00 i cloth 11...
m. The I'nI .eP'O III VlrKlala. 1818-1_. B:v l. H. RU81111LL. ,1.006' clltll 1...
IV. fte Q1lIDt1laia1ll: AD KlItwloal St1l4:r. Bl B. V. D. JIAGoITm. I ca.. ; d.ua
TI catL
.

THIRTY-SBeOn SEJUES.-zgz40-f3.so.
(Complete III three Dumben.)
Jhdl4Iatr-~ VDIou. Bl N. B. WBa. .l.
.
IL B1&VIIr7 III JIlIII01I1'l&..!!.K-l881. Bl. H. A. Tanu. 11.211j cloth 11.110.
m. 0010111&1 ~ ef AlU7IaDd. Bl 101. S. lIoBB188. ,1.00; Cloth ,1.211.

L lvll4lotloD Ia .&merlou
_cloth '1.11.

,1.00 ;

TJURTY-TIIIRD SBRIES.-J9J5.-tS.5o.
(Complete III four Dumbe1'll.) .
L Kone:r ul Trulportatl.oD III X&l71aD4, 1.,.9-1'181. ByCUBIIKCII P. GOULD.
cents· cloth '1.00.

IL Tile ibWiol&l A4mIDIItraUon of the Oolon;r of 'Ylrcla1&.

'II

Bl PIIacr 8cO'1"1' i'L1ft'Ilf.

110 cents; cloth Til cents.
fte Kelper ul .&merlaa1l Tr&4e Vlllo... Bl lOHK H. .A.8HWOJmL Til catll;
cloth '1.00.
IV. fte OOUUt1Itl.OD&l Dootrla.. of lut1ae Karlu. By lI'LoYD BUZILIA CL&u. '1.00 ;
cloth , 1 . 2 1 1 . .
.

m.

TlUlitTY-FOURTH SERIES.--lgJei.-tS.50.
(Complete III four numberl.)
I. fte Bo7oott Ia .&merlO&D Trade VDIou. By LIIO WOLJlAlll'. 11.00' cloth '1.211.
II. fte :fostal Power of OODtrr.... B:v LIlID8AY RoGD8. ,1.bO Lcloth. i1.1I.
m. fte Oollvol of Strlkel III .&merlou ~e VDIoDlo Bl G. JIlL JANIIS. '111 cents;
clot\,!:;..~traUOD Ia JlarJ'IaDd. B1 Jou. L. DoK~OK. ,1.00; cloth ,1.211.
IV. State

THDlTY-FIFTB SERIES.-1917.-f4,oo.
(Complete III three numben.)
I. fte Vlrglnla Commlttee I:rItem aD4 the .&merlO&D Bevolutlon. Bl 1. 101. LIIUL
11.00; cloth 11.211.
.
II. ~e OrnnlRbWt7 of :r..bor. By W. O. WIIYJ'OIlTB. 11.10; cloth '1.'111.
IlL P&ri;v OrranlRUon aD4 JraoIllDIII7 Ia XlohlpD sian 1880. B:v A. C. KILLBPAUGIL
'1.00; cloth ,1.211.
The let of thirty-live lerlel of Studies II offered, unlformll bound Ia cloth, for Ilbrar:r
use for ,122.00 net. The leparate volumes ma1 al80 be had bound III
cloth at the prlces stated.
v
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Extra Volumes of Studies
IN

Historical and Political Science
Those marked with an asterisk (e) are out ot print.
eI. fte Bepubllo ot Jr_ KaveJl. By CHAlILIIS H. LlilVEBlo[OIW. 342 Psges.
II. PJlU&4elphJa, 1881-1887. By EDWAJID P. ALLISON, A.M., and BoUlS PIDNHOSII, A.B. 444 ps~. 8vo. Cloth. '3.00.
em. Baltimore and the Jrllleteeath ot AlIril, 1881. By GBOJlOJll WILLIAJI
BHOWN. 176 PSgl!lll.
IV. Local Ooutltv.tlOD&llDltory ot the VDite4 Statel. By GBOBaB E. HowAJID.
Ph.D.-Volume I-Development ot the Township, Hundred and Shire.
542 pages. 8vo. Cloth. '3.00.
VI. fte Jrql'O III ~l&D.cL By JIDJITBIIY R. BBACKIIITT, Ph.D. 270 Psges.
Svo. Cloth. U.OO.
VII. fte S1lpume Collri ot the VDite4 Statu. By W. W. WILLOUGHBY, Ph.D.
124 pages. 8vo. Cloth. '1.25.
VIII. fte IIltenovee bewe.. the V. S. ad lapan. By INAZO (OTA) NITOBB,
Ph.D. 198 pages. 8vo. Cloth. ,1.25.
eDt. State and Federal Goverum..t III Bwitserl&D.d. B1 JOHN M.lllTIN VINe.NT.
250 pages.
X. Bpaniah IDlItltv.tlODlI ot the So1lth..ell1:. B1 FBANJ[ W. BUCKIUB, Ph.D.
380 pages. 8vo. Cloth. U.OO.
XL .All IIltrod1lotiOll to the Stv.d:r of the OOUtltv.tlOII. By MOBBIS M. COHN.
250 pages. 8vo. Cloth. fl.50.
XII. fte Old EqUah KaDor. By C. M. ANDOWS, Ph.D. 280 pages. 8vo.
Cloth, ,1.50.
eXIII. AmerIoe: Its 8eoll'loph1oal lDItory, 108-1898. By WALTJlB B. SCAmI.
176 pages.
eXIV. Florellt1ll.e We DurfIIa the BOII&lIl&IIoo. By WAL'I1IIB B. SCAD'll.
XV. fte So1lthem Q1I&keri ad Blavery. By 8TJIPHJlN B. WIIJIltS, Ph.D. 414
pages. 8vo. Cloth. '2.00.
XVI. Oontemporary Amerloan OplDioll ot the l'1'enoh BevolutiOll. By C. D.
HA.ZIIN, Ph.D. 825 pages. 8vo. Cloth. '2.00.
XVII. IDdu1:rla1 b.erim. . . III the BritllIh OoloDi.. ot Jrorth Amerioa. By
ELIUNOB L. LoRD. 164 pages. 8vo. Cloth. '1.25.
xvm. Btate Aid to Klgher EdllOatioll: A Series of Addresses at the Johlls Hop·
klns University. 100 Psges. 8vo. Cloth. '1.00.
XIX. IrrlptiOll III Vtah. By C. H. BaOUGH. 228 pages.
xx. FlD&D.o1a1 mltory of Baltimore. By J. H. HOLL.6.NDJlB, Ph.D. 400 pages.
8vo. Cloth. '2.00.
XXI. oaba ad lIlter1l&t1OIIal Belatlons. By J. 11. CALL.6.BA.N. 503 pages. 8vo.
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This volume has just been published in the series of the Albert
Shaw Lectures on Diplomatio History. It is based on lectures delivered in the Johns Hopkins University in 1912, and later revised
for publication. The subject involves one oUhe most intricate problems in American history, and ProfeBBOr Cox has spared no pains
in searching for new sources of information. He has not only
availed himself of the collections in Washington and of the
material in the Department of Archives and History at Jackson,
MiBBiBSippi, but he has personally searched the Archives at Seville
and Madrid.

The volume deals with the secret intrigues of statesmen and
diplomats in the capitals of America and Europe on the one hand,
and with the aggressive, irresponsible movements of impatient
frontiersmen on the other. Professor Cox thinks that the sturdy
pioneers of the Southwest outstripped the diplomats, and that
their deeds were the decisive factors in the settlement of the long
and bitter controversy that was waged over West Florida.
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